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Abstract 
The product model is the primary source of input for 
a process planning system. The basic requirement of a 
product modeller in the area of Generative Computer-
Aided Process Planning (GCAPP) is to generate a 
complete, exact, unambigeous 3D product representation 
which is directly accessable to automated planning. 
Such a product representation must include geometry, 
material specification, surface finish data, features 
and their relationship to other features, and tolerances. 
The product representation has to be complete, since 
in an automated environment interactive input of 
missing information at a later stage has to be avoided. 
Automation of process planning requires the product 
data to be extracted from the product model without 
human interaction. 
With respect to the above requirements a principle 
called Feature Based Design has been investigated and 
developed. This method provides a part description at 
the design stage which is suitable for a GCAPP system. 
If a fully automated GCAPP is consolidated to the 
system a real integration of CAD and CAN will be 
achieved, which will support simultaneous engineering 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Simple and efficient communication between the user 
and the computer is essential to the success of a 
computerised process planning system. The interface 
should be simple and easy to learn, eg. menu driven, 
or if any programming is involved it should be analogue 
to natural language. The information transaction 
between the user and the computer should be fast. 
In traditional process planning, the planner looks at 
the drawing of the object which he is going to produce 
the process plan for, then by referring to his past 
experience and the nature of the object he will decide 
what kind of operations are required to produce the 
object. However when the planner looks at the object 
he usually looks for the individual features and 
entities which in combination will produce the object. 
The planner is basically concerned about the shape of 
the features and in his mind he matches them against 
those which he has experienced in the past. If the 
planner comes across a feature which he has never seen 
before he will try to breakdown the feature to sub-
features. These sub-features are those which he 
usually has knowledge of. Therefore the planner rarely 
is concerned about points and lines which are the 
common language in CAD database. His immediate 
concerns are the shape of the features, its tolerances 
and dimensions. 
In automated process planning more or less the same 
procedure applies, except that the knowledge of the 
process planner is stored in the database and far more 
detailed description of the object will be required. 
In manual planning the planner by looking at an object 
in his mind, works out the required process. He sees 
the relationship between a feature and the other 
entities or features and by knowing this he plans the 
process. Consequently a great deal of information 
about the drawing of an object which may not be apparent 
to the eyes of a non-expert, is obvious to a experienced 
process planner. 
In automated process planning all the detail which a 
planner puts together in his mind about a feature 
should be available in the model of the object. In 
computerised process planning the validity of the data 
about various processes in the database is essential, 
otherwise the produced plans by the planning system 
will not be valid. 
The information compiled in the database of a 
generative type of process planning is usually about 
the available processes in a specific environment. In 
production of a mechanical part a process is capable 
of producing a feature, ie. a drilling process can 
produce a hole, and a milling machine can produce a 
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slot, pocket, etc. The product model should provide 
these types of high level information. Therefore when 
an automated planning system is looking at a product 
model it will look for a feature and then it will match 
this feature against the available process in its 
database, just as a human process planner refers to his 
experience and remembers the process that can produce 
a specific feature. A real generative process planning 
system will look for other details about a part, ie. 
tolerances, which will have a great effect on the type 
of process which may be selected. A hole can be produced 
by a drilling machine if it does not have a tight 
tolerance. In the situation where a tighter tolerance 
is required drilling may be followed by reaming, 
therefore adding to the cost. 
The success of any automated process planning system 
is greatly dependent on the method by which a part is 
presented to it, particularly in the case of Generative 
Computer-Aided Process Planning(GCAPP). 
A part representation for GCAPP has to be very 
detailed. There should be no ambiguity and every detail 
should be clearly defined, so that the planning system 
does not become confused, eg about the type of feature 
or entities. To create a part description/model 
manually in such detail is very tedious and time 
consuming. To create a simple part with a couple of 
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features on it, the length of the description file to 
be used for an automated planning system could be over 
few hundred lines. Producing such a detailed description 
manually is prone to error and economically impractical. 
Therefore if an automated planning system does not have 
an automated part description system/user interface, 
it may be even more effective to carry out the planning 
manually. 
Any automated part representation system should be 
able to simulate a human mind, in the sense that it 
should be able to create a 3-D model of a part with all 
the necessary details. Nothing should be left to 
chance, since the present automated planning systems 
have no intelligence to work out any missing information 
by reasoning and relating to the available details. 
Most of the research in this area in the past has been 
concentrated in data extraction from CAD or solid 
modeller database. This approach has had some problems. 
If a 3-D representation of a part is required for 
automated planning, those CAD systems where their data 
is based on wire frame presentation, cannot provide 
valid information, and those systems which get their 
data from a solid modeller data base have some other 
problems. First of all the solid modelling is still 
evolving, and the available systems have a few 
problems. The problem which most of all concerns 
process planning is the data in CAD or the solid 
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modeller database is design based, and these systems 
are based on the requirement of the designers. 
Consequently high level information which is essential 
for manufacturing, such as feature types and their 
relationships to other entities, tolerances, etc. are 
missing. 
The approach taken in this research is different from 
other researchers in the sense that the developed 
system is not dependent on the CAD data base for its 
data. All the algorithms and logics necessary for 
creating a complete description of an object are built 
into the system. The system is menu driven. Once a part 
is constructed no further manual intervention will be 
required to add or modify the created description. The 
present system can handle two features and their 
derivatives, but by further work/expansion, it could 
be used as a very effective tool in both design and 
manufacturing, and thus bridging the gap between these 
two areas. 
Chapter I of this dissertation is about the related 
topics and provides a useful background about the 
subjects such as group technology, manual process 
planning, computerised process planning, etc. 
Chapter II discusses geometric modelling and the 
various methods which have been used. The reason for 
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discussing this subject is, to provide some background 
information since most of the other researchers have 
used CAD database to extract information about an 
object to provide an interface for process planning. 
Chapter III discusses the feature or part representation 
for CAPP, as well as investigating the various methods 
of part representation or user interfaces have which 
been used. Tolerances and their various types have been 
explained, since it is an important subject in the area 
of manufacturing of mechanical objects. A survey of the 
work which has been done by other researchers in the 
this field has been carried out. 
Chapter IV explains the developed systems and its 
principles. In this chapter the method used to produce 
a model of an object has been explained in detail. 
Chapter V refers to logics and algorithms which have 
been used in the developed system. Some of the more 
important FUNCTIONS have been discussed in detail. 
Chapter VI contains the discussion, limitations, 
further work and conclusion. 
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1.1 RELATED AREAS 
Many efforts and accomplishments have occurred in the 
past few years to improve the productivity of 
production engineers(ie process planners), via the 
computerisation/automation of process planning. The 
method used to explain a part description to the 
process planning system has a direct effect on the 
level of automation that can be achieved. Manual 
process planners use drawings, which are interpreted 
by humans and the information is used to develop the 
process plans. 
The first generation of computerised process planning 
systems used Group Technology code as a means to 
describing a part. 
1.2 Group Technology is a philosophy that identifies 
and exploits the underlying similarity of parts and 
manufacturing processes. In a manufacturing environment, 
where there are multi-products with small-lot-size, 
conventionally each part is treated as unique, from 
design through to manufacturing. If similar parts are 
grouped into families where this similarity is based 
on either their design or processes, it is possible to 
increase the productivity through more effective 
design rationalisation, data retrieval and manufacturing 
standardisation and rationalisation[5]. 
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The idea of group technology has been around for a long 
time, but it was not until 1958 that the concept was 
formalised by S P Mitrofanov, a Russian engineer. He 
wrote the first book about the subject called "The 
Scientific Principles of Group Technology"[6]. 
Solaja has defined Group Technology(GT) as, "GT is the 
realization that many problems are similar, and that 
by grouping similar problems, a single solution can be 
found to a set of problems, thus saving time and 
effort"[7]. 
In a manufacturing environment, components that have 
a dissimilar design and shape may still require similar 
processes. These similarities could be used to form a 
production family, then a process plan could be 
produced for the family. Since similar processes are 
required for all members of a family, a machine cell 
can be set up to manufacture the family and because only 
similar components are considered for each cell, it 
makes production planning and control much easier. 
Such a cell-oriented layout is called a group 
technology layout. [56, 49] 
1.2.1 Coding and Classification. The idea of group 
technology may be practised without a classification 
and coding system, but in order to have full 
exploitation of, and successful implementation of the 
16 
concept, in particular in the area of process planning, 
a method of coding and classification will be 
essential. 
Figure 1.1 A group of parts which are dissimilar in 
design but require some similar manufacturing processes. 
(Fig 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 extracted from "CAD/CAN" by 
Mikell P Groover & Emory W Zinuners, Jr.) 
Classification is the sorting out of parts into groups 
based on their similarities which is pre-determined. 
Coding is a process of establishing symbols to be used 
for meaningful communication. A code maybe numbers or 
letters or a combination of numbers and/or letters. 
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There are lots of different types of classification and 
coding systems. However there are three basic code 
structures used in group technology applications: 
a-Hierarchical structure or monocode. 
b-Chain-type structure or polycode. 
c-Hybrid structure, which is a combination of a & b. 
Hierarchical or Monocode Structure. In this method the 
interpretation of each succeeding symbol depends on 
the value of the preceding symbol. The code provides 
a relatively compact structure which conveys much 
information about the part in a limited number of 
digits. 
Chain-type Structure. In this type of coding the 
interpretation of each symbol in the sequence is fixed 
and does not depend on the value of preceding digits. 
Chain structure which is sometimes called polycode, 
tends to be relatively long. 
Hybrid Structure is a combination of monocode and 
polycode. The attempt is made to achieve the best 
feature of short polycodes, and within each of these 
short chains, the digits are independent. However, one 
or more symbols in the complete code number are used 
to classify the part population into groups, in the 
same way as the hierarchical or monocode structure. 
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This method of coding is very popular in the industry 
and the hybrid seems to best serve the needs of both 
design and production[5,8]. 
Figure 1.2 and 1.3 are examples of two popular types 
of classification and coding systems which are widely 
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FIGURE 12.5 Basic structure of the ppitz system. 
Figure 1.3 Form code (digits 1 through 5) for 
rotational parts in Opitze system. 
1.3 Process Planning is defined as the function to 
determine which machining processes and parameters are 
to be used to convert a raw material from its initial 
form to the final product, which is predetermined. The 
input to process planning is engineering drawing or 
definition of the required product. The raw material 
is not necessarily a block of slab. It could be a piece 
part which is already processed and it is undergoing 
further process, eg. a casting which may be an engine 
cylinder that requires drilling, boring, etc. The 
definition for raw material and the final product is 
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all dependent on the type of industry and requirements. 
An alternative definition for process planning could 
be, 'the act of preparing detailed work instructions 
to produce a part' [6]. 
Traditionally, process planning is the task of 
manufacturing engineering or industrial engineering 
in an organisation. The input to process planning is 
generally engineering drawing. The process planner is 
usually given a drawing of a part, he examines this 
representation which is in 2-D and develops a 3-D 
picture of it in his mind. Consequently he identifies 
the patterns of features to be produced. By having a 
3-D of the part in his mind, the planner decides the 
type and sequence of the operations which should be 
applied to produce the part[8,9]. 
The process planning procedure is very much dependent 
on the experience and judgment of the planner. Every 
individual has his own opinion about what constitutes 
the best routing. The previous experience of the 
process planner is very crucial to the success of 
manual planning. A highly experienced process planner 
may have a wealth of shopfloor knowledge and part 
familiarity to apply to the process planning activities, 








Figure 1.4 Traditional or manual process planning. 
and the engineering/manufacturing judgement required 
for the job. 
1.4 Computer-Aided Process Planning. Due to the above 
mentioned problems and the fact that to become an 
22 
expert in process planning a significant amount of time 
and experience is required, as well as the problem of 
decreasing number of planners, whereas the need for 








Figure 1.5 Block diagram of a Computer-Aided Process 
Planning system. 
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There are basically two approaches used for the 
computerisation of process planning: 
1-Variant process planning 
2-Generative process planning. 
1.4.1 Variant Process Planning. This method of 
planning is based on the retrieval and editing of the 
old plans. This involves modification of an existing 
plan which is similar to the current job. Variant 
planning requires a sufficient large sample of 
previous plans being defined, classified and coded in 
a rationalized manner to allow the chance of a good 
matching plan to be retrieved. Examples of variant 
planning are: AUTAP(WZL. Aachen BRD), CAPSY(IWF Berlin 
BRD) and MIPREP(TNO, Apeldoorn Netherlands) [12]. 
In practice, usually the most commonly used part 
families are selected to create a master plan for the 
most complicated member of each family. This part could 
be totally hypothetical, which shows all possible 
variations within the family. The size and other 
engineering characteristics of the part are not 
included in the true value, but as variable values or 
parameters. The master plan implicitly defines all 
subsequent plans for the members of their families. 
Actual plans are created from the masters by substituting 
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the value for the real part that make up the plan, for 
example the length, diameter, etc. 
Another approach in variant planning is to retrieve the 
nearest similar plan that already exists, and proceed 
to modify it to suit the new product or design 
requirements. 
The procedure of retrieval is achieved by using a 
coding system in such a manner that the plans with 
matching codes are recovered, then modified and edited 
to produce a new plan for the new product[13]. 
The variant computer-aided process planning, although 
it is not fully automated and still requires manual 
interaction to create a plan, still has several 
advantages over manual planning. Using a computer can 
greatly reduce the time consumption for data management, 
retrieval, and text editing, as well as reducing the 
tedious and boring processes of paper handling and hand 
copy work. 
Coding and classification of the parts into families 
helps in more consistent process plans5, 56, & 49]. 
Kyprianou was one of the first researchers who applied 
the idea of feature recognition in conjunction with 
coding, in the automation of part description for 
25 
process planning. He divided features into two groups, 
depressions and protrusions. Examples of depressions 
are grooves, slots and pockets, while a boss is a 
protrusion. He used this philosophy for recognising 
the shape feature of a modelled object and finally for 
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Figure 1.6 Variant process planning stages. 
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One of the main problems or disadvantages of variant 
planning is that, an experienced process planner is 
required to construct, maintain, modify, and consistently 
edit the standard plans. The knowledge and experience 
of the planner is still the major factor in determining 
the quality of the produced plans. Therefore a computer 
is basically used for data storage and processing, and 
it is just a tool to assist in manual process planning 
activities[14]. 
1. 4.2 Generative Process Planning. The second approach 
in computer-aided process planning is the generative 
method. It utilises an automatic computerized system 
consisting of decision logics, formulae, technology 
algorithms and geometry based data, to uniquely 
determine the many processing decisions for converting 
a part from its raw shape into the finished shape. In 
generative planning unlike the variant approach, no 
standard manufacturing plans are defined or stored. 
Nevertheless the unique operation sheets are automatically 
generated by the computer every time a part is ordered 
for manufacturing. 
Basically there are two major elements in a generative 
process planning. The first element is a method which 
describes the parts or features and is sometimes called 
part representation system. (Part representation for 
computer-aided process planning is the main objective 
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of this research which will be discussed in detail in 
a later section) . The job of part representation is to 
translate a component description or drawing 
specifications into codes which are understandable by 
the planning system. Any part or feature description 
system should be able to define all the feature's 
geometries, tolerances, relationships between various 
entities, etc. The part description for a generative 
planning system is typically far more detailed than the 
one for the variant method of planning. 
The second element of a generative process planning is 
the planning software, which comprises of decision 
logic, formulae, and technological algorithms to 
compare the part geometry requirement to the manufacturing 
capabilities and availabilities. This is concerned 
with the determination of the appropriate processing 
operations, the selection of the machine for each 
operation, determining cut planning or other operation 
details, subject to available tooling and fixtures, 
and calculating the set up and cycle times for each 
operation[14]. 
Some developed generative systems use a detailed GT 
code to describe a part, and then apply decision logic 
to select processes for each segment of a code. For a 
truly generative process planning GT technique does 
not contain enough details, since GT codes provide only 
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aggregate information about a part. Therefore a 
detailed plan cannot be generated from this kind of 
information. 
There are a few different approaches in providing 
detailed descriptions for Generative Process Planning 
ie. Feature Based Design and Feature Based Description. 
Feature Based Design(FDB) which is the method used in 
this research provides detailed and explicit description 
from the design stage. Shah has used a similar 
approach, where his method allows the user to build 
models using features stored in the libraries and to 
network these together as needed[57, 60]. 
Any feature representation for generative planning 
should give a very detailed description of the part, 
since the success of any fully automated planning 
system is greatly dependent on the way a part is 
described[15]. 
Finally in order to develop a generative process plan 
the following items should be investigated: 
1-A method of definition for the component which 
is in computer compatible format. 
2-Identification and capturing of the logic of 
process planning. 
3-Management and incorporation of the two above 
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mentioned elements into a unified manufacturing 
database. 
There are some systems which have used the idea of 
generative process planning. Eg. AUIOPLAN of MEI'CUT[Vogel 
1979 and Adlard 1981] and CPPP of United Technology[Durm 
and Mann 1978]. None of the mentioned systems satisfy 
all the requirements of an ideal generative process 
planning system, and they are usually a combination of 
the generative and variant methods. 
According to Chang and Wysk "... ideally a generative 
process planning system is a turnkey system with all 
the decision logics contained in the software. The 
system processes all the necessary information for 
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2 Solid Modelling 
Three dimensional solid geometry plays an important 
role in automation of process planning and is vital to 
the industries which produce metal based machined 
components and parts. 
Challenge to provide a part description method which 
could completely automate process planning led to the 
use of CAD models. 3-dimensional CAD models provide 
another computer readable form of part description. 
This form of part description can be used to provide 
knowledge about shape, size, surfaces and the relationship 
between surfaces to drive a process planning system[61] 
The solid modelling scheme is the most advanced in 
which a complete and unambiguous description is 
maintained within the computer[ 16]. There are a number 
of individual elements in any geometric modelling 
system. The very first one is the user interface. This 
is a method in which initially the designer or user must 
enter the shape description in a form that can be 
interpreted by the computer. 
The definition language may be graphical or a keyboard 
entry or a combination of both. The system for 
describing a shape is usually convenient, concise and 
tailored for a particular use. Once the description of 
a shape is entered there is need for a method to create 
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a model of the shape from the entered data. The created 
model will have a large amount of data. In order to be 
able to manage this data an organized database is 
required, so that any required detail about the model 
can be extracted. 
A variety of programs operating on data extracted from 
the geometric model can be run. Some examples of these 
programs are: display programs that produce perspective 
2-D projection, evaluation programs that compute the 
performance of design etc. [17, 18, 19]. 
One of the most important elements of a geometric 
modeling is its 3-D representation system. A 3-D model 
of a shape is created from the data which is input into 
the computer by the user(or designer). There are 




d-Constructive Solid Geometry(CSG). 
e-Sweep Representation. 
f-Boundary Representation (B-Rep). 
2.1 Primitive Instancing. One of the applications of 
the primitive instancing is group technology. It is 
based on the notion of families of objects, each member 
of a family being distinguishable by a few parameters. 
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Each object family is called a generic primitive, and 
individual objects within a family are called primitive 
instances. Primitives instances are represented by 
fixed-length tuples of values. For example, the 
instance of a family of prisms can be represented by 
tuples of the form('PRISM', N, R, H) where 'PRISM' is 
a character string (the name of the family), N is the 
number of sides, and R and H are the radius and height 
of a circumscribing cylinder. 
The distinguishing characteristic of pure primitive 
instancing schemes is the lack of means for combining 
instances to create structures which represent new and 
more complex objects. Such schemes are similar to 
languages defined by programmes in which it is not 
possible to combine words to form sentences(20). 
2.2 Spatial Occupancy Enumeration. This is basically 
a list of spatial cells occupied by the solid. The cells 
are cubes of a fixed size and lie in a fixed spatial 
grid. To describe the object accurately, very small 
cells must be used. 
Each cell may be represented by the coordinates of a 
single point, such as the cell's centroid. The massive 
memory requirement for even small objects makes this 
representation virtually useless in engineering 
design(figure 2.1). 
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2.3 Cell Decomposition. This is a general class of 
spatial occupancy enumeration. A solid triangulation 
of a rectilinear polyhedron is a decomposition of the 
polyhedron into tetrahedra which must either be 
disjoint or meet precisely at a common face, edge, or 
vertex. Curved polyhedra maybe triangulated by decomposing 
them into curved tetrahedra which satisfy a condition 
analogue to the above. 
A solid may be represented by decomposing it into cells 
and representing each cell in the decomposition. 
Spatial occupancy enumeration schemes are a particular 
case in which all the cells in the schemes must be 
cubical and lie in a fixed grid. 
Cell decompositions are unambiguous, but none-unique. 
It is computationally expensive to establish validity. 
Decomposition of cells are not easy to create. 
Particularly, curved solids are hard to construct[20]. 





(Cell a, b and c) 
2.4 Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). CSG is one of 
the most popular methods of Solid Modelling, it is 
widely used for integration of CAD and CAM, ie the 
creation of part description for process planning. 
Borrow has used this type of solid modeller to generate 
a machine tool path for a solid object. 
CSG is based on the principle that, the complicated 
solids can be represented as various orders, "addition" 
and "subtraction" of similar solids by means of 
modified versions of Boolean set operators( ie. union, 
difference, and intersection). 
CSG cannot directly link to a drawing procedure, 
therefore a transformation of CSG to another 
representation is required. Since the display is 
generated by another representation, (usually a 
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boundary representation) and the reverse process of 
translation back to CSG is non-trivial, direct 
manipulation of the graphics on the screen is 
difficult. The primitives which are used to produce a 
solid in CSG are typically cuboid, cylinders, spheres, 
cones, torus, etc. [6,22]. 
Cylinder 	 Cube 	 Cone 
Sphere 	 Torus 
Figure 2.3 Illustration of various primitives which 
are used in CSG 
The following are some of CSG techniques advantages: 
-It allows for fast creation of the design model. 
-It can be manipulated relatively quickly. 
-Good visual representation on the graphics 
display. 
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However there are some limitations: 
-The relative inaccuracies of the resultant model. 
-Problems in engineering analysis interfaces and 
NC programming. 
The above mentioned items are a few of the limitations 
and advantages of CSG according to Glasier[21). 
Figure 2.4 Subtraction of a primitive from a block and 
the result. 
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2 • 5 Swept Representation. This is a popular philosophy 
in NC programming. In this method of representation 
there are basically two approaches: translation and 
rotation. 
Translation sweeping of a circle is a cylinder, where 





Figure 2.5 Two different methods of sweeping: 
a-translation of a circle produces a cylinder. 
b-rotation of a circle produces a sphere. 
Swept volumes are important in the area of manufacturing 
automation such as: 
Material removal. In a cutting or machining operation 
the amount of material removed by the cutter depends 
on the solid volume swept by the cutter. 
Dynamic interference. In this area two objects will 
collide in the space if their swept volume 
intersects [20,23]. 
Translational and rotational sweeping schemes are 
unambiguous but not unique, and the main area of 
application is limited to the objects with translational 
or rotational symmetry. 
2.6 Boundary Representation (B-Rep). This is one of the 
widely used geometry presentations for generation of 
part description from a CAD database. This type of 
geometry modeller was used by Chang and Wysk 1 33 ] and 
Choi and Brash [55, 54] for creation of part 
description for process planning. 
This method of solid representation is the opposite 
extreme to the CSG approach, with the shape information 
being held explicitly in term of vertices, edges, and 
faces, together with their adjacency relationships. 
There are two ways B-Reps can be constructed. The first 
of these, which uses the wireframe of an object, 
requires the user to interactively add faces onto the 
wireframe and declare their adjacency relationships. 
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Figure 2.6 An object with all its boundaries broken 
down to individual faces in B-Rep. 
The second approach is probably the most reliable and 
convenient way of using B-Reps. Unlike the sculpturing 
style of CSG, this technique allows the operator to 
select 2-D outlines on the drawing and 'sweep' them 
along linear or circular arc paths to form a solid 
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object. In the process the program will automatically 
generate sufficient vertices, edges, faces, and 
adjacency relationships to describe the new 3-D 
form[16,18]. 
The main advantage of boundary representation is the 
ready availability of the representation for faces, 
edges, and the relationship between them. This data is 
important for generating line drawings and graphic 
displays, for supporting graphic interaction and for 
any other purposes which might be required as well. The 
other advantages of B-Rep schemes are: because of the 
precise definition of the part edges, it interfaces 
well for dimensioning, analysis and manufacturing 
routines[21,20]. 
One of the problems of B-Rep is that they are difficult 
and tedious to construct manually because they must 
satisfy elaborate metric and combinational conditions. 
Therefore systems which use this type of representation 
usually construct from other representation via 
conversion algorithins[18]. 
All the methods discussed above have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. Some of them are easier 
to use than others, and some provide a more accurate 
model of an object. One element which they all have in 
common is lack of concern about the manufacturability 
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of a component. Manufacturing information such as 
feature type and their relationship to other features, 
tolerances, material type, etc. are very important in 
determining the required process and the sequence to 
produce a component. In a fully automated process 
planning environment the part description should be 
complete and very detailed, but the information in such 
detail is not necessary for running a 3-D modeller. 
Data such as the geometry of points and lines are common 
language in geomertric modelling. 
Alternatively a system which satisfies the needs of the 
designer as well as the manufacturing engineer, has 
been developed in this research to overcome these 
problems. The developed system produces a very 
detailed 3-D text model of a component as well as 
creating a 3-D graphic of the object. The developed 
system will be explained in detail in later chapters. 
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3. Feature or Part Representation for Computer Aided 
Process Planning. 
The way in which the description of a part is input to 
a process planning system has a direct effect on the 
degree of automation that can be achieved. Traditionally, 
engineering drawings have been used to convey part 
description. Manual process planning systems use 
engineering drawings which are interpreted by the 
planner and the extracted information is used to 
develop the process plans. Engineering drawings can be 
computerised and stored, but are not suitable for tasks 
such as engineering analysis. There is also difficulty 
associated with understanding the drawing automatically, 
and this coupled with the incompleteness and ambiguity 
introduced for easy understanding of the drawing, make 
it unsuitable for use in automated planning systems. 
Variant types of process planning systems use a GT code 
to describe an object. The parts, characteristics and 
features are represented in the form of a code, which 
can then be used as input to the planning system. 
Interpretation of the part's characteristic has to be 
performed manually and the information on the exact 
size is lost. 
Although there are systems developed by researchers 
such as Koprianou which produce the code automatically 
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by extracting the data from CAD database, the produced 
code still does not contain detailed description of a 
part[24]. 
CT codes provide aggregate information which is 
suitable for variant planning methods, but it is not 
as useful to a fully automated planning system, ie 
generative process planning systein[25]. 
Another approach towards solving the problem of part 
representation was the development of a special 
descriptive language to assist in describing the part 
for automated process planning. The format of these 
languages allows planning to be performed from the 
information provided. Conversion of the part description 
into the special language used is a manual process. 
The demand for obtaining a part description method 
which could completely automate the process planning 
led to the use of CAD models. Three dimensional CAD 
models provide another computer readable form of part 
description. This form of part description can be used 
to extract knowledge about shape, size, surfaces, and 
the relationship between surfaces to drive a process 
planning system. The early system used the model 
together with the user interaction to identify 
features and then perform the planning automatically. 
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This approach although interactive, is not completely 
automated. Therefore the first step toward the 
complete automation of a process planning system is the 
automation of part representation. 
Generative planning requires a more detailed description 
of a part than variant planning, and an aggregate 
description such as the one from GT will not be 
suitable. 
Information contained in the CAD database is not 
sufficient for manufacturing, and designers usually do 
not concern themselves about the requirements of 
manufacturing, or they are not aware of such requirements. 
Consequently, those systems which extract the description 
of a part from a CAD database will need manual 
interaction to add the extra necessary information 
required for process planning. This manual intervention 
will reduce the degree of automation and also increase 
the possibility of error and the time consumption for 
a part description. 
Considering these problems, a different approach has 
been taken to develop a part representation system 
which does not depend on the CAD database for its data, 
but at the same time it is capable of producing the 
graphic or solid model of the created part. Meanwhile 
the created description is complete and detailed, 
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unlike other methods which are based on GT or CAD 
database. Nevertheless the developed system is easy to 
use and fast. 
3.1 Different Methods of Part Representation. Various 
methods have been used for part representation in 
computer-aided process planning. Basically most of 
these methods are based on data extraction from a CAD 
database, (about the required parts or products). The 
pioneer in this method was Kyprianou. He divided the 
features into two groups: protrusion and depression. 
After recognition of the feature they were extracted 
and then he used GT coding system to classify the parts 
into the appropriate groups[24]. 
This method of part representation is suitable for 
variant process planning. There are a number of 
researchers who have based their work on the method of 
data extraction from CAD database. (For more details 
the reader can refer to the section called 'Review of 
the Relevant Work'). 
Those researchers using the data extraction method are 
broadly divided into two groups. The first group has 
set up a direct link between the CAD database and the 
process planner, then the process planner interrogates 
the database to obtain information about a part and its 
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features. The second method uses a separate file to 
store the data about a part, so the planner does not 
have a direct link with the CAD database. Instead he/ 






Figure 3.1 Two different approach used for feature 
extraction. 
file. Figure 3.1 illustrates the two different 
approaches used for part representation. 
The data necessary for manufacturing a part has to be 
in high level language. Information such as slot, hole, 
material, tolerances, etc. are not available from a CAD 
database. Consequently, those systems which extract 
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data from CAD will need further manual intervention to 
add the extra required information. 
3.2 Feature Description. An alternative to feature 
extraction is feature description. This is the method 
on which this research is based. This approach does not 
involve the extraction of information about a part from 
the CAD database or a solid modeller. It has the 
capability to create a full description of a part 
independently. Therefore a more reliable method of 
part model creation 
The main reason for staying independent of the solid 
modeller in addition to the reasons mentioned already 
(eg. lack of high level information, tolerances, etc.) 
is that, the present solid modelling systems use is not 
widespread. The available modellers are complicated to 
use and it is difficult to create a part. They are also 
slow. An operation like hidden line removal and object 
rotation takes a considerable amount of time, if it's 
possible at all from some of the systems. Therefore it 
will be sometime before the use of the solid modeller 
becomes widespread[9]. 
Consequently, considering these problems, a system has 
been developed to function independently of any 
database, and at the same time it will have graphic 
presentation capability. (A solid modeller is incorporated 
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into the system and it is run by the data which is 
produced by the developed system). 
All the necessary algorithms and logics to produce a 
description of a part for manufacturing, are built into 
the system. Any specific requirements can easily be 
added to the system. The format of the part representation 
file can be easily modified to suit any planning 
system. Figure 3.2 depicts the block diagram of the 
developed system. 
BLANK 	FEATURE 	SOLID MODELLER 
CREATION 	CREATION 	 CRT FILE I  
	
PART REP.I 	PROCESS 
FILE I 	PLANNER 
Figure 3.2 Block diagram of the developed system. 
The developed system will be discussed in detail in a 
later chapter. 
3.3 Part Description Requirement for a Generative 
Planning System. A fully automated planning system can 
generate plans only if a detailed description of the 
part is available a description, for even 
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a simple part will be long, and inputting such detailed 
data to a planning system manually will be very time 
consuming and tedious. If an automated part description 
system is not available it is probably just as easy to 
carry out the planning manually. 
The information required about an object for planning 
has to be very detailed and complete. There should be 
no ambiguity about a feature relationship to other 
entities. All the entities and their relationships 
should be defined. 
In order to make the task easier to understand, the data 
or part description has been divided into five groups: 
1-Geometrical. 
2-Topological 
3-Relational (entities relationship). 
4-Identificational (entities or feature identification). 
5-Tolerances. 
3.3.1 Topological and Geometrical data are fundamental 
to a part description. Geometrical data is basically 
concerned about the geometry of the vertices relative 
to the origin. Every point in the space has three 
coordinates x, y, and z. In the description file, the 
geometry of a point is referred to as the coordinate. 
3.3.2 Topology of an object represent the basic 
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relationship between various elements of the object (faces, 
edges, and vertices). 
F1F2! 	P4 F5 F6 
el e2 	e3 e4 
/\ 
v1 v2 v3 
Figure 3.3 Topology of a polyhedron 
The topology of a polyhedron remains the same 
regardless of its size or orientation[26,6]. Figure 
3.3 shows the topology for a polyhedron using a tree 
structure. 
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There are nine classes of relationship within the 
topology of a polyhedron. These relationships exist 
between pairs of the three types of components. This 
method of representation is applicable only to a convex 
polyhedron. If the object is going to be concave there 
will be ambiguity. The method of part representation 
in this research is based on extraction of convex 
features from a blank which itself is a convex object, 
therefore the description of the topology relationship 
will suit the purpose. 
y v 
yo 
Figure 3.4 The nine topological relations between 
polyhedron components. 
For an automated process planning system all, of the 
nine class topological relationships between components 
are necessary. In automated planning, for a part to be 
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produced, it should not only be modeled in 3-D, it 
should also have a complete description. There should 
be no ambiguity in the definition. 
3.3.3 Relational Data. This group of data is concerned 
about the basic relationship of the two components or 
entities of an object, eg whether two elements meet in 
a concave or convex position. There should be no 
confusion between this discussion and the one on 
topology. In that section the main concern was about 
the individual feature, now the discussion is about an 
object or a component as a whole. This object can have 
many features extracted from it. Therefore it is 
inevitable to have concavity as well as convexity, or 
protrusion as well as depression. It is important to 
define this relationship. Two faces can either meet in 
a concave or convex position, where as an edge on its 
own can be in a convex or concave position. In a later 
chapter, data in part description file will be 
explained in more detail[27]. 
The other description which comes under Relational is 
the direction in which a plane is facing. This is 
defined by the vector direction coming out of the 
plane. A vector pointing out, relating it to the 
origin, can have a positive or negative direction. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates the situation. 
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Figure 3.5 Two planes meeting in two different 
positions. 
a-Two planes meeting in a convex position, Therefore 
the common edge between them is a convex edge. 
b-Two planes are meeting in a concave position, 
therefore the common edge between them is a concave 
edge. 
3.3.4 Identificational Data. To reduce uncertainty and 
ambiguity further, every element, entity or feature is 
identified. All the planes, edges, vertices, features, 
etc. are individually identified. Initially an entity 
is given an identity tag, for example 'e' for edges or 
'p' for planes. Since there are so many of these 
entities these letters are followed by a number. These 
numbers usually start from '1' upwards. Then the next 
step is the identification statement, and the statement 
is usually in the form such as "el isa edge" or "p1 isa 
plane" etc. The same rule applies to the features. A 
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slot can be identified by saying "Si isa slot" or "hi 
isa hole". 
Y 
+jve Y 	 +ive Z 
-ye x 
+ive x 
-ive Z 	 -ive Y 
Figure 3.6 Vector direction refers to a particular 
plane. 
The format of the part description file as far as this 
research is concerned is the responsibility of the 
planner. In this case it was decided by the Manufacturing 
Planning Group who are working on the development of 
an automated process planning system. (Manufacturing 
Planning Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Edinburgh University, Edinburgh, Scotland). The format 
of the part description file they require is based on 
binary relational database, where each entity consists 
of a triple form <entity> <relation> <entity>. These 
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entities can be features, names, or variables. For 
further details on this matter the reader can refer to 
reference [9] 
3.3.5 Tolerances One important element of a part 
description is the tolerances. The designer designs a 
part or product and there are some sizes attached to 
it. At the design stage there is no problem, if there 
is no introduction of tolerances. In a real manufacturing 
environment it is impossible to produce any product to 
its exact size. There is no process that is capable of 
handling or performing such a perfect operation. There 
must be a mention of tolerances or precision when it 
come to manufacturing a product. The selection of 
design tolerances affects the build-ability of a 
product. For obvious reasons the closer the tolerances 
the more expensive a process will be. It all depends 
on the type of product and its application, its 
material, size, etc. The processes and the sequence of 
the processes chosen to produce a part can result in 
a part not being made to blueprint specification[29]. 
Consequently tolerance control can effect quality as 
well as cost. There are four different types of 
tolerances information considered here: 





Surface finish, as is obvious from its name is 
concerned about planes or surfaces tolerances. Hole 
internal surface tolerances come under this category 
as well. 
Relational tolerances refer to parallel tolerances 
between two parallel planes. Figure 3.7 shows a section 
of a part with its two parallel planes and its 
tolerances. One of the important uses of these 
tolerances is interchangeability, where one part fits 
into another part. 
Hole tolerances. There are two different types of 
tolerances which are attached to a hole. The first is 
the tolerance on the diameter of a hole. This is the 
combination of the actual accuracy of the drill bit or 
cutting tool, and the machine tool resolution and 
accuracy. 
The second tolerance which comes under hole tolerance 
is positional tolerances. This refers to the location 
of the centre of the hole relative to the reference 
location. The reference location can be one of the 
edges of the part in which the hole is drilled, the 
origin, etc. 
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Figure 3.7 Illustration of tolerances between a 
parallel surface. 
Dimensional tolerances. Dimensional tolerances are 
the length tolerance on every individual edge. Since 
edges will affect the overall size of a part, and more 
or less affect all the other sizes of an object, it 
makes it more important then any other tolerances. 
The four groups of tolerances which were discussed 
above are not all the possible tolerances. According 
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The symbolic representation of these tolerances is 
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Figure 3.8 Symbolic representation of tolerances. 
There is other information which is required for 
process planning such as: material type, batch size, 
etc., which can be added to the program fairly easily. 
3.4 Review of the Relevant work 
In order to have a wider view of the subject(Part 
Representation), a survey on the work of other 
researchers has been carried out. 
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3.4.1 Kyprianou[24] is known to be one of the first 
people who used a computerised method for producing an 
automated feature representation system for computer-
aided process planning. He developed a system which 
analyzed features description stored in a CD database, 
then shape features such as holes, bosses, slots and 
pocket were recognised. 
His system recognises the original part description, 
then reorganizes them into a data structure understandable 
to the specially developed language. Then this 
language is used to set up a program which uses feature 
description to produce classification codes. 
The feature recognizer divides features into two 
groups, depressions and protrusions. Depression and 
protrusion have similar characteristics and it may be 
confusing. Therefore he built algorithms into the 
system to distinguish one from another. 
In order to reduce the overall shape complexity he 
breaks down a part or feature into sets of faces which 
are connected by positional relations, then he applies 
the recognition algorithms to individual sets of 
faces. 
Once all the features are recognized a part is 
classified according to its overall shape. 
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Kyprianou's work has also been discussed by Parkinson 
and Jared [30,31]. 
Kyprianou's method provides a model of an object in an 
overall form and classifies the features into groups 
according to their overall shape. Although his method 
was a major step forward for automation of the user 
interface for process planning, and a useful tool for 
the variant type of process planning, it does not 
support detailed information which is essential for a 
fully automated type of process planning. It lacks eg. 
features! entities relationships, tolerances geometrical 
details etc. 
3.4.2 Shah and Rogers[46] approach is based on a two 
shell system, providing a shell for definition(modelling) 
and a shell for applications (mapping). The Feature 
Modelling Shell(FMDS) provides all the necessary 
facilities for creating a product database except the 
actual definition of features. FMDS can be 
customised(according to the authors) by the organization 
using it to define the features needed by their 
designers. Thus, feature definition "knowledge" is 
added by the organization to get a complete feature 
definition system. Once the customisation is completed, 
the designer can start using FMDS to define products. 
In order to use the design, the database application 
must extract relevant information from it. The Feature 
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Mapping Shell(FMPS) provides the function of extracting 
and reformulating the product data as needed by the 
application. 
This method has the advantage of not depending on a CAD/ 
solid modeller database for extracting the feature's 
data. Its main draw-back is dependency on the user to 
customise the system to suite its requirements. This 
will reduce the element of user-friendliness and data 
reliability. 
3.4.3 Henderson[32] has developed a system which can 
identify features from a solid geometry database. It 
extracts the features as volume to be removed and 
arranges them in a high-level graph structure for the 
process planner. 
His system works in such a way that, by giving the 
description of a part defined in CAD solid modeller 
database, and the definition of the blank geometry, a 
boolean theory can be applied to produce the difference 
between the blank and the final design or product, by 
machining away the part cavities as solid volumes. 
The feature recogniser analyses each cavity volume for 
feature content and returns a description of each 
feature. The feature extractor then separates the 
joined features in the same cavity. The resulting 
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feature volumes are organized into a graph data 
structure, the feature graph according to the feature's 
position in the part cavity. 
The result or the output of this feature recogniser is 
definition of features. His feature definition is in 
the form of a set of faces and edges which are making 
up the feature profile. 
Henderson's system has the historical problem of total 
dependency on the CAD database information. The 
produced object model in this method will lack 
manufacturing details (ie. tolerances, features 
relationship to other features/entities etc.) 
3.4.4 Chang and Wysk[33] in their research have 
extracted data from a B-rep database to provide a part 
description for computer-aided process planning. A 
human-computer interactive procedure was used as a 
first step, where a user interactively notes all the 
faces which belong to a surface and identifies the 
shape. This procedure is called surface marking and the 
surface is called a marked surface. 
In order to pick a face and then connect it with other 
faces to form a machined surface, each face has been 
given a reference point which is the face centre. The 
reference point is a point with (x,y,z) coordinates. 
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A surface consists of a set of faces, which are created 
by moving the curser to the reference point of 
corresponding faces or the screen. Then a menu is used 
to interactively identify the shape type. 
Next they use a set of algorithms to determine the 
surface relationships, as it is important for determining 
the process sequence. 
The above method requires the user to identify all the 
faces and features by marking them. When the user marks 
a feature which has many faces it is quite possible he 
miss one or more of these faces, hence the feature model 
is invalid. This element of manual marking is 
undesirable in an automated environment. 
3.4.5 Choi and Barash[34] used a methodology called 
Sequential and Tool Oriented Process Planning(STOPP), 
for CAD CAM link. Their method is based on the fact that 
a 3D workpiece can be decomposed into machined 
surfaces. They call a set of subfeatures 'elementary 
machined surfaces', which is defined for each type of 
machined surface. According to them a machined 
surface(eg. hole, slot, and pocket) is a portion of a 
workpiece that can be generated by a certain mode of 
metal cutting. That is the way they defined a feature. 
Therefore a feature geometric definition is based on 
the profile of a cutting tool. 
In order to recognise a feature such as a hole, they 
define it by revolving its half cross-section, or a 
pocket by sinking its boundary, and slot by sweeping 
its cross-section. Then the machine surface recognition 
procedures make use of these properties to extract the 
feature from the CAD database and store them in a data 
structure to be used by the process planner. 
If a feature model definition is based on a cutting tool 
profile this will introduce an element of rigidity into 
the system, where a feature can be produced by more than 
machining process, ie a slot can be produced by a 
shaper, vertical miller or horizontal miller. 
3.4.6 Chan[35] developed an interface system called 
ROMAPT to link a solid modeller and NC processor. His 
program scans through the data structure held in the 
geometric model in a systematic manner. First the body 
is scanned, then the faces, followed by the points and 
edges. This geometric data is then converted into 
standard APT geometry format. The APT geometric 
statements for a component are output according to a 
hierarchy where the body is on the top and immediately 
below it are the faces. Then the faces have two branches 
below them, one is point, and the other edges. The 
components are processed individually. For each body, 
the APT geometric definition of each face will be 
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output so its associated points and lines are in a 
systematic manner. 
In this system the emphasis is on the geometry of a 
feature to produce an NC type. This is useful when a 
component can be produced on a single machine, if a 
number of different machine tools are involved there 
will be need for more manufacturing information than 
just geometrical coordinates of point and line. 
3.4.7 Lee[36] uses the notion of extracting manufacturing 
features from a CSG. He relies on the idea of the 
principle axis to deal with the problem of feature 
extraction. In his proposed system he starts with an 
arbitrary constructed CSG tree as an input to generate 
all the principal axes. Before these axes are used to 
locate a certain kind of feature, they are first 
partitioned into several clusters on spatial 
relationships. Within each cluster, axes involved in 
a particular feature can thus be located, according to 
the conditions defined by the feature. The second phase 
is to unify the feature representation by rebuilding 
the CSG tree. This is based on a basic capability to 
pair two CSG nodes, ie an ability to bring together two 
nodes that are far away from each other in the original 
CSG. Only after all participating nodes are grouped 
according to a unified order does the representation 
of a feature become unified or ready to be transformed 
into a unified representation. 
A CSG database is basically concerned about geometrical 
information about lines and points and it does not 
provide important data which is required for manufacturing 
a feature/component. 
3.4.8 Joshi[37] has developed a concept called 
Attributed Adjacency Graph or AAG, to recognize 
machined feature from a 3D boundary representation of 
a solid. He mentions that the implementation of the 
current feature recogniser is limited to polyhedral 
features such as pockets, slots, steps, blind steps, 
blind slots, and polyhedral holes. 
He defines the AAG as a graph G(N,A,T) where N is the 
set of nodes, A is the set of arcs, and T is set of 
attributes to arcs in A, so that for every face there 
is a unique node. To every arc is assigned an attribute 
which if that attribute is equal to zero, the faces 
share the edge from a concave angle and if the attribute 
is equal to one, the faces share the edge from a convex 
angle. 
He defines his feature recognition procedure by saying 
that a feature in a part is a subgraph of a complete 
AAG, and recognition of the feature involves 
identification of the subgraph that corresponds to 
that feature. He has proposed a heuristic method to 
identify components of the graph that can form a 
feature. His method is based on the rule that, if a face 
is adjacent to all its neighbouring faces with a convex 
angle it does not form part of a feature. He has used 
that as a basis to separate out the subgraphs that can 
correspond to features from the original graph. Then 
those subgraphs are analyzed by the recogniser to 
determine the feature type. 
3.4.9 Gindy, Huang and Ratchev[62] have developed a 
system to provide a components definition for a 
generative type of process planning system. It is a 
hierarchical structure for form feature definition and 
classification which provides the user interface for 
process planning for the machined components. 
In their systems, features are treated as volumes 
enveloped by entry/exit and depth boundaries. A 
component feature is described by determining the 
number of imaginary boundary type (open, closed), its 
exits boundary status (through, not through) and its 
form variation with respect to its depth axis. Features 
are uniquely classified into classes and sub-classes 
categories, based on their geometric attributes. 
This method is similar to the one applied by Kyprianou 
and the part description even though is useful for the 
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variant planning method, it does not contain enough 
details to support a generative type of planning. 
3.4.10 Hinde, Bray, Herbert, Launders and Round (63] 
Developed a feature recognition system which extracts 
manufacturing features from a CSG database. The 
principle of this method is based on the idea of 
rewriting the representation according to a set of 
rules. These rules will recognize parts of the 
description using templates and replace them with an 
equivalent description in terms of the new format, 
suitable for the required process planning system. 
The main problem with this method is the same as all 
the similar methods which extract data from a CAD/solid 
modeller database. The common problem is lack of 
sufficient manufacturing information such a tolerances, 
material types, overall size of the required raw 
material, etc. If the provision is made in the system 
to provide this missing information manually, this 
will overcome some of the mentioned problems but at the 
same time will increase the system dependency on the 
user. 
3.4.11 Krause and Kramer [64] Their method is based on 
accessing a CAD database using an interface called a 
Part Design Graph Language (PDGL). PDGL uses the syntax 
of EXPRESS and takes a textual description of a feature 
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and maps it into an internal representation of the 
feature modeller. The feature modeller and geometric 
modeller each maintain their own databases with 
communication via a "bidirectional interface". A 
product/process model interface enables the features 
information to be entered in the system wide data model 
as a feature library. Features are not pre-defined, but 
can be constructed to meet the needs of particular 
requirements. 
From the description it is understood that a certain 
syntax/computer language need to be learned to be able 
to use the system. This will reduce the user-
friendliness of the system and requires the user to be 
computer literate as well as designer and process 
planner. 
In this chapter the work of more than a dozen other 
researchers has been discussed. Almost all apart from 
one or two have used the principle of data extraction 
from a GEOMETRIC MODELLER/CAD database. This principle, 
although it improves the method of part representation 
for process planning, it still requires manual 
intervention to model a component. The other issue 
which has been overlooked is the lack manufacturing 
detail in CA]) database. This deficiency of manufacturing 
data of the CAD database has the historical reason 
that, originally they were and still are developed with 
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the focus on the designer needs. 
To overcome these problems the principle of Feature 
Base Design has been developed in this research. In the 
developed system data is not extracted from a CAD 
database, but is generated by the system from the 
information input into it by the user. The system 
produces a detail 3-D text model for the process 
planner's use as well as a 3-D graphic of the object. 
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4 DEVELOPED PROGRAM (FEATURE BASED DESIGN) 
The method of introduction of a part description to the 
process planning has a direct effect on the degree of 
automation which can be achieved in planning. If a 
process plan is going to be generated automatically, 
a very detailed description of the part concerned will 
be required. Hence, the success of any automated 
planning system is greatly dependant on the user 
interface. 
The concept of Feature Based Design using manufacturing 
features is a key element in developing a better 
communication between engineering design and 
manufacturing. The developed interface based on this 
idea will be friendly, require fewer data inputs than 
conventional systems and provide an improved mechanism 
for the transfer of information to manufacture. 
The developed system creates a 3-D text model of the 
part. A solid modeller called NONANE(this is a system 
developed by Leeds University) has been incorporated 
into the system to provide a 3-D graphic model. 
The software is written in C language which is a 
powerful and flexible coding system. C coding provides 
the ability to divide the program into smaller 
functions and produce nested functions as necessary. 
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I PART DES 	FEATURE 
MAIN 	BLANK 	J FEATURE 	J FILE 	DES 
MENU CREATION 4 I CREATION I I FOR SOLI FILE 
TOL, J 	SOLID 
ADJST. I MODLE 
Figure 4.1 Block diagram of various system interfaced. 
4.1 Feature Based Design The developed software is 
based on the principle that a part starts as a blank 
which is a rectangular block. Any required feature will 
be extracted from this blank to produce the final 
part.The blank should have an overall size the same as 
the required part. 
The developed software is a prototype and in its 
present state can handle slots and holes and these 
include steps. 
The Program at the top level is a combination of a 
number of systems. When running the program they appear 






SELECT AN OPTION 1-4 -> 
At this stage an input from the user is expected. Option 
2 is a brief instruction about the system. Option 3 
allows the user to access the editing facilities 
available from the UNIX operating system. The user can 
call a part description file already created and 
perform some editing. 
4.1.1 Blank Creation Blank is the block necessary to 
create the required part. The origin is on the left 
bottom corner of the blank. This is where it will remain 
to the end of the creation of a part. This location or 
centre is where three axes(x,y,z) meet and it 
geometrical dimension is x=O, yO and z=O. 
Y 	 z 
X 
Figure 4.2 Location of a blank relative to the origin 
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The required information for construction of a blank 
is only its dimensions ie. WIDTH (x), HEIGHT (y) and 
DEPTH(z). There is some other information which will 
be asked by the system in the blank creation stage, such 
as feature description file name, default tolerances, 
etc. 
However once the blank dimension is given a 3-D model 
of the blank is created and stored in a predetermined 
location in the memory. This data is then used to 
produce a detailed description of the blank. No data 
will be printed into the part description file until 
the end and before the exit from the system. The reason 
is that after creating any feature, the data related 
to the blank needs to be updated. 
The following is some of the codes used for blank 
creation. 
Printf("WIDTH(x)= "); This is a print function and is 
only a statement which prints on the screen WIDTH (x)= 
Scanf("%ft',&X); Scan function expects an input when 
executed and its location on the screen will be after 
the print function. 
P->blk[O].x=(X) This is the instruction to save the 
width of the blank in the database. P is a pointer 
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pointing to x which is a member of structure 'bik' and 
it has been replaced by the value of the variable X 
which is the width of the blank. 
The same process is repeated for the height and depth 
of the blank. The only difference being that the data 







From X, Y and Z dimension coordinates of all 8 corners 




The above codes are for calculating the coordinates of 
the bottom left corner vertex which is at the centre 
of the origin, and placing the data in structure ye. 
The next stage after the blank creation is the 
extraction of the required feature from the blank. 
Features are broadly divided into two groups: slots and 
holes. Where slots include steps as well as single 
slots, holes will cover through holes, step holes and 
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blind holes. 
4.1.2 Slot On selection of slot from the menu a sub-
menu will appear which will ask the direction in which 
the selected feature is parallel to. At this stage, it 
is appropriate to mention that the required features 
should be parallel to one of the principal axes. 
Otherwise the system can not handle slops or angled 
features. 
In the case of a slot, there are four different faces 
of a rectangular block on which a slot can lie, and at 
the same time be parallel to one of the principal axes. 
For example if a slot is parallel to x-axis it can be 
on the front, top, back, and bottom face of the blank 
as it shown in figure 4.3. 
When selecting the option of slot on a specific face 
and direction, all the required slots on that face 
should be created before the exit from that face. There 
is an order for creating a slot on a face. The user 
should start with the slot nearest to the reference 
edge and go away from it. 
For creating a step the rule is, it should be produced 
by combining slots, starting from the widest slot and 
moving towards the narrowest one. Figure 4.4 illustrates 
the way the number of slots are combined to form a step. 
Del 
a- Slot on top face 	b- Slot on front face 
c- Slot on back face 	d- slot on bottom face 
Figure 4.3 An slot and its four possible locations on 
a blank when parallel to X-axis. 
Figure 4.4 Slot combination for creating a step slot. 
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Upon creation of a slot all the related entities eq. 
planes, edges, etc. are updated in order to produce a 
complete description of the part without any redundant 
elements. Updating is one of the more complicated 
functions of the program. To achieve that, a series of 
rules have been developed. 
The best way to explain the updating and how it works 
is by illustration. Referring to the figure below, it 
shows a blank with an slot extracted from it. As it is 
shown, when a slot is extracted from a face(eg. top 
face), that face will not exit in its original form and 
will be divided into two separate faces. If updating 
is not performed after the slot creation the resultant 
description of the object will not be valid. 
When creating a step its 
relation to its parent should 
first be established. There 
are only three possible cases. 
Step to the right, step to the 
left or step either side 
comparing to the parent slot. If there is a step to the 
right only, the bottom face of the parent slot boundary 
will change. The left edge of the bottom face of the 
parent will become the top edge of the right face of 
the child. 
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The left face of the parent slot will be in line with 
the left face of its child. Therefore there will be only 
one face for both with the top edge the same as the top 
edge of the parent, and the bottom edge the same as the 
bottom edge of the child. 
Where there is a step on the 
left side of the child the 
situation will be exactly 
opposite as it was for the 
step on the right. 
If there is a step on either 
side an extra face will be 
produced, as the bottom face 
of the parent will be divided 
into two separate faces. Each keeping three of its 
original edges with a new fourth edge which is one of 
the top edges of its child. 
Figure 4.5 End view of a part with steps. 
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As is shown in figure 4.5, in the case of step slot the 
task of updating is more complicated. 
4.1.3 Hole is the next feature which the system can 
handle. This will cover any type of hole, ie. step hole, 
blind hole, and through hole. The procedure for hole 
creation is very similar to the one for slot. To create 
a hole, data such as hole diameter, location relative 
to the reference edges is required and its depth also 
in the case of step or blind hole. 
There are not as many restrictions and constraints in 
hole creation as there are for a slot. There is not as 
much updating to be done. Figure 4.6 depicts a part with 
various possible types of holes. 
Figure 4.6 A part with three different types of hole, 
through, step and blind hole. 
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Once all the required features are created a solid 
model of the designed part will appear on the screen. 
This solid model is the result of the file which has 
been produced by the system. As the user is designing 
or creating a feature two separate batches of data for 
two different files are produced. One for solid 
modeller use and the other for process planning 
purposes. The second batch of data is called part 
description. The last step before exiting from the 
system is tolerance adjustment. At this stage, the user 
will have the opportunity to add extra tolerances in 
some cases or modify some of the existing ones. 
Figure 4,7 flow diagram of the main program. 
4.2 System's Database One of the important features of 
the developed system is the structure of its database. 
It evolved as the system progressed. Initially it was 
designed to hold data about a blank. As features were 
added to the system the data base was expanded to 
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accommodate the extra data. This expansion was 
introduced by means of extra branches ie. 'STRUCT' to 
the database. However the addition of an extra branch 
should have a logic in its relationship to the rest of 
database with respect to the requirements expected 
from it. 
The expansion of the database continued to the end of 
the system development. Since the system was developed 
from scratch and the principle was not tried previously, 
and was different from the one used by other 
researchers working in the same field, it was not 
possible to plan the data base. As problems were raised 
during course of the research, adjustments had to be 
made to overcome them. These modifications and 
expansions produced undesirable effects on the 
database. The way to avoid these effects was by re-
structuring the database every time some expansion was 
introduced. Only towards the end of the research did 
it become clear what structure the data base should 
have had, since only then the system requirements as 
far as the database was concerned were clear. However 
there was no serious problem experienced with running 
the system with its current database, but if more 
features are to be added to the system the database 
needs to be re-structured. 
4.3  Data and Data Structure There are two terminologies 
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which have been used frequently in this research. These 
are: data and data structure ie. database. 
4.3.1 Data consists of numerical values, names, codes, 
and symbols. Each of these considered separately is 
called a data element. 
4.3.2 Data Structure is the way data elements are 
stored in computer memories in an organised manner to 
preserve the relationships and logical associations 
that exist between them, and also to provide access 
from one data element to another[41]. 
4.4 Present Data Structure C language provides a very 
helpful means for storing data and creating a data 
structure. The device which is provided by C for this 
purpose is called 'struct' which is short for 
structure. These struct's can be combined to create a 
data structure for storing a very large and sophisticated 
amount of data{38, 39]. 
There are 16 struct's or sub-structs which have been 
used in the developed system as well as many templates 
of them, which are the same as struct's but with a 
different identity tag for storing different groups of 
data. These struct's are linked together in hierarchical 
manner. 
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There are two sections in the data structure of the 
program called: 'primitives' and 'information'. The 
reason was to keep geometry data in a separate section 
from the rest, which did not prove to be really 
beneficial. 
Even though the data structure used in the program is 
quite elaborate, if more features are going to be 
added, re-structure of the database will be necessary. 
Figure 4.8 & 4.9 depicts the two sections of the data 
structure. 
The present data structure stores the data about 
various entities in a continuous fashion, so after 
demonstrating some operations on a plane (eg. creating 
a slot or a hole) and moving to some other planes, it 
is not easy to go back to the first plane to create any 
further features. Therefore features are created in a 
forward manner, which starts from the reference edge 
and onwards. For the same reason once a feature is 
created it cannot be deleted. 
4.5 Proposed Data Structure In order to be able to 
create any additional features or have editing 
facilities, and most important of all have a more 
flexible method of creating or designing an object, a 
more flexible data structure will be required. Such a 
data structure should be able to store data about each 
feature and plane more independently. This would make 
possible to reach a particular data about a feature or 
entity without the need to scan the whole data 
structure, and be able to add extra features or delete 
one without difficulty. 
In the proposed data structure every plane of the blank 
will have its own branch of structure. Therefore for 
a rectangular polyhedron there will be six branches in 
the data structure. 
Most of the space in the data structure is used by 
topology types of data. After all these topologies are 
the data that will create the 3-D text model of the part 
for the process planner. 
It is proposed that the data structure should have six 
major branches for six different faces of a blank. Each 
one of these six branches is for storing data about one 
plane and its features. As it is shown in the coding 
below there is spare capacity for adding extra 
undefined features. The following is the translation 
of the proposed data structure into C code. 















struct feature slot{ 
struct vertex_geometry vg(); 
struct edges_topology et[); 
struct surface —topology[]; 
} 
struct front—face{ 
















bottom face bof; 
feature-slot mbl; 
The above code is not detailed and is simplified and 
it does not show details about the relationship between 
surfaces or edges, etc. To access any element of the 
data structure is very simple, a pointer should be 
declared first, then using this pointer to point to any 
element of the data structure, eg. point to the section 
of the structure holding geometry of a vertex is: R-
>ff.sl[i] .ve[i] .x=X; 
The interpretation of the above code is that R is a 
predefined pointer pointing to element 'x' of the 
structure 'vertex-geometry'. This stucture is identified 
by the tag 'vg' as a sub-structure of the structure 
'feature slot'. The structure 'feature-slot' holds 
the data about the slot. All the features on any of the 
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six faces of a blank have their own structure. 
Therefore the structure 'feature—slot' itself is a 
member of another structure called 'front_f ace ', where 
this structure contains data about all the features on 
the front face. The structure 'feature slot' is 
identified by 'si' in structure 'front—face'. The 
highest level structure is 'blank' which contains six 
structures for six different faces. The 'front —face' 
structure is identified by 'ff' in this structure. 
Data about the blank itself is important to the process 
planner. Therefore the blank should have its own 
separate structure. Since a slot and a blank have 
similar geometry the same structure as the one used for 
slot can be used for the blank. This structure is 
identified by 'mbl' in the 'struct blank'. 
The proposed data structure is very simplified, to make 
it less cumbersome and easier to follow. It only shows 
the basic STRUCT of the data structure. In a real 
situation there will be a lot more details involved 
such as entities relationships, types of entities, 
tolerances, etc. 
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FLOAT V FLOAT V 
FLOAT FLOAT  
FLOAT DIS FLOAT DIS 
FLOAT STEP F FLOAT STEP 
STRUCT HOLE HL 
STRUCT DIMEN BLK 
























STRUCT P_S_E M 
STRUCT P_S_E TM 
INTA 
FLOATXC 	 INTB 
FLOATYC 	 INTC 
FLOAT ZC 	STRUCT MRE_ED M 
I 	INTPLANE1 	I 
I 	INTPLANE2 	I 
I 	FLOAT TOL 	I 
STRUCT LIMIT LT 
STRUCT SOLID_DATA 
STRUCTSURFACE SU 
STRUCT SURFACE TS 
STRUCT TOLE TOL 
STRUCT CHSLT CHILD 
STRUCT VERTEX 
STRUCT PARALELL_T 
STRUCT EDGES ED 
STRUCT EDGES TO 
STRUCT TYPE HTV 
STRUCT TYPE TV 
STRUCT TYPE TTY 
STRUCT TYPE DC 
STRUCT TYPE TDC 
STRUCT TYPE PDC 






















I 	CHAR CV 	I 
ISTRUCT P_yE  PLCVI 
I 	CHAR PVX 	I 
Figure 4.9 INFORMATION data strucure with all its sub-structures 
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CHAPTER V 
5.1 Logics and Algorithms 
5.2 'Inputf' Function 
5.3 'Edgesf' Function 
5.4 'Surff' Function 
5.5 'Featuref' Function 
5.6 'Fslot' Function 
5.7 'Updatef' Function 
5.8 'Updatef 4' Function 
5.9 'Fhole' Function 
5.10 'Outpf' Function 
5.11 'Solidf' Function 
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5.1 Logics and Algorithms The developed system 
contains a series of rules and logics. A fairly 
detailed algorithm has been developed in order to 
provide a detailed description of a part. 
In this section the discussion is about those sections 
or functions which have a more important role. In order 
to make the program easier to handle and less 
cumbersome, it has been broken down into a number of 
functions and sub-functions. In C coding a program has 
the form 'main { .......}', this is the main function 
and every C program must have this main function. 
Figure 4.7 shows the various functions in the 'main'. 
However, each of these functions in the main function 
are formed from a number of other functions. The 
functions in the main are menuf, inputf, feature, 
solidf, and outpf. 












while ((ch=getcharQ) !='l' && ch I= 1 2' && ch 
!= 1 3' && ch != 1 4 1 ) 
printf("\n\%c PLEASE CHOSE OPTION 1-4 11 ); 
switch(ch){ 
case'l': 
inputf(dfile, cfile, &p, &r); 
feature(&p, &r, v, q, z, x, lad, mo, h, f, hol, 
hoic); 
solidf(cfile, &p, &r); 
outputf(dfile, &r, &p); 
break; 




Lines: 1-7 is for defining some variables. 
8&9 invoke the data base. 
10 is a 'do' loop which starts with 
'menuf() 
11-13 is a part of the loop which is asking 
about the option selection. 
15-20 is the option 1 which contains 
function such as 'inptf', 'feature', 
'solid' and 'outputf'. 
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22.is option 2 
Figure 5.1 Flow diagram of 'inputf' function. 
Apart from 'main' and its contents there are some other 
elements which are important and have to be mentioned. 
These are 'structure' and 'define' 
Ritchie define structure "as a collection of one or 
more variables, possibly of different types, grouped 
together under a single name for convenient 
handling." [38]. The structure which in C coding is 
referred to as 'struct' is very useful in organizing 
complicated data particularly in a large program. 
'Define' is a predefined function. It is located at the 
beginning of the program and it is used to define a 
symbolic name or symbolic constant to be a particular 
string of characters. Thereafter, the compiler will 
replace all unquoted occurrences of the name by the 
corresponding string. The replacement for the name can 
actually be any text at all. 
5.2 'Inputf' the main objective of this function is to 
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produce a model of a blank which is used in the later 
stage for extracting features from it. This function 
contains two sub-functions, one is for creating data 
related to edges called 'edgesf' and the second one is 
for the creation of data about the plane or surfaces 
called tsurff 
Once the user has entered the blank dimensions into the 
system, the function will process this data to produce 
all the related and required information for a blank. 
One of the assumptions made in this work is that the 
blank bottom left corner is located at the coordinates 
0, 0, 0 which are the values for x, y, and z 
respectively. 
Using the given dimension, all the vertices coordinates 
can be calculated. For vertex one which is referred to 
by vi the coordinates are x=0, y=O and z=0. For v2 the 
value for x is equal to the width of the required blank, 
therefore x=(blank width), y=0 and z=0 and so on. 
After finding out the vertices coordinates they will 
be located in the memory for latter use or for 
manipulation for the creation of a file about the part 
description. To be able to access the data for any use 
there is a predetermined section of the database 
assigned to data related to vertices geometry or 
coordinates. For further information about database 
and how it works the reader can refer to Section 4.2. 
The following is a sample of the code for storing some 
data about vertices. 
r->ve[l] .xc=(x* (width of the blank); 
r->ve[l].yc=(y*(hight of the blank); 
r->ve[l].zc=(z*(depth of the blank); 
The meaning of the above codes for the first line is; 
store the value which is given on the right side of the 
equation in the location which is given in the left side 
of the equation. The meaning of the symbols or strings 
are as follows: 
'r' is a pointer. 
'>' is a way of pointing to a location in the 
database. 
've[]' is a structure template with number of 
elements. 
'xc' is an element of the structure 'ye'. 
Therefore referring to the above definition, the codes 
can be explained by saying that, r is pointing to xc, 
where the value from the right hand side of the '=' is 
assigned to Xc. 
There are two other functions within the 'inputf' 
function: 'edgesf' and 'surf f' function. 
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S. 3 'edfesf' this function is responsible for creating 
all the edges and their related entities, as well as 
the types of edges, that is whether it is a convex or 
concave edge. The same method used for vertices is used 
here. 
The rule for numbering vertices is that the 8 corner 
of the original blank have a fixed vertex number. For 
a new vertex the next higher number will be used. The 
system will remember the last number so that the next 
number will one higher. 




v4 	 .4 
 
Fig 5.2 A blank with its vertex, edge and face number. 
A pointer is pointing to the section of the data base 
in which two ends of an edge will be stored, eg. two 
ends of edge 1 are vertex 1 and vertex 3. The following 
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Explanation for the above codes: the Pointer 'r' is 
pointing to the element 'a' of the struct 'ed' and 
making it equal to the vertex number which is on the 
other side of the equation. 
The above codes are for one edge and it will be repeated 
8 times to complete all the edges of a slot. The array 
number will go up by one for the next edge, ie. ed[l] .a, 
ed[2].a, etc. 
The function 'edgesf' has another task to perform, that 
is creating and storing the type of the edges(ie convex 
or concave). The data involved is different. So far the 
data involved was integer or decimal figures, but to 
identify the type of an edge an alphabetic string is 
used. This string can not be transferred into a 
location in the database as the decimal figures are. 
A memory location can not be put equal to an alphabetic 
string as explained for edges. 
The types of edges are defined at the beginning of the 
program and are identified by characters V and C. This 
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will make the string shorter and easier to use. A 
function is provided by the C library for copying a 
string from one location to another location and is 
called STRCPY. The code format for storing an edge 
identity is: 
STRCPY(r->ty[l] .cv,V); 
Inside the bracket is similar to the previous examples 
except that V is a string which is predefined. Whatever 
is assigned to V will be transferred to the location 
'cv' of the structure which is pointed to it. 
5.4 ' surf f' this function produces planes or surfaces, 
then it transfers and stores the related data in the 
proper section of the database. The procedure is very 
much the same as the one for edges and vertices. The 
only difference is that a plane has more elements. A 
plane might have four or more edges. Its relation to 
other planes needs to be established, ie. whether two 
planes meet in convex or concave positions. As well as 
the above information, the direction in which a plane 
is facing should be defined. There are six possible 
directions for three principle axes. These are 






The above codes are assigning edge's number to a face. 
In this case face '1' has four edges which are numbered 
from 1-4. 
The following codes store the relationship between 
plane 1 of the blank and its neighbours. The method is 
the same as before, ie. transferring a string from one 
location to another using STRCPY function. 
strcpy(r->pdc[1].plcv[2].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r->pdc[1] .plcv[6J .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r->pdc[lJ.plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r->pdc[1].plcv[3].pvx,PV); 
In the above codes PV is a predefined string which 
menuf 11 I fslot 	I_I fhole 
figure 5.3 Functions which make up the function 
feature'. 
stands for convex or as is defined in the part 
description file vexedges. The 'inputf' creates a 3- 
D model of a blank and stores all the related data in 
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the database. 
5.5 'featuref' this function is one of the most 
important of all functions in the program. It consists 
of few other functions. Figure 5.3 is the block diagram 
of this function. Basically there are three functions 
in this function: menu, fslot and fhole. 
5.6 'fslot' The function is activated when the slot 
option is chosen from the related menu. The procedure 
to create a slot is very similar to the one for a blank. 
Some extra data, such as slot orientation will be 
required by the system. Once a slot has been created, 
all the entities which are involved need to be updated 
in order to have a complete description of the created 
part. 
figure 5.4 A slot on the top face of a blank. 
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Referring to figure 5.4, if a slot is located on the 
top face and is parallel to the x-axes the following 
codes are required to calculate and store the geometry 
of one of its vertices. 
r->ve[12+u) .xc=(r->ve[3] .xc); 
r->ve[12+u] .yc=s*((top)-(d+st)); 
r->ve[12+u] . zc=(dis+w); 
To be able to locate a point in the space, three 
dimensions X, Y and Z are required. For vertex 12 the 
x-coordinates are already known since it is the same 
as the one for the blank(v3). The value for y-
coordinates is dependent on the depth of the slot and 
its distance from the surface, whether it is a step 
slot, and its location, ie. whether is on the top face 
or bottom face. 
According to the above codes the y-coordinates=s*((top)- 
(d+st)) , where in this equation 's' is only a sign 
conversion variable. If the slot is on the top face 's' 
is positive, and if slot is on the bottom face 'S' is 
negative. 'Top' is another variable which has the same 
value as the height of the blank or zero depending on 
the location of a vertex. The last two variables are 
'd' and 'st', where 'd' is for depth of the slot and 
'st' for the step or distance from the top face in the 
case of a step. 
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The equation for finding the value for z-
coordinates=(dis+w), where the variable 'dis' is for 
the distance from the reference edge and 'w' is for the 
width of the slot. 
The above equations are only for one vertex of a slot. 
Every slot has at least 8 vertices and they all have 
their own individual equations, plus the fact that a 
slot on a different face has a different equation. 
The next step in the creation of a slot is the 
development of edges. 'sedgef' is formed to perform 
this task. Since creating edges for a slot is very much 
similar to the one for the blank, this function will 
not be discussed. 
So far the basic logics and equations involved in 
creating a slot on a face of a blank has been explained. 
The next step is to update all the entities of a slot 
after it is created. This updating covers all the 
edges, planes, and vertices which may be involved or 
be intersected by the created feature. There are 
several functions which carry out the updating and each 
one of them is activated when some particular 
conditions are met. 
5.7 'updatef' this function is the very first of a 
series of these types of functions and they are usually 
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numbered eq. 'updatef 1', 'updatef 2' 	 . To 
demonstrate what is meant by updating refer to figure 
5.5. In this figure a slot is shown before updating and 
after. Any slot after it is created will be updated, 
some of them may go through one stage where as some 
others may go through a series of these update 
functions. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 5.5 End view of a part: a-before updating. 
b-after updating. 
The first step in updating is, to decide what type of 
slot is involved and whereabouts is its orientation. 
A slot is either a simple slot on a face of a blank, 
or it is inside a step or slot which already exists. 
If a slot is located inside another slot there are only 
three possible locations where that slot can be 
located. In the extreme left, where left edge or plane 
of the last slot is in line with the left edge or plane 
of its parent or previous slot, or it is away from the 
left edge as well as from the right edge. The last 
possible condition is that it may be in the extreme 
right, which is opposite to the extreme left. Figure 
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5.6 illustrates the three possible conditions which 
may exist. 
The statement which checks the condition for a multi-
slot where the combination produces a step as in figure 
5.14-c is as follows: 
if((p->slot[1+q]. step) >O && (p->slot{1+q].dis)>(p-
>slot[1+(q-1) ] .dis) && (p->slot[l+q] . z)<(p->slot[1+(q-
l).z) && ((p->slot[l+g].dis)+(p-->slot[1+q].z)<(p-
>slot[1+(q-1) ] .dis)+(p->slot[l+(q-1) .z))) 
The above statement checks the condition for a step on 
the top face of the blank where the step or slot is 
parallel to the x-axes. The interpretation for the 
statement is: if the top edge of the slot is below the 
top face of the main blank, and its distance from the 
reference edge is more than the distance of the 
previous slot from the 
(a) 	 (b) 	 (c) 
Figure 5.6 The three possible condition for a 
combination or step slot: a-steps either side. 
b-step on the right. 
c-step on the left. 
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reference edge, and the slot width is less than 
previous slot, and the slot distance from the reference 
edge plus its width is smaller than its previous slot 
(or parent slot) distance plus its width. If all the 
mentioned conditions are met the 'updatef' will be 
activated. 
The 'updatef' function goes one step back in the 
database when the parent slot was created and breaks 
up the bottom plane of this parent slot into two and 
reproduces the bottom plane with all its related edges 
and vertices, as well as the creation of the new 
relationship which now exists between this bottom 
plane and the entities of the child slot. All the 
affected data in the database is updated accordingly. 
The update functions for conditions where there is a 
step in the left or right only are very similar to the 
functions above. Therefore these two function will not 
be discussed in detail. 
5.8 'updatef 4' this function is produced to update the 
database where there is more than one slot or step in 
the same level in a parent slot. Figure 5.7 shows an 
end view of a part in the mentioned condition. The 
statement used to check this condition is similar to 
the one discussed already: 
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if(count>l 	&& 	(p->slot[1+q].step)>O 	&& 	(p- 
>slot[1+q].dis)>O && (p->slot[1+q].step)==(p-
>slot[l+(q-1) ] .step) II (p->slot[1+q] .step)<(p-
>slot[1+(q-l) ] .step)) 
The above code is a conditional statement which checks 
to find out if the slot is not the first slot on that 
face, and if there is a step, and if there is a distance 
from the reference edge, and if the size of the step 
is the same as the one for the previous slot, or if the 
step is smaller than the previous step. When all these 
conditions are met the update function is activated to 
modify and update the description of the parent slot 
in the database. Figure 5.15 illustrates the end view 
of an object which satisfies the above conditions. 
Figure 5.15 end view of a part with step in a parent 
slot. 
How does this function work? First, it appoints two 
counters, one for tracing back the step and the second 
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one is used for tracing back edges. A loop is set up 
to find out how many backward steps are necessary to 
reach the parent slot. At the end of this stage a number 
is assigned to each of these two counters, which will 
be used later as a factor to trace back the database 
to find the location of the data related to the parent 
slot. Once this location is discovered all the related 
entities are updated or modified to produce a complete 
description as it is required. 
Figure 5.8 Flow diagram of the function 'fslot'. 
In The first section of the function a 'while' 
statement is used to find out how many backward steps 
are required, the statement is: 






The statement simply means go around as long as the size 
of step is not the same as the one for the previous slot, 
and the one before that one and so on. If for example 
there are four step in a multi-slot with the same 
parent, the loop goes around four times until it 
reaches the slot which does not have a step the same 
as the previous one. 
5.9 'fhloe' this function's job is to create round 
holes. This include through holes, step holes and blind 
holes. There are not as many equations for calculating 
the coordinates and the logic is simpler than the one 
for a slot. There is less updating and modification as 
there is for a slot. 
Information required for the planning process for a 
hole is fairly straight forward. Details, such as the 
coordinates(x,y,z) of the two centres of the hole, the 
diameter, the distance from reference edges and the 
type of the edges (whether concave or convex edge) are 
required. The following is a sample code for creating 
the definition for a hole and directing the data or 
definition to the proper section of data base: 
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p->hl [ 1+hol] . d=diameter; 
p->hl [ l+holco] . cx=xl-coordinates; 
p->hl [ 1+holco] . cy=yl-coordinates; 
p->hl[l+holco] .cz=z 1-coordinates; 
strcpy(r->hty[l+holco] .cv,V); 
p->hl [2+holco] . cx=x2-coordinates; 
p->hl[2+holco] . cy=y2-coordinates; 
p->hl[2+holco] . cz=z2-coordinates; 
strcpy(r->hty[2+holco] .cv,V); 
Figure 5.9 flow diagram of 'fhole' function. 
The description for the code is very much similar to 
the one for a slot. A pointer directs whatever data is 
on the left side of the equal sign to the database. 
Since there are two ends in a cylindrical hole there 
will be two sets of similar codes, where one is for one 
end and the other for the other end. 
Figure 5.9 is a flow diagram of the 'fhole' or hole 
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function. There is not a sub-function in the 'fhole' 
function. 
5.10 'outpf' Most of the functions discussed so far 
were written to create the required description and 
store the information in the appropriate section of the 
database, where as the job of 'outpf' is to search the 
data base for the required data, retrieve it and print 
it in a predetermined format in a file, so that it can 
be used by the process planner, or if necessary a hard 
copy can be produced. 
The other duty of this function is to modify/create 
tolerances. During the use of the system there are some 
tolerances which are asked by the system. These values 
are regarded as the default, so before exiting from the 
system the user has the opportunity to modify any of 
these tolerances or in some cases create new tolerances. 
When a tolerance is going to be modified the system will 
ask for the plane, edge, etc. the number and the new 
value, then a pointer will point to the location of the 
database which matches the given identity and overwrite 
the old value with the new one. 
In order to retrieve the data from the database, a 
series of 'FOR LOOPS' is used to go through a specific 
set of data in the database and then print the data into 
a file. This is an example of this kind: FOR (n=1; n<=50; 
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++n). Since the database in this program is made of 
a set of structures and these structures have 
dimensions, using a 'FOR 100P  is a convenient way of 
tracking all the elements of a structure. 
In order to know how many elements are in a structure, 
usually at the end of storing some data in the 
structure, a record of the dimension of the structure 
is kept, since the dimensions of the structures used 
can vary. 
	
Tol. 	FeatureSurface 	Hole 
Adj. 	Listing 	Listing 	Listing 
Edges 	Vertices 	Tol. 	Rel. 
Listing 	Listing 	Listing 	Listing 
Figure 5.10 Block diagram of the various section in 
the 'outpf'. 
5.11 'solidf' this function produce the part description 
file for the solid modeller. The format of the file 
is in a specific way which is required by the modeller 
(NONAME) and is incorporated into the system[40]. 
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Figure 5.11 Origin required by Solid Modeller. 
The data for creating the Solid Modeller description 
file has the same source as the one for part 
representation file. The centre of the origin in the 
developed system is at the bottom left corner of the 
object, whereas for the Solid Modeller it is in the 
centre of the object. Therefore the input data needs 
to be modified to suit the Modeller. 
When a feature is created it is located in the centre, 
therefore some operations need to be carried out to 
move it to its proper location. For example, for a slot 
the following calculation needs to be done to find out 
the value of the distance required for a slot to be 
moved to locate it in its desired position (on the top 
face parallel to the z-axes): 
(Distance to be moved)=(((blank height/2)-(slot height! 
2))-step) 
MIN 
If there is no step the value for it will be zero ie. 
step=O. A similar rule applies to other features and 
other location or directions. Figure 5.12 illustrates 
the original location of a feature in a blank and the 
distance necessary to move to reach its desirable 
location. 
There are some other operators which are provided by 
the Solid Modeller. They can be used to rotate or move 
a feature for locating it on other faces or directions. 
The following is the syntax for specifying a block 
according to the Modeller: 
BLOCK(x length, y length, z length) 








Once a feature or as it is called in NONAME a 
'primitive' is located, Boolean operators are used to 
extract it from the main block. In this research only 
the difference or ' - ' operator is used. The final form 
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of a statement can be as follows: 




Figure 5. 12 Original location of a feature when created 
in SOLID MODELLER and the distance (d) needs to be moved 
to position it at its desired location, which in this 
is case on the top face and directly above the origine, 
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6.1 Discussion The role of process planning in an 
engineering manufacturing environment is to translate 
a part's design into the best method for its 
manufacture. To become a good process planner years of 
training and experience are necessary. Manual process 
planning is very time consuming even an experienced 
planner lacks consistency because of the total 
reliance on the planner memory to reproduce the 
process. 
Many efforts have been put into the subject in the past 
decade to improve the productivity and quality of the 
process planning. This has been done via computerisation/ 
automation under the broad scope of CAD & CAN. 
The first generation of CAPP used Group Technology 
(GT). This method did not provide a process plan 
automatically. It used the philosophy of GT to group 
similar parts into groups of similar families, which 
required a similar production process. 
This principle, although it reduced the burden of 
clerical work, it did not provide much automation in 
process planning, and so the role of the process 
planner, his experience and judgment is still very 
crucial. 
Further attempts to automate the process planning 
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resulted in the development of the Variant type of 
process planning. This technique of planning is based 
on the retrieval and editing of a set of standard plans 
for the parts which are similar to the current job. The 
GT principle is applied by coding and classification 
of sufficient large samples of previous plans in a 
rationalised manner, to allow the chance of a good 
matching plan to be retrieved. 
This method of planning is still not fully automated 
although it has several advantages over manual 
planning ie. greater reduction in data management, 
paper handling etc. and the use of coding and 
classification provides more consistent plans. A 
considerable amount of manual work is required to 
produce a plan. An experienced process planner is 
needed to construct, maintain, modify and continuously 
edit the standard plans. Consequently the knowledge 
and experience of the process planner is still the 
major factor in producing a good process plan. 
To overcome the problem related to variant planning, 
attempts have been made by various researcher to 
produce a fully automated process planning system 
known as Generative process planning. 
There are basically two constituents in a generative 
planning system: Part or feature description and the 
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planning. There are systems developed which use GT 
coding system to describe a part, and then utilizing 
decision logic to select processes for each segment of 
a code. These systems provide more automation, but 
still have some of the problems related to variant 
planning ie. coding and classification of the components. 
6.1.1 To accomplish a part description many researchers 
have used CAD database. 3-D CAD models provide a 
computer readable form of part description. This 
information can be used to provide knowledge about the 
shape, size, surface, etc. of a part in order to drive 
a process planning system. 
There are generally six principles used in 3-D 
modelling. These are Primitive Instancing, Spacial 
Enumeration, Cell Decomposition, Constructive Solid 
Geometry (CSG), Sweep Representation and Boundary 
Representation (B-Rep). 
The most popular of all is CSG. It is widely used for 
CAD CAM integration. This method of 3-D modelling is 
based on the idea that the complicated solids can be 
constructed by the addition or subtraction of simpler 
solid objects ie. cylinders, cones, etc. 
6.1.2 There are a number of systems which have been 
developed to provide a method of part representation 
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for computer process planning. Various principles have 
been used ie. Group Technology (GT) to describe an 
object, development of special languages, data extraction 
from a CAD database, etc. As the magnitude of 
automation has increased in process planning, so has 
the degree of details required about an object for 
planning. This has made some of the methods used in the 
past unsuitable for part description. CT coding has 
been used. This method provides aggregate information 
about an object and it works for variant planning, but 
lacks detail if it is going to be used for generative 
type. 
The quest for total automation of process planning has 
led to the use of CAD database. Systems based on data 
extraction from CAD usually require manual intervention 
to identify the features. This technique, although 
interactive is not fully automated. The second problem 
associated with the use of CAD database is the lack of 
appropriate production details. To construct a graphic 
of an object, information such as line, point, and 
geometrical details are needed, where as for manufacturing 
use, details such as the features name, their 
relationship to other features/entities, surface 
direction and number of edges per surface, tolerances, 
etc are required. 
Considering these problems, such as lack of detail and 
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suitable information, a different method has been 
proposed and tried. Unlike other researchers who have 
used the principle of data extraction from the CAD 
database, this approach was developed to overcome the 
CAD database dependency and provide a text model of a 
part independent from the CAD database, but still have 
Solid Modeller integration. This principle which is 
called Feature Based Design (FBD), produces a model of 
an object which is detailed enough to support a fully 
automated process planning. 
One of the earliest researchers in the area of feature 
representation for computer aided process planning was 
Kyprainou. His system extracts features from a CAD 
database. Then he applies GT philosophy to code and 
classify the features according to their general 
characters. His technique although automated lacked 
detail. It was developed for a variant process 
planning, and it did not contain enough details for the 
generative type. 
Shah and Roger went further and developed a system 
which could be customised to extract data from a CAD 
database as required by the user and produce features 
definition. This principle relied on the user's 
knowledge and experience, therefore inheriting some of 
the original problems which existed in the earlier 
systems, as well as depending on the CAD database to 
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provide all the details required by the planner. 
6.1.3 The principle of FBD using manufacturing 
features is a key element in the creation of a system 
which provides integration between designing and 
manufacturing. The developed system provide a text 
model of the part with all the details necessary for 
manufacturing, ie. process planning. The dependency of 
the system on CAD database has been eliminated, and a 
model of the object is constructed based on the 
information input to the system by the user. The 
integration of the solid modeller into the system 
facilitates a graphic of the object. The system has 
been developed with the requirements of mechanical 
parts which can be produced by machining process, ie. 
to produce a rectangular shaped object with features 
machined into it. These are processes such as drilling, 
milling, shaping, etc. More functions for additional 
features can be added to the system with relative ease. 
The expansion of the system is discussed in more detail 
in the section 6.2 (Further Work). 
However to create an object, first the main blank or 
block which is in rectangular shape, with overall size 
of the part should be created. The creation of the blank 
is for two reasons: 
1. To extract the features from it. 
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2. When an object is going to be produced the size and 
the shape of the part need to be known, to assist raw 
material selection. However the material selection is 
one of the process planning functions. 
To construct a model of a blank the WIDTH, HEIGHT and 
DEPTH of it is necessary. Once the blank is created the 
feature extraction can proceed. There are some 
restrictions in the way the features can be designed. 
All the similar features, ie. slots or holes, which 
need to be produced on a face should be created by going 
once into the option, ie 'SLOT'. The features should 
start from the widest and nearest to the reference edge 
and move away from it. This limitation can be improved 
by further work on the database. 
Once a feature is created, other features/ entities 
which are affected are updated, ie. if a slot is created 
on a face it will divide that face into two separate 
face or surfaces. When updating is carried out all the 
necessary entities are produced or deleted if necessary 
in some situations, to provide a complete model of the 
object. 
In Generative process planning it is crucial to have 
a complete and clear description of the part. A fully 
automated planning system is totally dependent on this 
description as an input. Therefore any missing or 
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ambiguous detail may confuse the planning system and 
it can interpret the entity/feature different from 
what it actually is. 
6.1.4 The language used to write the software is C. This 
computer coding system is very powerful and flexible 
and provides the facility to divide a lengthy software 
into a number of smaller functions, making the program 
more manageable. 
The program is menu driven and there are some sub-
menu's within the Main Menu. As the user selects an 
option from the menu the system leads the user to the 
next stage. One of the limitations of the system is that 
mistakes are not allowed and once an input is made no 
rectification can be done. Further work is necessary 
to improve this limitation. 
There are four major functions and some other smaller 
sub-functions which perform the updating. The four 
major functions are: 
A. tinputf ' which in conjunction with 'edgesf' and 
'surf f' create the blank description. This will be the 
basis for the creation of any feature, and it is a part 
in its simplest form, Lie. a rectangular block without 
any features. 
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B. 'featuref' contains the 'fslot' and 'fhole' 
function and several 'update' functions. These functions 
facilitate the creation of features. The system in its 
present state can handle slots, step slots, holes, and 
step holes. Further features can be added which may 
involve the restructuring of the database as discussed 
in chapter 4. 
There are several 'update' functions, each of which is 
activated if a particular set of circumstances arise. 
Each of these 'update' functions update all the related 
data when a feature is created. Every feature has its 
own 'update' function depending on its relation to its 
parent features. Without these update functions the 
description of the part will not be valid, ie. if a face 
is divided into two separate faces by creating a 
feature, and if updating is not performed, this face 
will still be described as a single face and not as it 
really is, ie two separate faces. The main problem with 
this method of updating is that for every set of 
conditions, if there are steps either side of a child 
slot, or if there is a step only to the right, etc. an  
update function should be produced. This is the reason 
the system can handle features in limited conditions. 
In order to find out the position of a feature relative 
to its parent and the main blank, a series of 
IF.....THEN statements are created and these statements 
are followed by the appropriate 'update' function. 
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When a feature is created it passes through these 
IF.....THEN statements and when some pre-set conditions 
are met the related 'update' function is activated to 
perform the updating. 
C. 'outputf' function organises the data and prints it 
into the Feature Description File. The organising of 
the data is the format in which batches of data are 
printed into the file, ie. features names list, 
vertices list, edges list, etc. This format is very 
much dependent on the process planning system requirements 
and it is not universal. 
The other function of the 'outputf' is the modification 
or addition of tolerances if required. Initially, some 
default tolerances are given, but the user will have 
the opportunity at the end to change some of the 
tolerances if necessary. In practice not all the 
tolerances are the same, ie. there might be a feature 
like a slot which interfaces with another part, and if 
the tolerances of the face of this feature is not as 
required, the external part may not fit or the fitnient 
may be too loose and not desirable. This tolerance may 
be tighter than all the other tolerances, and the 
tighter the tolerance the more expensive the production 
processes usually are. Therefore there is no point 
having a tight tolerance on all the features where only 
one feature requires such a tolerance. 
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D. 'solidf' this function produces the graphic of the 
created object. This graphic is in 3-D and is useful 
to the user to view the designed object as well as the 
use of other facilities available from the solid 
modeller, ie. engineering analyses, etc. It is also 
useful for producing a hard copy of the designed 
object. 
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6.2 Limitations of The Developed System There are some 
shortcomings in the system which may be overcome by 
further work. These are as follows: 
1. The system can handle only two types of features and 
their derivatives, ie slots and holes. 
2-The feature creation must always start from the 
reference edge and move away from it. 
3- Any number of the same features required in any one 
direction and face must be created in one go. 
4-A step or multi-slot must start with the widest slot 
and proceed towards the narrowest. Therefore the 
bottom face of the wider slot will be the top surface 
of the narrower slot. 
5-Only features which are parallel to one of the three 
principle axes (ie. x, y, and z axes) can be created 
with uniform depth. They must be parallel to the face 
of the blank on which they are created. 
6-None of the features must intersect one another or 
run into each other. 
7-There is no editing facility in the system, therefore 
once a feature is created it cannot be deleted. The only 
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way to overcome a mistake is to start from the 
beginning. 
6.3 Further Work. There are a number of areas which 
could benefit from further work, either by improving 
the present system or further development. These are: 
At present the system can handle features such as 
slots, steps and holes. These are the most popular 
features in the area of machining of mechanical parts. 
To have a more effective system, it should be able to 
produce a more complicated object. This can be achieved 
by the development of further functions for features. 
One of the handicaps of the system is the lack of 
editing facilities. At present when a feature is 
created it cannot be deleted or modified. The only way 
around it is to start from the beginning, therefore no 
mistake is allowed. So if the system is going to be 
improved further to allow the handling of a more 
complicated object, some kind of editing facility is 
important. 
There is an order in which features can be created. 
It must always starts from the reference edge. The user 
cannot return to create some more features beyond the 
existing one. Further work to provide some editing 
facility will improve the flexibility of the system. 
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4. Expansion and restructuring of the database will be 
necessary to achieve some of the above improvements. (This 
topic has been discussed in more detail in chapter IV). 
6.4 Conclusion: The main objective of this research was 
to develop a method to produce a user interface for a 
generative type of process planning. In order to devise 
a principle and develop a methodology which provides 
the required interface a survey of literatures on other 
researchers working in a similar field was carried out. 
The conclusion was that they were generally using the 
principle of data extraction from a GEOMETRIC MODELLING/ 
CAD database. The main problem with a CAD database is 
that, it lacks some of the information which is 
essential for manufacturing a component, ie tolerances, 
feature relationships to other features, material 
types, etc. The other problem noticed was the 
deficiency of total automation. Generally they were 
requiring some sort of manual intervention to model an 
object. 
Considering these problems a different technique was 
developed in this research called Feature Based 
Design. In this approach a system has been developed 
to produce a part description independent of a CAD/ 
GEOMETRIC MODELLING database. 
A totally automated planning system will not be 
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attained without a fully automated user interface. The 
developed system satisfies the requirements of a fully 
automated user interface and it produces a part 
description automatically without the need for manual 
intervention. One of the important aspects of the 
system is the production of a very detailed description 
of a modelled component. The description file provides 
a very detailed 3-D text model of a component. Every 
entity/feature is identified explicitly as well as 
their relationships to other entities/features. All 
the tolerances necessary to manufacture an object are 
identified. This is either by the default values given 
by the user at the beginning or in some cases adding/ 
changing at the end. 
An object description is explicit and there are no 
ambiguous or redundant elements in the description/ 
model of the object. The system has been developed for 
modelling mechanical components which require machining 
operations. 
However, it is impossible to design or develop a system 
which can handle a user interface for every type of 
process, ie. casting, forging, machining, electro-
chemical processes, etc. 
Although more was achieved in this research than was 
originally aimed for, yet to have a system which is 
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commercially desirable further work must be carried 
out to expand the system so it can handle more features. 
An editing facility must be added to the system to help 
the user rectify his mistakes without the need to start 
from the beginning. 
Although a 3-D SOLID MODELLER has been integrated into 
the system to provide graphics of the modelled object 
at the end, it will be useful if the graphic modeller 
is integrated into the system, in such a way that 
graphics are produced on the screen step by step as the 
user is designing an object. 
Finally when the developed system is coupled with a 
fully automated process planning system the claim can 
be made that a truly integrated CAD and CAN system has 
been achieved, which can be used as an effective tool 
for simultaneous engineering. 
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APPENDIX A 
An Example Produced by the Developed System 
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EXAMPLE 
The figure below illustrates an example produced by the 
developed system. It is a component which contains a 
step slot and a hole. The step is a combination of two 
slots and the hole is a through hole. 
The required sequence, which the user needs to go 
through to produce the example, follows in the next few 
pages, as well as the text model of the object produced 
by the system. This text model is produced by the system 
as the result of the input information provided by the 
user, and without any manual intervention. 
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SELECT A NUMBER BETWEEN 1-4 ->1 
TYPE IN NAME OF PART REP. FILE -> desf 
TYPE IN NAME OF SOLID DESCR. FILE -> drwf 
DEFAULT LENGTH TOLERANCES -> 0.02 
DEFAULT SURFACE FINISH ->0.03 








CHOSE OPTION => 1 
>>>>>> DIRECTION OF FEATURE TO BE MACHINED <<<<<< 
PARALLEL TO X-AXIS 
PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS 
PARALLEL TO Z-AXIS 
EXIT 
CHOSE OPTION -> 1 





CHOSE OPTION -> 1 
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DISTANCE FROM THE FRONT FACE -> 100 
DISTANCE FROM FACE TO THE EDGE OF SLOT IN 
CASE OF STEP SLOT OTHERWISE TYPE ZERO(0) ->0 
>>>>>>>> DIMENSION OF SLOT <<<<<<<< 
DEPTH= 50 
WIDTH= 350 
ANOTHER SLOT ON THE SANE FACE & DIRECTION 
YES 
NO 
CHOSE OPTION 1 OR 2 -> 1 
DISTANCE FROM THE FRONT FACE -> 200 
DISTANCE FROM FACE TO THE EDGE OF SLOT IN 
CASE OF STEP SLOT OTHERWISE TYPE ZERO(0) ->50 
>>>>>>>> DIMENSION OF SLOT <<<<<<<< 
DEPTH= 50 
WIDTH= 150 
ANOTHER SLOT ON THE SANE FACE & DIRECTION 
YES 
NO 
CHOSE OPTION 1 OR 2 -> 2 
>>>>>> DIRECTION OF FEATURE TO BE MACHINED <<<<<< 
I. PARALLEL TO X-AXIS 
2. PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS 
PARALLEL TO Z-AXIS 
EXIT 
CHOSE OPTION -> 4 




CHOSE OPTION => 2 
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DEFAULT HOLE SURFACE FINISH -> 0.01 
DEFAULT HOLE DIA. TOLERANCE -> 0.02 
DEFAULT HOLE POSITIONAL TOLERANCES -> 0.03 
>>>>>> DIRECTION OF FEATURE TO BE MACHINED <<<<<< 
PARALLEL TO X-AXIS 
PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS 
PARALLEL TO Z-AXIS 
EXIT 
CHOSE OPTION -> 2 
**** REFERENCE FACE IS TOP FACE OF THE BLOCK **** 
DIST. FROM THE LEFT EDGE OF TOP FACE TO THE CENTRE 
OF THE HOLE -> 150 
DISTANCE FROM THE FRONT EDGE OF TOP FACE TO THE 
CENTRE OF THE HOLE -> 150 
DIAMETER OF THE HOLE -> 100 
DEPTH FROM THE T/FACE IN CASE OF BLIND HOLE OTHER-
WISE TYPE ZERO(0) -> 0 
DEPTH OF STEP FROM THE EDGE (T/FACE) IN CASE OF 
STEP OTHERWISE ZERO(0) ->0 
>>DO YOU WANT ANOTHER HOLE IN THE SAME DIRECTION<< 
YES 
NO 
PLEASE ANSWER YES OR NO(1/2) -> 2 
>>>>>> DIRECTION OF FEATURE TO BE MACHINED <<<<<< 
PARALLEL TO X-AXIS 
PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS 
PARALLEL TO Z-AXIS 
EXIT 
CHOSE OPTION -> 4 




CHOSE OPTION => 3 
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(AT THIS STAGE SOLID MODELLER WILL BE ACTIVATED) 
USE 'drwf' 
EXIT (Exit from the solid modeller) 
>>>>>LIST OF OPTIONS FOR CHANGE OF TOLERANCES<<<<< 
SURFACE FINISH 
DIMENSIONAL TOL. 
HOLE DIAMETER TOL. 
HOLE SURFACE FINISH 
HOLE POSITIONAL TOL. 
PLANE PARALLEL TOL. 
EXIT 
CHOSE OPTION 1-7 -> 7 





SELECT A NUMBER BETWEEN 1-4 ->4 
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******* Main Features ******* 
p1 isa plane. 
p2 isa plane. 
p3 isa plane. 
p4 isa plane. 
p5 isa plane. 
p6 isa plane. 
p7 isa plane. 
p8 isa plane. 
p9 isa plane. 
plo isa plane. 
p11 isa plane. 
p12 isa plane. 
p13 isa plane. 
p14 isa plane. 
sl isa thru slot. 
s2 isa thru slot. 
hi isa thruhol. 
**** vector perpendicular to outside faces 
p1 dvect negz. 
p2 dvect posy. 
p3 dvect posx. 
p4 dvect negx. 
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p5 dvect posz. 
p6 dvect negy. 
p7 dvect posz. 
p8 dvect posy. 
p9 dvect negz. 
p10 dvect posz. 
p11 dvect posy. 
p12 dvect negz. 
p13 dvect negz. 
p14 dvect POSY. 
******* Vexedge. ******* 
el isa vexedge 
e2 isa vexedge 
e3 isa vexedge 
e4 isa vexedge 
e5 isa vexedge 
e6 isa vexedge 
e7 isa vexedge 
e8 isa vexedge 
e9 isa vexedge 
elO isa vexedge 
ell isa vexedge 
e12 isa vexedge 
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e13 isa vexedge 
e14 isa vexedge 
e15 isa vexedge 
e16 isa cavedge 
e17 isa vexedge 
e18 isa vexedge 
e19 isa cavedge 
e20 isa vexedge 
e21 isa vexedge 
e22 isa vexedge 
e23 isa vexedge 
e24 isa vexedge 
e25 isa vexedge 
e26 isa cavedge 
e27 isa vexedge 
e28 isa vexedge 
e29 isa cavedge 
e30 isa vexedge 
e31 isa vexedge 
e32 isa vexedge 
e33 isa vexedge 
e34 isa vexedge 
e35 isa vexedge 
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e36 isa vexedge 
******* Circular edges ****** 
e37 isa circ_vexedge 
e38 isa circ_vexedge 
******* Vertex ****** 
vi isa vertex. 
V2 isa vertex. 
v3 isa vertex. 
v4 isa vertex. 
v5 isa vertex. 
v6 isa vertex. 
v7 isa vertex. 
v8 isa vertex. 
v9 isa vertex. 
v1O isa vertex. 
vii isa vertex. 
v12 isa vertex. 
v13 isa vertex. 
v14 isa vertex. 
v15 isa vertex. 
v16 isa vertex. 
v17 isa vertex. 
v18 isa vertex. 
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v19 isa vertex. 
v20 isa vertex. 
v21 isa vertex. 
v22 isa vertex. 
v23 isa vertex. 
v24 isa vertex. 
******* Centre points ******* 
hi cent—Point cpl. 
cpl isa cent_point. 
hi cent_point cp2. 
cp2 isa cent_point. 
**** Cav/Vexedge. 
p1 vexedges p2. 
p1 vexedges p3. 
p1 vexedges p4. 
p1 vexedges p6. 
p2 vexedges pi. 
p2 vexedges p3. 
p2 vexedges p4. 
p2 vexedges p5. 
p3 vexedges p1. 
p3 vexedges p2. 
p3 vexedges p5. 
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p3 vexedges p6. 
p4 vexedges p1. 
p4 vexedges p2. 
p4 vexedges p5. 
p4 vexedges p6. 
p5 vexedges p2. 
p5 vexedges p3. 
p5 vexedges p4. 
p5 vexedges p6. 
p6 vexedges p1. 
p6 vexedges p3. 
p6 vexedges p4. 
p6 vexedges p5. 
p7 vexedges p2. 
p7 vexedges p3. 
p7 vexedges p4. 
p7 cavedges p8. 
p8 vexedges p3. 
p8 vexedges p4. 
p8 cavedges p7. 
p8 cavedges p9. 
p8 vexedges p12. 
p9 vexedges p2. 
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p9 vexedges p3. 
p9 vexedges p4. 
p9 cavedges p8. 
plo vexedges p2. 
p10 vexedges p3. 
p10 vexedges p4. 
plo cavedges p11. 
p11 vexedges p3. 
p11 vexedges p4. 
p11 cavedges p10. 
p11 cavedges p12. 
p12 vexedges p2. 
p12 vexedges p3. 
p12 vexedges p4. 
p12 cavedges p11. 
******* Edeges ******* 
el edges p1 
el edges p4 
e2 edges p1 
e2 edges p6 
e3 edges p1 
e3 edges p3 
e4 edges p1 
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e4 edges p2 
e5 edges p5 
e6 edges p3 
e6 edges p5 
e7 edges p5 
e7 edges p6 
e8 edges p4 
e8 edges p5 
e9 edges p2 
e9 edges p4 
elO edges p4 
elO edges p6 
ell edges p3 
ell edges p6 
e12 edges p2 
e12 edges p3 
e13 edges p4 
e13 edges p7 
e14 edges p4 
e14 edges p9 
e15 edges p4 
e15 edges p8 
e16 edges p7 
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e17 edges p2 
e17 edges p7 
e18 edges p9 
e19 edges p8 
e19 edges p9 
e20 edges p3 
e20 edges p9 
e21 edges p3 
e21 edges p8 
e22 edges p3 
e22 edges p7 
e23 edges p4 
e23 edges plo 
e24 edges p4 
e24 edges p12 
e25 edges p4 
e25 edges p11 
e26 edges p10 
e26 edges p11 
e27 edges p10 
e28 edges p8 
e28 edges p12 
e29 edges p11 
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e29 edges p12 
e30 edges p3 
e30 edges p12 
e31 edges p3 
e31 edges p11 
e32 edges p3 
e32 edges p10 
e33 edges p13 
e34 edges p13 
e35 edges p14 
e36 edges p14 
***** child features **** 
Si comprises p7. 
si comprises p8. 
51 comprises p9. 
sl comprises p13. 
s2 comprises p10. 
s2 comprises p11. 
s2 comprises p12. 
****** hole diameter ****** 
hi diam 50.00. 
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******* TOLERANCE INFORMATION ***** 
****** surface finishes ****** 
p1 surftol 0.010 
p2 surftol 0.010 
p3 surftol 0.010 
p4 surftol 0.010 
p5 surftoi 0.010 
p6 surftol 0.010 
p7 surftol 0.010 
p8 surftol 0.010 
p9 surftol 0.010 
p10 surftol 0.010 
p11 surftol 0.010 
p12 surftol 0.010 
p13 surftol 0.010 
p14 surftol 0.010 
hi surftol 0.050. 
**** hole tolerances ****** 
hi diamtol 0.010 
hi postol 0.060 
******* dimensional tolerances ****** 
el lentol 0.020 
e2 lentol 0.020 
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e3 lentol 0.020 
e4 lentol 0.020 
e5 lentol 0.020 
e6 lentol 0.020 
e7 lentol 0.020 
e8 lentol 0.020 
e9 lentol 0.020 
elO lentol 0.020 
eli. lentol 0.020 
e12 lentol 0.020 
e13 lentol 0.020 
e14 lentol 0.020 
e15 lentol 0.020 
e16 lentol 0.020 
e17 lentol 0.020 
e18 lentol 0.020 
e19 lentol 0.020 
e20 lentol 0.020 
e21 lentol 0.020 
e22 lentol 0.020 
e23 lentol 0.020 
e24 lentol 0.020 
e25 lentol 0.020 
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e26 lentol 0.020 
e27 lentol 0.020 
e28 lentol 0.020 
e29 lentol 0.020 
e30 lentol 0.020 
e31 lentol 0.020 
e32 lentol 0.020 
e33 lentol 0.020 
e34 lentol 0.020 
e35 lentol 0.020 
e36 lentol 0.020 
******* relation between vertics and edges **** 
vi ends el 
v3 ends el 
vi ends e2 
v2 ends e2 
v2 ends e3 
v4 ends e3 
v4 ends e4 
v3 ends e4 
v5 ends e5 
v6 ends e5 
v6 ends e6 
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v8 ends e6 
v7 ends e7 
v8 ends e7 
v5 ends e8 
v7 ends e8 
v3 ends e9 
v9 ends e9 
vi ends elO 
v7 ends elO 
v2 ends ell 
v8 ends ell 
v13 ends e12 
v4 ends e12 
v9 ends e13 
vii ends e13 
v12 ends e14 
vlO ends e14 
v12 ends e15 
v18 ends e15 
v15 ends e16 
vii ends e16 
v9 ends e17 
v13 ends e17 
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vlO ends e18 
v14 ends e18 
v12 ends e19 
v16 ends e19 
vIA ends e20 
v16 ends e20 
v22 ends e21 
v16 ends e21 
v13 ends e22 
v15 ends e22 
v17 ends e23 
v19 ends e23 
v20 ends e24 
v18 ends e24 
v20 ends e25 
v19 ends e25 
v23 ends e26 
v19 ends e26 
v17 ends e27 
v21 ends e27 
v18 ends e28 
v22 ends e28 
v20 ends e29 
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v24 ends e29 
v22 ends e30 
v24 ends e30 
v23 ends e31 
v24 ends e31 
v21 ends e32 
v23 ends e32 
v21 ends e33 
v15 ends e33 
v17 ends e34 
vii ends e34 
v5 ends e35 
v1O ends e35 
v6 ends e36 
v14 ends e36 
relationship between cent_points and circular edges 
cpl centers e37. 
cp2 centers e38. 
******* Coordinates ******* 
coord (vi, (0. 00, 0. 00, 0. 00) ) 
coord (v2 , (250. 00, 0. 00, 0. 00) ) 
coord (v3 , (0. 00, 200. 00, 0. 00) ) 
coord (v4 , (250. 00, 200. 00, 0. 00) ) 
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coord (v5 , (0. 00, 200. 00, 300. 00) ) 
coord(v6, (250.00,200.00,300.00)) 
coord (v7 , (0. 00, 0. 00, 300. 00) ) 
coord (v8 , (250. 00, 0. 00, 300. 00) ) 
coord(v9, (0.00,200.00,50.00)) 
coord (yb , (0. 00, 200. 00, 130. 00) 
coord (vii, (0. 00, 150. 00, 50. 00) ) 
coord (v12 , (0. 00, 150. 00, 130. 00) ) 
coord(v13, (250.00,200.00,50.00)) 
coord (v14 , (250. 00, 200. 00, 130. 00) ) 
coord (v15 , (250. 00, 150. 00, 50. 00) ) 
coord (v16 , ( 250. 00, 150. 00, 130. 00) ) 
coord(v17, (0.00,150.00,70.00)) 
coord (v18 , (0. 00, 150. 00, 110. 00) ) 
coord (v19 , (0. 00, 100 . 00, 70. 00) ) 
coord(v20,(0.00,100.00,110.00)) 
coord (v21, (250. 00, 150. 00, 70 . 00) ) 
coord(v22, (250.00,150.00,110.00)) 
coord(v23, (250.00,100.00,70.00)) 
coord (v24 , ( 250. 00, 100. 00, 110. 00) ) 
coord (cpl, ( 205. 00, 200. 00, 205. 00)) 
coord (cp2 , ( 205. 00, 0. 00, 205. 00)) 
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1* 
/* Copy right: 	 *1 
Any use of this program in any form 	 *1 
1* 	should be by permission from 	 *1 
1* H. Chaharbaghi 	 *1 
1* 	 *1 
1* 
/* 	FEATURE BASDE DESIGN FOR 
/* COMPUTER-AIDED 
/* PROCESS PLANNING. BY H.CHAHARBAGHI 	*1 
1* 	 *1 
#include <ctype.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#define BIGN 200 
#define NULL 0 
#define STOP 
#define CR '\15' 
#define CLEAR '\14' 
#define BEEB '\07' 
#define SPACEBAR '\40' 
#defineMAXL 10 
#define MAXOP 20 
#define FSTOP 1 
#define EDGE 22 
#define VERTEX 16 
#define SURF 9 
#define C "cavedge" 
#define V "vexedge" 
#define PV "vexedges" 
#define PC "cavedges" 
#define NZ "negz" 
#define PZ "posz" 
#define NX "negx" 
#define PX "posx" 
#defirie NY "negy" 
#define PY "posy" 
#define TH "thru" 
#define BH "blind" 
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#define EMPTY" 
struct dimen { 
float x; / 
float y; 1* 	 *7 
float z; /* 	struct to store data about blank or slot 
float dis; / * 7 
float step; I 	 * 7 
struct hole{ 
float fdis; / 	 *1 
float sdis; I *1 
float d; 1* 
float cx; 1* 
float cy; / 	struct to store data about thro. hole. 	*1 
float cz; 
char hole_type[MAXL]; 
struct hole solid{  
float dl; 7* 	 *1 
float d2; /* This struct will store data for creation 	/ 
float r; / 	of hole in solid modeler. 	 *1 
float height;  
mt step; 
mt dir; 
struct primitives { 
struct dimen blk[MAXOP] ;/* 	second level struct for blank, / 
struct dimen slot[MAXOPI; / slot and thro. hole. 
struct hole hl[IVIAXOP];  
struct hole solid sdata[MAXOP]; 
struct vertex { 
float xc; /* 	This struct hold coordinates of a vertex. 	/ 
float ye;  
float zc; 
struct edges{  









mt e; 	1* Struct for data about four edges of a face. 
mt f; 
struct plane—slot—edges mep[MAXOP]; 
struct plane—slot—edges tmep[MAXOP]; 







struct more_ed me[MAXOP]; 
struct plane_vegedge{  




struct plane_vegedge plcv[MAXOP]; 
}; 
struct tole{  
float lentol; 	/* All the tolerances except parallel to]. are 





struct parallel _tol{ 
mt planel; 	1* Parallel to!. are store in this struct. 	*1 















mt surface;  
mt type; /*This  struct hold data about max number of any / 
mt tsurface; I entity, which will be used for output purpose. / 








struct information { 
struct vertex ve[BIGN]; 
struct edges ed[BIGN]; 1* This is the final level of struct 	/ 
struct edges td[BIGN]; / which hold data about various I 
struct surface su[BIGN]; / entity in the program. 	 *1 
struct surface ts[BIGN];  
struct chslt chld[BIGN]; 
struct type hty[BIGN}; 
struct type ty[BIGN]; 
struct type tty[BIGN]; 
struct type dc[BIGN]; 
struct type tdc[BIGN]; 
struct type pdc[BIGN]; 
struct type tpdc[BIGN]; 
struct limit it; 
struct tole tol[BIGN]; 
struct parallel tol pptol[BIGN]; 
struct solid—data sdata[BIGN]; 
}; 
static mt z=0; 
static mt x=0; /* Those static variable are used in various 	*1 
static mt lad =0; /* function in the program. They always remember *1 
static mt mo=0; / thire value whenever they are called. 	 *1 
static mt q=0; I********************************************I 
static mt u = 0; 
static mt h = 0; 
static mt f=0; 
static mt hol=0; 
static mt holco=0; 









struct primitives p; 
struct information r; 
do{ 	 1* This is the main endless loop of the program *1 
menufj; 	/* This function is containing the main menu 
while ((ch=getcharQ) !='l' && ch !='2' && ch !'3' 
&& ch !='4') 
if(ch !='\n') 
printf("\n\n%c PLEASE CHOSE OPTION 1-4 -> ",BEEB); 
switch(ch) { 
case '1': 
/* Function input is about the blank and name of the file and defult t ol.*/ 
/* For further detail refer to the 'input? function. 	 *1 
inputf(dfile,cfile,&p,&r); 
1* Function 'feature' produce and handle various feature which 	*1 
/* program can create. Furthure information can be obtained *1 
/*by  refering to 'feature' function. 	 *1 
feature(&p,&r, u,q,z,x, lad, mo,h,f,hol,holco); 
solidf(cfile,&p,&r); 	I This function produce the grphic file. *1 
/* 'outputf function print out the description of the part to the named / 
/* file, as well as allowing for any change of tol. or surface finish. 
printf("%c\n\n\n ************* SOLID MODEL OF THE 
PART ************* \n\n",CLEAR); 
printf("\n TYPE use'filename' TO PRODUCE THE SOLID 
MODEL\n\n"); 
printf("\n TO EXIT (AND CONTINUE) FROM SOLID MOD-






printf("PLEASE TYPE c TO CONTINUE ->"); 
while((an =getcharQ) ! =V) 
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if(an !='\n') 




printf("PLEASE TYPE c TO CONTINUE ->"); 
while((an=getcharQ) ! ='c') 
if(an ! =An') 





Main program finishes here 
inputf(dfile,cfile,p,r) 
struct primitives * p; 	/ In this function name of files which are 
struct information * r; /*going  to be produced in 'output' f unction*/ 
char cfile[MAXL]; 	/* will be asked. 	 *1 
char dfile[MAXL]; / The defult tol. and surface finish value / 
{ 	 / will be asked for too. 	 *1 
float x; 	 / Finally dim. of the blank is required 	*1 





printf(" There is a COPY RIGHT on this program"); 
printf("\n\n\n TYPE IN NAME OF PART REP. FILE ->"); 
scanf("%s",dfile); 
printf("\n\n\n TYPE IN NAME OF SOLID DESCR. FILE ->"); 
scanf("%s", cfile); 
printf("\n\n\n DEFULT LENGTH TOLERANCES ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&ltoI); 
r- > tol[O].lentol =ltoI; 
printf("\n\n DEFULT SURFACE FINISHES ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&stol); 
r- > tol[O] .surtol = stol; 
printf("%c\n",CLEAR); 
printf("\n\n\n 	* * * * * * INFORMATION ABOUT RE- 











r_ >ve[1].xc =(O*x) ;  
r >. ve [1].yc =(O*y) ; / Here related vertices for the blank is 	/ 
r >.ve [1].zc =(O*z) ; /*calculated and stored in the aproppriate *1 
r- >ve[2].xc= (1 *X); 1* struct. 	 *1 
r_>ve [2].yc =(O*y) ;  
r- > ve [2].zc =(O*z) ; 
r- > ve [3].xc =(O*x) ; 
r- >ve [3].yc =(1*y) ; 
r- > ve [3].zc =(O*z) ; 
r- >ve[4].xc=(1 *X); 
r- >ve[4].yc=(1 *y); 
r- > ve [4].zc =(O*z) ; 
r- >ve [5].xc =(O*x ) ; 
r >ve[5].yc =(1*y) ; 
r- > ve [5].zc =(1*z) ; 
r > ve [6].xc =(1*x) ; 
r- > ve[6] .yc = (1 *y); 
r > ve [6].zc =(1*z) ; 
r- > ve [7].xc =(O*x) ; 
r- >ve[7] .yc =(O* y) ; 
r->ve[7].zc=(1 *Z); 
r > ve [8].xc =(1*x) ; 
r- > ve [8].yc =(O*y) ; 
r->ve[8].zc= (1 *Z); 
I************************************************I 
edgesf(r); / This function produces related edges for the blank. *1 




r- > lt.surface = (6); 
} 
edgesf(r) 
struct information * r; 
{ 
r- > ed[ 1] .a = (1); 
r->ed[1].b=(3); 
strcpy(r-> ty[ 1] .cv,V); 
r->ed[2].a=(1); 
r->ed[2].b=(2); 




strcpy(r- > ty[3].cv,V); 
r->ed[4].a=(4); 
r- > ed[4].b = (3); 
strcpy(r- >ty[4].cv,V); 
r->ed[5].a=(5); 
r- > ed[5].b = (6); 
strcpy(r- > ty[5].cv,V); 
r- > ed[6].a =(6); 
r- > ed[6].b=(8); 
strcpy(r- > ty[6] .cv,V); 
r- >ed[7].a=(7); 
r- >ed[7].b=(8); 





r- >ed[9].b =(5); 
strcpy(r- > ty[9].cv,V); 
r- > ed[ 10] .a = (1); 
r->ed[10].b=(7); 
strcpy(r- >ty[10].cv,V); 
r- >ed[11].a= (2); 
r- >ed[1 1].b=(8); 









r- > su[1].f= (4); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[1].plcv[2].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- >pdc[1 ].plcv[6].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[1].plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[1].plcv[3}.pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > dc[ 1].cv,NZ); 
r- >su[2].c= (4); 
r- > su[2] .d = (5); 
r- >su{2].e=(9); 
r- >su[2].f= (12); 
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strcpy(r- > pdc[2] .plcv[5] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[2].plcv[3].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[2] .plcv[1].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[2] .plcv[4] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > dc[2].cv,PY); 
r->su[3J.c=(3); 
r->su[3].d=(6); 
r- >su{3].e= (11); 
r->su[3].f=(12); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[3] .plcv[ 1 ].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- >pdc[3].plcv[6].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- >pdc[3] .plcv[2].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[3] .plcv[5 ] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r-> dc[3].cv,PX); 
r- >su[4].c= (1); 
r- >su[4].d =(8); 
r- >su[4].e=(9); 
r- > su[4] .f= (10); 
strcpy(r- >pdc[4].plcv[1].pvx,PV); 








strcpy(r- > pdc[5] .plcv[2].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[5] .plcv[6] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[5].plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[5].plcv[3].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > dc[5].cv,PZ); 
r->su[6].c=(2); 
r- >su[6].d= (7); 
r->su[6].e=(10); 
r->su[6J.f=(11); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[6] .plcv[l] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[6].plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[6] .plcv[4] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r-> pdc[6J.plcv[3].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r-> dc [6] .cv,NY); 
menuf() 
printf("%c THERE IS A COPY RIGHT ON THIS 
PROGRAM",CLEAR); 
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printf("\n 3-FILE EDITING\n"); 
printf("\n 4-EXIT\n"); 
printf("\n 	SELECT A NUMBER BETWEEN 1-4 -> 
menufl() 
{ 
printf("%c\n\n\n >>>>>>>>  SHAPE TO BE MA-






printf("%c\n\n\n >>>>>> DIRECTION OF FEATURE TO 
BE MACHINED < < < < < <",CLEAR); 
printf("\n\n 1-PARALLEL TO X-AXIS"); 
printf("\n\n 2-PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS"); 
printf("\n\n 3-PARALLEL TO Z-AXIS"); 
printf("\n\n 4-EXIT"); 
printf("\n\n\n CHOSE OPTION -> 
} 
feature (p,r,u,q,z,x,lad,mo,h,f,hol,holco) 
struct primitives Kp; 





whi1e((feagetchar) !='l' && fea !='2' && fea !='3') 
if(fea=STOP I I fea !='\n')  
printf("\n\n\n%c CHOSE OPTION -> ",BEEB); 
switch(fea) { 
case '1':  
/* First switch of function feature starts here 
/* There are two main member in the 'feature' 	/ 
/ 	function, one 'fslot' function 	 *1 
/ the other is the 'thole' function. for *1 












struct primitives *p; 































thco = r- >lt.hicono; 
thi = r- >lt.holeno; 
si =r- >lt.slotno; 
m = r- > lt.vertex; 
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n =r- >lt.type; 
I r- >lt.edges; 
k= r- > It.surface; 
LL= r- >lt.tedges; 
kk= r->lt.tsurface; 
cc = r- > lt.cfeatu; 
chp = r- > lt.chplan; 
morpi = r- > lt.more_p; 
alled=l+LL; 
allsu=k+kk; 
alihi = r- > lt.holeno; 
for(i=1; i<=alled; ++i) 
r- > tol[i].lentol = r- > to] [O].lentol; 
for(i=1; i<=allsu; ++i) 
r- > tol[i].surtol = r- > tol[O] .surtol; 
for(i=1; i<=allhI; ++i){ 
r- > tol[i] .hlsurtol = r- > tol[O] .hlsurtol; 
r- > tol[i] .hldiatol = r- > tol[O].hldiatol; 
r- > tol[i] .hlpotol = r- > tol[O].hlpotol; 
} 
do{ 
printf("%c\n\n ***** LIST OF OPTION FOR CHANGE OF 
TOLERANCES * * * *\n\n",cLEp); 
printf("\n 1-surface finish \n"); 
printf("\n 2-dimensional tol. \n"); 
printf("\n 3-hole dia. tol. \n"); 
printf("\n 4-hole surface finish.\n"); 
printf("\n 5-hole positional tol. \n"); 
printf("\n 6-plane parallel tol.\n"); 
printf("\n 7-exit \n"); 
printf("\n\n choose option 1-7 ->"); 
while((xed=getchar) !='l' && xed !='2' && xed !='3' && xed 
!='4' && xed !='5' && xed !='6' && xed !='7') 
if(xed !='\n') 
printf("\n\n choose option 1-7 ->"); 
switch(xed) { 
case '1': 
printf("\n\n which surface? ->"); 
scanf(" %d",&baba); 
printf("\n\n what tol.? ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&amd); 
r- > to] [baba] .surtol = amd; 
break; 
case '2': 
printf("\n\n which edge? ->"); 
scanf(" %d",&baba); 
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printf("\n\n What tol.? ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&amd); 
r- > tol[baba] .Ientol =amd; 
break; 
case '3': 
printf("\n\n which hole dia.? ->"); 
scanf(" %d",&baba); 
printf("\n\n what tol.? ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&amd); 
r- > tol [baba] .hldiatol = amd; 
break; 
case '4': 
printf("\n\n which hole surface finish? ->"); 
scanf(" %d",&baba); 
printf("\n\n what tol.? ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&amd); 
r- > tol[baba] .hlsurtol = amd; 
break; 
case '5': 
printf("\n\n which hole position? ->"); 
scanf(" % d",&baba); 
printf("\n\n what tol.? _>"); 
scanf(" %f",&amd); 





printf("\n first plane? ->"); 
scanf(" %d",&fpt); 
printf("\n second plane? 
scanf("%d",&spt); 
printf("\n what tolerance? 
scanf(" %f",&tpt); 
r- >pptol[i].planel =fpt; 
r- > pptol [i] .plane2= spt; 
r- > pptol[i].tol =tpt; 
reltol = i; 
++i; 
printf("\n do you want more paral. tol (yin) ->"); 
scanf(" %s",&khar); 






}while(xed ! = 7); 
dr= fopen(dfile,"w"); 
fprintf(dr, "%c\n",CLEAR); 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n * * * * * * * Main Features ****** *\,n");  
for(i=1; i<=k; ++i) 
if(r->su[i].c>0 && r->su[i].d>.O && r->su[i].e>0 && r- 
> su[i].f> 0) 
fprintf(dr,"\n p%d isa plane.\n",i); 
for(i=1; i<=kk; ++i) 
if(r->ts[i].c>0 && r->ts[i].d>0 && r->ts[i].e>.0 && r->ts[i].f>0) 
fprintf(dr,"\n p%d isa plane.\n",i + k); 
if(p->slot[1].z>0) 
for(i=1; iz=sl; ++i){ 
if((p->slot[i].z) >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\n s%d isa thru_slot.\n",i); 
if(p->hl[1].d>0) 
for(i=1; i<=thl; ++i){ 
if(p->hl[i.d= =0); 
else 
fprintf(dr,"\n h% d isa %s_hol.\n",i,p- > hl[i] .hole_type); 
} 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n 	vector perpendicular to outside faces 
****\j1 ); 
strcpy(r-> dc[0].cv,EMPTY); 
for(i=1; i< =k; ++i) 
if(strcmp(r->dc[i].cv,EMPTY) >0) 
fprintf(dr, "\np% d dvect %s.\n",i,r- > dc[i] .cv); 
for(i=1; i<=kk; ++i) 
if(strcmp(r- > tdc[i] .cv,EMPTY) >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\np%d dvect %s.\n",i + k,r- > dc[i].cv); 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n Vexedge. *******\n); 
for(i=1; i<=1; ++i){ 
strcpy(r- >ty[0].cv,EMPTY); 
if(strcmp(r- > ty[i].cv,r- >ty[0].cv) >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\n e%d isa %s \n",i,r- >ty[i].cv); 
for(i=1; i< =LL; ++i) 
if(strcmp(r-> tty[i] .cv,r-> ty[0].cv) >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\n e%d isa %s \n",i+l,r->tty[i].cv); 
if(p->hl[1].d >0){ 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n * * ' K * * * * Circular edges ****** *\n");  
for(i=1; i'z=thco; ++i) 
fprintf(dr,"\n e%d isa circ_%s\n",i + alled,r- >hty[i].cv); 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n * * * * ** * Vertex ***** *\n"); 
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for(i=1; i< =m; ++i){ 
if(i> 1 && r->ve[i].xc= =0 && r->ve[i].yc= =0 && r -
>ve[i].zc= =0); 
else 
fprintf(dr,"\n v%d isa vertex.\n",i); 
if(p->hl[1].d>0){ 
fprintf(dr, "\n\n * * * * * * * Centre points ****** *\n");  
for(i=1,j=1; i<=thl,j<=thco; ++i){ 
fprintf(dr,"\n h%d centpoint cp%d.\n",i,j); 
fprintf(dr,"\n cp %d isa cent_point.\n",j); 
++j; 
fprintf(dr,"\n h%d centpoint cp %d.\n",i,j); 
fprintf(dr,"\n cp %d isa centpoint.\n ",j); 
++j ; 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n * * * * * * * * Cav/Vexedge. * * * * * 
for(i=1; i< =k; ++i) 
for(j=1;j<=k; ++j) 
if(strcmp(r- > pdc[i].plcv[j].pvx,EMPTY) >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\n p%d %s p%d.\n",i,r- >pdc[i] .plcv[j].pvx,j); 
for(i=1; i<=kk; ++i) 
for(j=1;j<=kk; ++j) 
if(strcmp(r- > tpdc[i] .plcv[j] .pvx,EMPTY) >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\n p%d %s p%d.\n",i + k,r- > tpdc[i].plcv[jJ.pvx,j +k); 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n******* Edeges *******\.); 
for(i=1; i<=l; ++i){ 
for(j=1;j<=k; ++j){ 
if(r->su[j].c==i I I r->su[j].d==i  II r->su[j].e==i 
>su[j].f= =i) 
if(r->ed[i].a= =0 && r->ed[i].b= =0); 
else 
fprintf(dr,"\n e%d edges p%d\n",i,j); 
for(y=1; y<=morpl; ++y){ 
if(r->su[j].mep[y].pse= =i) 
fprintf(dr,"\n e%d edges p%d\n",i,j); 
for(i=1; i< =LL; ++i){ 
for(j=1;j<=kk; ++j){ 
if(r->ts[j].c==i II r->ts[j].d==i  II r->ts[j].e==i 
>ts[j].f= =i) 
if(r->td[i].a= =0 && r->td[i].b= =0); 
else 
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fprintf(dr,"\ne %d edges p%d\n",i + i,j +k); 
for(y=1; y< =LL; ++y){ 
if(r->su[j].tmep[y].pse= =i) 
fprintf(dr,"\n e%d edges p%d\n",i +1,j); 
if(p- >slot[1].z>0){ 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n * * * * * child features *** *\n");  
for(i=1; i< =cc; ++i){ 
if(r- >chld[i].a >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\ns%d comprises p%d.\n",i,r->chid[i].a); 
if(r- > chld[i].b >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\ns%d comprises p%d.\n",i,r- > chld[i] .b); 
if(r- >chld[i].c>0) 
fprintf(dr,"\ns%d comprises p%d.\n",i,r- > chld[i].c); 
for6=1;j<=chp; ++j){ 
if(r- > chid [i] .mej].md >0) 
fprintf(dr,"\ns%d comprises p%d.\n",i,k+ (r- > chld[i].me[j].md)); 
if(p-> hi [1] .d >0) { 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n* * * * * * hole diameter ***** *\n");  
for(i=1; i<=ailhi; ++i) 
fprintf(dr,"\n h%d diam % I .2f.\n",i,p- > hi[i].d); 
fprintf(dr,"\n * * * * * * * TOLERANCE INFORMATION 
******* *\n");  
fprintf(dr,"\n\n* * * * * * surface finishes * * * * * 
for(i=l; i<=allsu; ++i) 
fprintf(dr,"\n p%d surftol % 1.3f\n",i,r- > tol[i] .surtol); 
if(p- >hl[1].d >0){ 
for(i=1; i<=alihI; ++i) 
fprintf(dr,"\n h %d surftol % 1 .3f.\n",i,r- > tol[i] .hisurtol); 
if(r->pptol[1].plane1 >0){ 
fprintf(dr, "\n\n * * * * * * relational tolarances * * * * * * 
for(i=1; i<=reitol; ++i) 
fprintf(dr,"\n p%d para p%d withtol %1.3f.\n",r-
> pptol[i].piane 1,r- > pptol[i] .plane2,r- > pptol[i].tol); 
if(p->hI[1].d>0){ 
fprintf(dr,'\n\n* * * * * * hole tolerances * * * * * 
for(i=1; i<=allhl; ++i){ 
fprintf(dr,"\n h%d diamtol % 1 .31\n",i,r- > tol[i].hldiatol); 
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fprintf(dr,"\n h %d postol % 1 .31\n",i,r- > tol[i] .hlpotol); 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n* * * * * * * dimensional tolerances * * ** * 
for(i=1; i<=alled; ++i) 
fprintf(dr, "\n e%d lentol % 1 .3f\n",i,r- > tol[i] .lentol); 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n ******* relation between vertics and edges 
for(i=1; i<=1; ++i){ 
if(r->ed[i].a= =0); 
else 
fprintf(dr,"\n v%d ends e % d\n",r- > ed[i] .a,i); 
if(r->ed[i].b= =0); 
else 
fprintf(dr, "\n v%d ends e% d\n",r- > ed[i] .b,i); 
} 
for(i=1; i'z=LL; ++i){ 
fprintf(dr,"\n v%d ends e%d\n",r-> td[i].a,i +1); 
fprintf(dr,"\n v%d ends e%d\n",r- > td[i].b,i +1); 
if(p->hl[1].d >0){ 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n * * * * relationship between centpoints and circular 
edges ****\n); 
for(i=1; i<=thco; ++i) 
fprintf(dr,"\n cp%d centers e%d.\n",i,i + alled); 
fprintf(dr,"\n\n * * * * * * * Coordinates ****** *\n");  
for(i=1;i<=m; ++i){ 
if(i>1 && r->ve[i].xc==0 && r->ve[i].yc==0 && r-
>ve[i].zc= =0); 
else 
fprintf(dr,"\n coord(v%d,(% I .2f, % 1.2f,% I.21))\n",i,r- >ve[i].xc,r-
>ve[i] .yc,r- >ve[i].zc); 
} 
if(p->hl[1].d >0){ 
for(i=1; i<=thco; ++i) 
if(p->hl[1+hol].d= =0); 
else 
fprintf(dr,"\n coord(cp%d,(% 1 .2f,% 1 .2f, % I .2f)).\n",i,p- 





struct information * r; 
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printf("\n\n DEFULT HOLE SURFACE FINISHES ->"); 
scanf(" %f",& (r- > tol[O] .hlsurtol)); 
printf("\n\n DEFULT HOLE DJA. TOLERANCES ->"); 
scanf("%f",&(r- > tol[O].hldiatol)); 
printf("\n\n DEFULT HOLE POSITIONAL TOLERANCES - 
scanf("%f",&(r- > to] [O] .hlpotol)); 
do{ 
menuf4O; 
while ((ax=getchar) !='l' && ax! ='2' && ax! ='3' && ax 
if(ax !='\n') 




printf(" %c\n\n > > > > > REFERENCE FACE IS LEFT FACE 
OF THE BLOCK < < < < <\n\n",CLEAR); 
printf("\n DIS. FROM THE BOTTOM EDGE OF LEFT FACE 
TO THE C. OF THE HOLE ->"); 
scanf("%f", &dl); 
p->hl[1 +hol].fdis=(dl); 
printf("\n\n\n DIS. FROM THE RIGHT EDGE OF LEFT FACE 
TO THE C. OF THE HOLE ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&d2); 
p- >h[ 1 + hol].sdis = (d2); 
printf("\n\n\n DIAMETER OF THE HOLE -> ",CLEAR); 
scanf(" %f",&dia); 
p->hl[1 +hol].d=(dia); 
p- >hl[1 +holco].cx=(0); 
p->hI[1 +holco].cy=(dl); 
p- >hl[l +holco].cz= (d2); 
strcpy(r- >hty[l +holco].cv,V); 
p- >hl[2+holco].cx=(p->blk[O].x); 
p- >hl[2+holco].cy=(dl); 
p- > hl[2 +holco] .cz= (d2); 
strcpy(r- > hty[2 + holco] .cv,V); 
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strcpy(p- > hi [1 + hol].hole_type,TH); 
printf("\n\n DEPTH (FROM THE L/FACE) IN CASE OF 
BLIND HOLE OTHERWISE TYPE ZERO(0) ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&depth); 
if(depth >0) { 
p- > hl [2 + holco].cx= depth; 
strcpy(r- > hty[2 + hoico] .cv,C); 
strcpy(p- >hl[1 +hol].hoie_type,BH); 
depth = 0; 
printf("\n\n DEPTH OF STEP FROM THE EDGE (THE LI 
FACE) IN CASE OF\n"); 




p->sdata[1 +hol].dl =dl; 
for / p- > sdata [1 + hol].d2 = d2; I*Datas  about hole are stored to help 
p->.sdata[1+hol].r=dia/2; 1* creation of graphic later on. 
> sdata[1 + ho!] .height = (p- > hI[2+ holco].cx)-(p- 
>hl[1 +holco].cx); 
p->sdata[1 +hol].step=p->hl[1 +holco].cx; 
p- >sdata[1 + hol].dir= ax; 




printf("\n PLEASE ANSWER YES OR NO(112) ->"); 
while((repeat=getcharQ) !='l'&& repeat !='2') 
if(repeat !='\n') 
printf("\n Please answer I or 2 
++hol; 
holco+ =2; 




printf("%c\n\n\n >>>>> REFERENCE FACE IS THE TOP 
FACE OF THE BLOCK <<<< <\n\n",CLEAR); 
printf("\n\n DIS. FROM THE LEFT EDGE OF TOP FACE 
TO THE C. OF THE HOLE-> 
scanf("%f",&dl); 
p- >hl[1 + hol] .fdis =(dl); 
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printf("\n\n\n DIS. FROM THE FRONT EDGE OF TOP 
FACE TO THE C. OF THE HOLE -> 
scanf("%f",&d2); 
p->hl[1 +hol].sdis=(d2); 
printf("\n\n\n DIAMETER OF THE HOLE -> 
scanf(" %f",&dia); 
p->hl[1 +hol].d=(dia); 
p- >hl[1 +holco].cx=(dl); 
p->hl[1 +holco].cy=(p- >blk[O].y); 
p- >hl[1 +holco].cz= (d2); 
strcpy(r- >hty[1 +holco].cv,V); 
p- >hl[2+holco].cx=(cll); 
> hl[2 + holco].cy= (0); 
p- > hl[2 + holco].cz = (d2); 
strcpy(r- >hty[2+ holco].cv,V); 
strcpy(p->hl[1 +hol].holetype,TH); 
printf("\n\n DEPTH (FROM THE T/FACE) IN CASE OF 
BLIND HOLE OTHERWISE TYPE ZERO(0) ->"); 
scanf(" %f",&depth); 
if(depth>'O) { 
p-> hl[2+ holco].cy= depth; 
strcpy(r- > hty[2+ holco].cv,C); 
strcpy(p- > hl [ 1 +hol].hole_type,BH); 
} 
depth = 0; 
printf("\n\n DEPTH OF STEP FROM THE EDGE (T/FACE) IN 
CASE OF\n"); 
printf("\n STEP HOLE OTHERWISE TYPE ZERO(0) ->"); 
scanf("%f",&depth); 
if(depth>'O) 	 I*Datas  about hole are stored / 
p->hl[1+holco].cy=depth; 1* for later use, for solid 
p->sdata[1+ho1}.d1=d1; I modeler purpose. Direction *1 
p->.sdata[1+hol].d2=d2; / parallel to Y-axes. 	*1 
p->sdata[l+hol],r=dia/2;  
p- > sdata[ I + hol] .height= (p- > hl[1 + holco].cy)-(p- 
> hl[2+holco].cy); 
p-> sdata[1 +hol].step =p- >hl[1 +holco].cy; 
p-> sdata[1 +hol].dir=ax; 




printf("\n PLEASE ANSWER YES OR NO(112) 
while((repeat=getcharQ) !='l' && repeat !='2') 
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if(repeat !='\n') 
printf("\n PLEASE ANSWER I OR 2->"); 
++hol; 
holco+ =2; 




printf(" % c\n\n\n > > > > > REFERENCE FACE IS THE FRONT 
FACE < < < < < \n\n ",CLEAR); 
printf("\n\n\n DIS. FROM THE LEFT EDGE OF FRONT 
FACE TO THE C. OF THE HOLE -> 
scanf(" %f",&d 1); 
p->hI[1 +hol].fdis=(dl); 
printf("\n\n\n DIS. FROM THE BOTTOM EDGE OF FRONT 
FACE TO THE C. OF THE HOLE -> 
scanf(" %f",&d2); 
p->hI[1 +hol].sdis=(d2); 




p- > hI[I + holco].cy= (d2); 
p->hI[1 +holco].cz=(0); 
strcpy(r- >hty[1 +ho1co.cv,V); 
p->hI[2+holco].cx=(dl); 
p->hI[2+holco].cy=(d2); 
p- > hI[2+ holco].cz = (p- > blk[0] .z); 
strcpy(r- > hty[2+ holco].cv,V); 
strcpy(p->hl[1 +hol].hole_type,TH); 
printf("\n\n DEPTH (FROM THE F/FACE) IN CASE OF 
BLIND HOLE OTHERWISE TYPE ZERO(0) ->"); 
scanf("%f",&depth); 
if(depth>0){ 
p- > hl[2+ holco].cz= depth; 
strcpy(r- > hty[2 + holco].cv,C); 
strcpy(p->hl[1 +hol].hole_type,BH); 
} 
depth = 0; 
printf("\n\n DEPTH OF STEP FROM THE EDGE (F/FACE) IN 
CASE OF\n"); 





p->sdata[1 +hol].dl =dl; 
p- >sdata[1 +hol].d2= d2; 
p- >sdata[1 +hol].r=dia/2; 
p- >sdata[1 +hol].height= 
(p- > hl[2 + holco].cz)(p >hl 
[1 +holco].cz); 
p- >sdata[1 +hol].step=p-
p- >sdata[1 +hol].dir=ax; 
I************************** I 
I*Datas  about hole are stored / 
1* for later use, for solid *1 
1* modeler purpose. Direction*I 
1* parallel to Z-axes. *1 
>hl[1 +holco].cz; 




printf("\n PLEASE ANSWER YES OR NO(1/2) ->"); 
while ((repeat = getcharQ) !='l'&&  repeat ! = '2') 
if(repeat !='\n') 
printf("\n PLEASE ANSWER 1 OR 2 ->"); 
++hol; 
holco+ =2; 





holco- = 2; 
r->lt.holeno=(1 +hol); 
r- > lt.hlcono = (2 + holco); 
} 
fslot(p,r,u,q,z,x,lad,mo,h,f) 
struct primitives *p; 

















while((ax=getcharQ) !='l' && ax !='2' && ax !='3' && ax 
if(ax ! ='\n') 
printf("\n\n\n%c CHOSE OPTION = >",BEEB); 
switch(ax) { 
case '1': 	1* This case handle slot along X-axis. 	*1 
I***************************************I 
printf("%c\n\n\n > > > > > > >WHICH FACE IS GOING TO BE 





while((pla=getchar) !='l' && pla !='2' && pla !='3' && 
pla !='4') 
if(pla = STOP) 
printf("\n\n\n%c CHOSE OPTION = >",BEEB); 
else if(pla !='\n') 







else if(pla= ='2'){ 
top=(0); 
do{ 
printf("%c\ri\n\n DISTANCE FROM FRONT FACE - 
>" CLEAR);  
scanf(" %f',&dis); 
p->slot[1 +q].dis=(dis); 
if(count>O && p->slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis){ 
printf("\n\n%c YOU CANNOT CREATE ANY SLOT 
BEFORE\n",BEEB); 
printf("\nLAST ONE ON THE SAME FACE\n"); 
} 
if(count>O && p->slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis) 
continue; 
printf("\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM FACE TO THE EDGE OF 
SLOT"); 
printf("\n\n IN CASE OF STEP SLOT OTHER WISE TYPE 
ZERO(0) -> "); 
scanf(" %f",&st); 
p- >slot{1 +q].step= (st); 
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printf("%c\n\n\n >> > >>>>>>>>> DIMENSION OF 
SLOT < < < < < < < < < < < <",CLEAR); 











r- >sdata[1 + q].face =pla; 
r->sdata[1 +q].step=st; 
/*Al1 the data for creation of / 
/ graphic will be held in these * / 
/ struct. further information / 
/ refer to solid —data structure*/ 
1* *1 
r- >ve[9+u].xc=(r- >ve[3].xc); 
r_>ve[9+ u].yc = s *((top) st) ; 
r->ve[9+u].zc=(dis); 
r- >ve[1O+ u].xc=(r-  >ve[31.xc); 
r- >ve[1O+ u].yc = s*((top) st) ; 
r- >ve[1O+u] .zc=(dis +w); 
r- >ve[1 1 +u].xc=(r- >ve[3].xc); 
r- >ve[1 1 + u].yc = s*((top)_(d+ st)); 
r->.ve[11 +u].zc=(dis); 
r- >ve[12+u].xc=(r- >ve[3].xc); 
r- > ve [12+ u].yc= s *((top)(d+ st)) ; 
r->ve[12+u].zc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[13 + u].xc=(r- >ve[4].xc); 
r->ve[13 + u].yc = s *((top) st) ; 
r- >ve[13 + u].zc= (dis); 
r->ve[14+u].xc=(r->ve[4].xc); 
r- >ve[1 4+ u].yc = s *((top) st) ; 
r->ve[14+uJ.zc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[15 + u].xc=(r->ve[4].xc); 
r- >ve[15 +u].yc= s*((top)(d+ st)) ; 
r->ve[15+u].zc=(dis); 
r- >ve[16+u].xc=(r- >ve[4].xc); 
r>ve[16+ uJ.yc = s *((top)(d+ st)) ; 
r- >ve[16+u].zc=(dis+w); 
sedgef(p,r,u,q,z,x,h,lad); 	/* This function produce edges and pl ane .*/ 
more_edges_for_p 1 (4,r,x,z); 
more_edges_for_p2(3,r,x,z); 
strcpy(r->pdc[7+x].plcv[3].pvx,PV); /* Next nine line create / 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7 + x] .plcv[4] .pvx,PV); 1* Vexedge for plane. *1 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8 +x] .plcv[3] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8 + x] .plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r-> pdc[9+x].plcv[3].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9+x].plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r->dc[7+x].cv,PZ); 
strcpy(r->dc[9+x].cv,NZ); /*This  part create vector direction 	/ 
if(pla= ='l'){ 	 /* for plane in case of slot as well as 
strcpy(r->dc[8+x].cv,PY); 1* cav/vexedges for them 	 *1 
I******************************* I 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7 +x] .plcv[2] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x] .plcv[2].pvx,PV); 
} 
if(pla= ='2'){ 
strcpy(r- > dc[8+x].cv,NY); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7 +x] .plcv[6] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x].plcv[6].pvx,PV); 
} 
if(pla= ='l'&& count= =O){/*  This case breakup the edges of 	/ 
r->ed[9].b=(9+u); 1* the main block to form new edges*/ 
r->ed[12].a=(13+u); / between the first slot and the main */ 
r->su[2].d=(17+z); /*block on the T-face 	 *1 
} 
if(pla= ='2' && count= =0){/******************************/ 
r->ed[10].b=(9+u); / This case is similar to the above 	/ 
r->ed[11].b=(13+u); /*except that the condition is applied*/ 
r->su[6].d=(17+z); I 	to the p-face. 	 *1 
} 
if((p- >slot[1 +q].step) >0 && (p->slot[1 +q].dis) >(p- >slot[1 +(q-
1)].dis) && (p- >slot[1 +q].z)< (p->slot[1 +(q-1)].z) && ((p->slot[1 +q] 
.dis) + (p->slot[1 +q].z)< (p->slot[1 i-(q-1)].dis)+(p->slot[1 + (q-1)].z))) 
{ 
updatef(r,u,q,z,x,h,f,lad,mo); 	/*where  there is step slot and *1 
1* there are steps in both side. / 
r->su[4].tmep[1+h].pse=(2+h); I'I 
r- >su[3}.tmep[2+h].pse=(1 +h); 
if(pla= ='l') 








else if((p-> slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q].dis) = = (p- > slot 
[1 +(q-1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +q].z) < (p->slot[1 +(q-1)].z)) 
I********************************** I 
updatef2(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); / This function update edges and 	*1 
1* planes there is step only on one side. / 
else if((p- >slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q].z) < (p- >slot 
[1+(q-1)].z) && ((p- >slot[1 +q].dis)+ (p->slot[1 +q].z))= =((p->slot 
[1 + (q- 1)].dis) + (p- >slot[1 + (q-1)].z))) 
I********************************* I 
updatefl(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); 1* This function is simillar to updatef2 I 
/ except that step in in the opposit 	/ 
/ side of the slot. 	 *1 
else if(courit>0 && p->slot[1-i-q].dis>0 && p->slot[1+q] 
.step= = 0) { 
I***********************************I 
updatef3(r,p,u,q,h,f); /* This function produce extra edges and / 
/ plane where there are more than one 
/* slot on a face. *1 
if(pla=='l')  
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +fj.cv,PY); 
if(pla = = '2') 
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,NY); 
++f; 
} 
else if(count>1 && (p->slot[1+q].step)>0 && (p->slot[1+q] 
.dis) >0 && (p- >slot[1 +q].step)= = (p->slot[1 + (q-1)].step) I I (p->slot 
[1 +q].step) < (p- >slot[1 + (q-1)].step)){ 
updatef4(r,p,q,u,z,h,f,lad,mo); / This function produce extra 	/ 
if(pla=='l') 	 / edges and plane and update, / 
strcpy(r->tdc[1+f].cv,PY); /*when  there are more then one 
if(pla = ='2') 	 /*slot in a parent slot and on the / 




else if(p->slot[1+q].dis==0 && p->slot[1+q].step==0 && p-> 
















printf("\n\n\n CHOSE OPTION 1 OR 2->"); 
while ((ag=getcharQ) !='l'&& ag !='2') 
if(ag !='\ri' ) 















else if(pla = '4') { 
top =(r->ve[6].zc); 
do{ 
printf("%c\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM BOTTOM EDGE ->" 
,CLEAR); 
scanf(" %f",&dis); 
p-> slot[1 +q].dis=(dis); 
if(count>0 && p- >slot[1 +q].dis<p- >slot[(1 +q)-1].dis){ 
printf("\n\n%c YOU CANNOT CREATE ANY SLOT BEFORE 
\n ",BEEB); 
printf("\nLAST ONE ON THE SAME FACE\n"); 
} 
if(count>0 && p->slot[1 +q].dis<p- >slot[(1 +q)-1].dis) 
continue; 
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printf("\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM FACE TO THE EDGE OF 
SLOT"); 
printf("\n IN CASE OF STEP SLOT OTHER WISE TYPE 
ZERO (0) -> "); 
scanf(" %f",&st); 
p- >slot[1 +q].step=(st); 
printf("%c\n\n\n >>>>>>>>>>>> DIMENSION OF 











r- >sdata[1 +q].dis=dis; 
r->sdata[1 +q].face=pla; 
r->sdata[1 +q].step=st; 
/*A1I the data for creation of 
1* graphic will be held in these 	*1 
1* struct. For further information / 
/ refer to solid —data structure. 	
/ 
1* 	 *1 
r->ve[9+u].xc=(r->ve[1].xc); 
r- >ve[9+u].yc=(dis); 
r- >ve [9+ u].zc=((top)+(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[10+u].xc=(r->ve[1].xc); 
r- >ve[10+u].yc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[10+u].zc=(top +( s *st)) ; 
r- >ve[1 I +u].xc= (r- >ve[1].xc); 
r- >ve[1 I +u].yc=(dis); 
r- >ve[I 1 +u}.zc= (top+ ( s*(st+d))) ; 
r- >ve[12+ u].xc=(r->ve[1].xc); 
r- >ve[12+ u].yc=(dis +w); 
r- >ve[12+u].zc=  (top  +(s *(d+ st))) ; 
r- >ve[13 +u].xc=(r- >ve[2].xc); 
r->ve[13 +u].yc=(dis); 
r- >ve[13 +u].zc=(top +( s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[14+u].xc=(r- >ve[2].xc); 
r- >ve[14+u].yc=(dis+w); 
r- > ve [14+u].zc =(top+(s * s t)) ; 
r- >ve[15 + u].xc=(r- >ve[2].xc); 
r- >ve[15 +u].yc(dis); 




r_>ve[16+ u].zc= (top  f(s *(d+ st))) ; 
sedgef(p,r,u,q,z,x,h,lad); 	/* This function produce edges and pl ane.*/ 
more_edges_for_p 1 (4,r,x,z); 
more_edges_for_p2(3,r,x,z); 
strcpy(r->pdc[7+x].plcv[3].pvx,PV); /* Next nine line create 	I 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7 +x] .plcv[4J.pvx,PV); 1* Vexedges for plane. *1 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8+x].plcv[3].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8 + x] .plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9+x].plcv[3].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 + x] .plcv[4] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > dc[7+x].cv,PY); 
strcpy(r-> dc[9 +x] .cv,NY); 
if(pla = ='3') { 
strcpy(r-> dc[8 +x].cv,NZ); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7 +x] .plcv[1 ].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r-> pdc[9-l-x].plcv[1 ].pvx,PV); 
if(pla= ='4'){ 
strcpy(r-> dc[8+x].cv,PZ); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7 +x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9+x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
} 
if(pla= ='3'&& count= =0){I* This case break up the edge of / 
r->ed[1].b=(9+u); 	I main block to form a new edge / 
r->.ed[3].b=(13+u); / between first slot and the main / 
r->su[1].f=(17+z); 	/*block on the f-face. 	 *1 
if(pla= ='4'&& count=  
r->ed[8].a=(9+u); 	/*This  case is similar to the above / 
r->ed[6].a=(13+u); /* except that the condition is 
r->su[5].f=(17+z); 	I applied to the b-face. 	 *1 
if((p- > slot[1 + qJ.step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q] .dis) > (p- > slot[1 + (q-
1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +q].z) < (p->slot[1 + (q-1)].z) && ((p->slot 
[1+q].dis) +(p->slot[1 +q].z)< (p->slot[1+(q-1)].dis)+(p->slot[1+(q- 
updatef(r,u,q,z,x,h,f,lad,mo); 	/* This function update edges */ 




if(pla = ='4') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[ 1 +f].cv,PZ); 
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+ +mo 
h+ =2; 	 /* where there is step slot and there are */ 
f++; I step in both side. 	 *1 
else if((p- > slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q].dis) = = (p- > slot 
[1 +(q-1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +q].z)<(p->slot[1 + (q-1)].z)) 
updatef2(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); / This function update edges & planes / 
I there is step only on one side. 
else if((p- > slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q].z) < (p- > slot 
[1+(q-1)].z) && ((p->slot[1 +q].dis) +(p->slot[1 +q].z))= =((p->slot 
[1 + (q-1)].dis) + (p->slot[1 + (q-1)].z))) 
updatefl(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); /* This function is simillar to updatef2 / 
/ except that step in in the opposit 	/ 
/ side of the slot. 	 *1 
else if(count>0 && p- >slot[1 +q].dis>0 && p->slot[1 +q].step 
updatef3(r,p,u,q,h,f); /* This function produce extra edges & *1 
if(pla=='3') 	I plane where there are more than one 
strcpy(r->tdc[1+fl.cv,NZ); / slot on a face. 	 *1 
if(pla=='4') 
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,PZ); 
h+=2; 
++f; 
else if((count> 1) && (p->slot[1 +q].step>0) && (p->slot[1 +q] 
.dis>0) && (p->slot[1 +q].step)= =(p->slot[1 +(q-1)].step) I I (p->slot 
[1 +q].step) < (p->slot[1 +(q-1)].step)){ 
updatef4(r,p,q,u,z,h,f,lad,mo); 
if(pla= ='3') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[1 +f].cv,NZ); 
if(pla= ='4') 	 1* 
strcpy(r->.tdc[1 +f].cv,PZ); 	1* 
++mo; 	 1* 
/ when there are more then one 
/* slot in a parent slot and on the 
1 same level. *1 
I****************************** I 
else if(p->slot[1-i-q].dis==0 && p->slot[1+q].step==0 && p-




/* This function produce extra 
























printf("\n\n\n CHOSE OPTION I OR 2->"); 
while ((ag=getchar) !='I'&& ag !='2') 
if(ag !='\n') 










abas=1; 	/ next four 'if statment create edges and pl ane */ 
if(pla=='l'){ 1* between last slot and the main blank edge. 	I 
while((p->slot[1+(q-abas)].step) ! =0) 
+ +abas; 
r->td[1 +h].a=5; 
r->td[1 +h].b=(10+(u (8* abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[ 1 + h].cv,V); 
r-> td[2+h].a=6; 
r- >td[2+h].b =(14+( u (8* abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[2+ h].cv,V); 
r- > ts[ 1+ f] .c = (18 + z); 
r- > ts[ 1 + f] . d = 5; 
r- > ts[ 1 + fl.e (1 + h); 
r->ts[1+f].f=(2+h); 




else if(pla= ='2'){ 




r- >td[1 +h].b=(10+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- >tty[1 +h].cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=8; 
r- >td[2+h].b=(14+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r.- > tty[2 +h].cv,V); 
r->ts[1+f].c=7; 
r- > ts[ 1 + f] .d = (18 + z); 
r->ts[1 +f].e=(1+h); 
r->ts[1+f].f=(2+h); 





while((p- >slot[ 1 +(q-abas)].step) !=O) 
+ + abas; 
r- > td [1 + h] a = 3; 
r- > td[1 +h].b =(10+( u (8* abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[1 +h].cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=4; 
r- >td[2+ h].b =(1 4+(u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[2 +h].cv,V); 
r- > ts[ 1+ f] .c= 3; 
r->ts[1+f].d=(18--z); 
r- > ts [1 + f] .e = (1 + h); 
r- >ts[1 +f].f=(2+h); 
strcpy(r- > tdc{ 1+ f] .cv,NZ); 
++f; 
} 
else if(pla= ='4'){ 
while((p- > slot[1 + (q-abas)].step) !=O)  
+ + abas; 
r->td[1 +h].a=5; 
r- >td[1 +h].b=(10+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[1 + h].cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=6; 
r- >td[2+ h].b =(14+( u (8*abas))) ; 












/* This case handle slot along Y-axis *1 
printf("%c\n\n\n >>>>> > >WHICH FACE IS GOING TO BE 





while((pla=getcharQ) !='l' && pla !='2' && pla !='3' && 
pla !='4') 
if(pla STOP) 
printf("\n\n\n%c CHOSE OPTION = > ",BEEB); 
Ise if(pla ! ='\n') 








else if(pla= ='2'){ 
top=(r- >ve[7].zc); 
do{ 
printf("%c\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM THE LEFT EDGE 
,CLEAR); 
scanf(" %f",&dis); 
p- > slot[ 1 +q].dis=(dis); 
if(count>O && p- >slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis){ 
printf("\n\n%c YOU CANNOT CREATE ANY SLOT BEFORE 
\n ",BEEB); 
printf("\nLAST ONE ON THE SAME FACE\n"); 
} 
if(count>O && p- >slot[1 +q].dis<p- >slot[(1+q)-1].dis) 
continue; 
printf("\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM FACE TO THE EDGE OF 
SLOT "); 
printf("\n\n IN CASE OF STEP SLOT OTHER WISE TYPE 
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ZERO (0) -> 
scanf(" %f",&st); 
p- > slot[1 + q] .step = (st); 
printf("%c\n\n\n >>>>>>>>>>>> DIMENSION OF 






p- > slot[ 1+ q] .z = (w); 
r->sdata[1+q].x=w; 	/* V 
r->sdata[1 +q].y=p>b1k[0].y;/*Al1  the data for creation of / 
r->sdata[1+q].z=d; 	I*graphic  will be held in these / 
r->sdata[1+q].dir=ax; /* struct. For further information I 
r->.sdata[1+qj.dis=dis; 	/* refer tosolid_data structure. I 
r->sdata[1 +qJ.face=pla; 
r- >sdata[1 +q].step=st; 
r- >ve[9+u].xc=(dis); 
r- >ve[9+u].yc=(r->ve[1].yc); 
r- > ve [9+ u].zc =(top+(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[10+u].xc=(dis-i-w); 
r- >ve[10+ u].yc=(r- >ve[1].yc); 
r- >ve[10+ u].zc =(top+(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[11 +u].xc=(dis); 
r- >ve[1 I +u].yc=(r->ve[1].yc); 
r- >ve[11 +u].zc=(top+ ( s *(st+d))) ; 
r- >ve[12+ u].xc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[12+ u].yc=(r->ve[l].yc); 
r- > ve [12+ u].zc=(top+(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[13 +u].xc=(dis); 
r- >ve[13 + u].yc= (r->ve[3].yc); 
r- >ve[13 +u].zc= (top+ (s*st)); 
r- >ve[14+ u].xc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[14+ u].yc=(r->ve[3].yc); 
r- >ve[14+ u].zc=(top +( s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[15 +u].xc=(dis); 
r- >ve[15 +u].yc=(r->ve[3].yc); 
r- > ve [15+u].zc =(top+(s*(st+d))) ; 
r->ve[16+u].xc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[16+u].yc=(r->ve[3].yc); 
r >ve [I6+ u].zc =(top+(s *(d+ st))) ; 
sedgef(p,r,u,q,z,x,h,Iad); 	/ This function produce edges and pl ane.*/ 
I********************************** I 
more_edges_fOr_p 1 (6,r,x,z); 
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more_edges_for_p2(2,r,x,z); 
strcpy(r->pdc[7+x].plcv[2].pvx,PV); /* Next nine line create / 
strcpy(r->pdc[7+x].plcv[6].pvx,PV); / vexedge for plane 	/ 
strcpy(r-> pdc[8 +x] .plcv[2].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r-> pdc[8 +x] .plcv[6] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x] .plcv[2].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x] .plcv[6].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r->.dc[7+x].cv,PX); 
strcpy(r->dc[9+x].cv,NX); /* This part create vector direction / 
if(pla= ='l'){ 	 /* for plane in case of slot 
strcpy(r->dc[8+x].cv,PZ); 1* 	 *1 
strcpy(r- >pdc[7 +x].plcv[1].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x].plcv[1].pvx,PV); 
} 
if(pla= ='2'){  
strcpy(r- > dc[8 +x].cv,NZ);  
strcpy(r- >pdc[7+x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9+x] .plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
} 
if(pla= ='l'&& count= =0){/* This case breakup the edge of / 
r->ed[2].b=(9+u); 	/ main block to form a new edge 	I 
r->ed{4}.a=(13+u); /* slot and the main block on the tf ace */ 
r- > su[ 1] .e = (17 + z); 	7* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1 
} 
r->ed[5].b=(9+u); 	7* This case is similar to the above / 
r->ed[7].b=(13+u); /*except that the condition is 
r->su[5].d=(17+z); 	/ applied to the b-face. 	 *7 
if((p->slot[1 +q].step)>0 && (p- >slot[1 +q].dis)>(p->slot[1+(q-
1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +q].z)cz(p->slot[1 +(q-1)].z) && ((p->slot[1+q]. 
dis)+(p->slot[1 +q].z)< (p->slot[1 +(q-1)].dis) +(p->slot[1 + (q-1)].z))){ 
I******************************I 
updatef(r,u,q,z,x,h,f,lad,mo);/*This function update edges and *1 
r->su[6].tmep[1 +h].pse=(2+h); 
r- >su[2].tmep[2+h].pse=(1 +h); 
if(pla= ='l') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[ 1 +f].cv,NZ); 
if(p] a= ='2') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[1 +f}.cv,PZ); 
++mo; 
h+=2; 	/* planes where there is step slot and there I 
f+ +; are step in both side. 	 *7 
} 
else if((p- > slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q].dis) = = (p- > slot 
[1+(q-1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +qJ.z)< (p->slot[1 +(q-1)].z)) 
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updatef2(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); / This function update edges & planes / 
/ there is step only on one side. 	*1 
else if((p- > slot[ 1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 +q].z) < (p- >slot 
[1 +(q-1)].z) && ((p- >slot[1 +q].dis) + (p->slot[1 +q].z)) = =((p->slot 
[1 + (q-1)].dis) + (p- >slot[1 + (q-1)].z))) 
I*********************************I 
updatefl(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); /* This function is simillar to updatef2 *1 
/ except that step in in the opposit *1 
/ side of the slot. *1 
else if(count>.0 && p->slot[1 +q].dis>0 && p->slot[1 +q].step 
== 0){ 
updatef3(r,p,u,q,h,f); / This function produce extra edges and */ 
if(pla= ='l') 
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,NZ); 
if(pla= ='2') 
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +fl.cv,PZ); 
h+=2; 	/* plane where there are more than one 
+ +f; / slot on a face. 	 *1 
else if((count> 1) && (p- > slot[ 1 + q].step > 0) && (p- 
> slot[1 + q].dis >0) && (p- >slot[1 + q] .step) = = (p- > slot[1 + (q-1)].step) 
I I (p->siot[1 +q].step) < (p->slot[1 +(q-1)].step)){ 
updatef4(r,p,q,u,z,h,f,lad,mo); /*This  function produces extra / 
if(pla= ='l') 
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,NZ); 
if(pla = ='2') 
strcpy(r->.tdc[1 +fJ.cv,PZ); 
++mo; 
h+=2; 	/* edges  and plane and update, when there I 
++f; 1* are morethen one slot in a parent slot 	/ 
} 	 / and on the same level. 	 *1 

















printf("\n\n\n CHOSE OPTION 1 OR 2->"); 
whi1e((ag=getchar) !='l' && ag !='2') 
if(ag !='\n') 













top = (r- > ye [2] .xc); 
S=(-l);)  
else if(pla= ='4'){ 
top =(0); 
do { 
printf("%c\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM THE LEFT EDGE ->", 
CLEAR); 
scanf(" %f",&dis); 
p- > slot [1 + q].dis =(dis); 
if(count >0 && p- >slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis){ 
printf("\n\n%c YOU CANNOT CREATE ANY SLOT BEFORE 
\n",BEEB); 
printf("\nLAST ONE ON THE SAME FACE\n"); 
} 
if(count>0 && p->slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis) 
continue; 
printf("\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM FACE TO THE EDGE OF 
SLOT"); 





printf("%c\n\n\n 	>>> > > >>>>>>> DIMENSION OF 






p->slot[1 + q].z=(w); 
r->sdata[1 +q].x=d; 
r->sdata[1 +q].y=p->blk[O].y; 	/* All the data for creation of */ 
r->sdata[1 +q].z=w; 	I graphic will be held in these I 
r->sdata[1 +q].dir=ax; /* struct. For further information *1 
r- > sdata [ 1 + q].dis = dis; 	I 	refer to solid—data structure. / 
r->sdata[1 + q].face = pla; 1* *1 
r->sdata[1+q].step=st; 
r- >ve[9+ u].xc(top+(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[9+u].yc=(r- >ve[2].yc); 
r- >ve[9+u].zc=(djs); 
r- > ve [10+u].xc=(top+(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[1O+u].yc=(r->ve[2].yc); 
r->ve[10+u].zc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[1 I +u].xc(top-i- ( s*(st+d))) ; 
r->ve[1 I +u].yc=(r->ve[2].yc); 
r->ve[1I +u].zc=(dis); 
r- > ve[12+ u].xc =(top+(s *(d+ st))) ; 
r- >ve[12+u].yc=(r- >ve[2].yc); 
r- >ve[12+u].zc=(dis +w); 
r- >ve[13 +u].xc=(top +( s *st)) ; 
r- >ve[13 +u].yc=(r- >ve[4].yc); 
r- >ve[13 +u].zc=(dis); 
r_>ve [14+u].xc = (top  +(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[14+u].yc=(r- >ve[4].yc); 
r- > ye [14 + U] .ZC = (dis +w); 
r- >ve[15 + u].xc =(top+(s*(st.+.d))) ; 
r- >ve[15 +u].yc= (r- >ve[4].yc); 
r- >ve[15 +u].zc= (dis); 
r>ve[16+ u].xc =(top+(s*(st+d))) ; 
r->ve[16+u].yc=(r- >ve[4].yc); 
r->ve[16+u].zc=(dis+w); 
sedgef(p,r,u,q,z,x,h,lad); / This function produce edges and pl ane .*/ 
more_edges_for_p 1 (6,r,x,z); 
more edges for_p2(2,r,x,z); 
strcpy(r->pdc[7+x].plcv[2].pvx,PV); /* Next nine line create 
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vexedge*/ 
strcpy(r->pdc[7+x].plcv[6].pvx,PV); / for plane. 	*1 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8 -F-x] .plcv[2] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- >pdc[8+x].plcv[6].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x] .plcv[2] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- >pdc[9+x].plcv[6].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r->dc[7+x].cv,PZ); 
strcpy(r>dc[9+x].cv,NZ);/*This  part create vector direction for / 






strcpy(r- > dc[8+x] .cv,NX); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7+x].plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 + x] .plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
} 
if(pla=='3' && count 
r->ed[11].b=(9+u); 
r- > ed [12] .a = (13 + u); 
r- > su [3]. d = (17 + z); 
0){ /*This  case breakup the edge of */ 
/ the main block to form a new edge I 
/*beeen  first slot and the main 	/ 
/*block on the R-face. 	 *1 
} 
if(pl a=='4'&& count= =0){/******************************/ 
r->.ed[10].b=(9+u); 	/ This case is similar to the above / 
r->.ed[9].b=(13+u); / except that the condition is 
r->su[4].d=(17+z); 	/*applied to the 1-face. 	 *1 
if((p- >slot[1 +q].step) >0 && (p->slot[1 +q].dis) >(p->slot[1 + (q-
1)].dis) && (p- >slot[1 +q].z)< (p-  >slot[1 +(q-1)].z) && ((p->slot[1 +q] 




/* This function update edges *1 
r- > su[6].tmep[1 +h].pse=(2+h); 
r- > su[2].tmep[2+h].pse=(1 +h); 
if(pla= ='3') 
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,PX); 
if(pla= ='4') 
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,NX); 
++mo; 
h+=2; 	 /* and planes where there is step 	/ 
f++; /* slot and there are step in both side. / 
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else if((p- > slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q] .dis) = = (p- > slot 
[1 +(q-1)].dis) && (p->slot[1+q].z)<(p->slot[1+(q-1)].z)) 
updatef2(r,u4z,x,h,f); 1* This function update edges and planes / 
/ there is step only on one side. 
else if((p-> slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q].z) < (p- > slot[1 + 
(q-1)].z) && ((p- >slot[1 +q].dis)+(p->slot[1 +q].z))= =((p->slot[1 +(q-
1)] .dis) + (p- > slot[1 + (q-1)].z))) 
updatefl(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); / This function is simillar to updatef2 I 
I except that step in in the opposit 	*1 
/ side of the slot. 	 *1 
else if(count>.0 && p->slot[1 +q].dis>0 && p->slot[1 +q].step 
==o){ 
updatef3(r,p,u,q,h,f); 	/*This  function produce extra edges and *1 
if(pla= ='3') 
strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,PX); 
if(pla= ='4') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[1 +f].cv,NX); 
h+ =2; 	 /* plane where there are more than one 
+ +f; / slot on a face. 	 *1 
} 
else if(count>1 && (p-> slot[1 + q] .step) >0 && (p- >slot[1 + q].dis 
)>O && (p->'slot[l +q].step) = =(p->slot[1 +(q-fl].step) I I (p->slot 
[1 + q].step)<(p- >slot[1 +(q-1)].step)){ 




strcpy(r-> tdc[1 + f].cv,NZ); 
+ +mo; 
h+ =2; 	/* edges  and plane and update, when there are more*/ 
+ +f; /* then one slot in a parent slot and on 	 *1 
} /* the same level. 	 *1 
else if(p->slot[1+q].dis==0 && p->slot[1+q].step==0 && p-> 
















printf("\n\n\n CHOSE OPTION 1 OR 2->"); 
while ((ag=getchar) !='l'&& ag !='2') 
if(ag !='\n') 










while ((p- > slot[1 + (q-abas)].step) !=O)  
+ +abas; 
r->td[1 +h].a=2; 
r- > td[1 +h].b = (10+ ( u (8* abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[ 1 + h] .cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=4; 
r-> td[2+h].b =(14+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- >tty[2+h].cv,V); 








else if(pla= ='2'){ 
while((p- >slot[1 + (q-abas)] .step) ! =0) 
+ + abas; 
r->td[1+h].a=8; 




r- >td[2+ h].b =(14+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- >tty[2+h].cv,V); 
r->ts[1 +f].c= (18+z); 
r- >ts[1+f].d= 6; 
r- > ts[ 1+ f] .e = (1 + h); 
r->ts[1 +f].f=(2+h); 






+ + abas; 
r- > td [1 + h] .a = 8; 
r-> td[1 +h].b =(10+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[ 1 + h].cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=6; 
r- >td [2+h] .b =(14+( u (8* abas))) ; 
strcpy(r-> tty[2 + h].cv,V); 
r->ts[1 +f].c=(18+z); 
r->ts[1 +f].d=6; 
r->ts[1 +f].e=(1 +h); 
r->ts[1 +t].f=(2+h); 
strcpy(r- > tdc[ 1 +f] .cv,PX); 
h+=2; 
++f; 
else if(pla= ='4'){ 
while((p- > slot[ 1+ (q-abas)].step) !=O) 
+ +abas; 
r-> td[ 1 +h].a=7; 
r->td[1 +h].b=(10+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[ 1+ h].cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=5; 
r->td[2+ h].b=(14+(u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[2+ h].cv,V); 
r->ts[1 +f].c=6; 
r->ts[1 +f].d=(18+z); 








I This case handle slot along Z-axis 	 *1 
printf("%c\n\n\n >> > >>> >WHICH FACE IS GOING TO BE 





while((pla=getcharQ) !='l' && pla !='2' && pla !'3' && 
pla !='4') 
if(pla = STOP) 
printf("\n\n\n%c CHOSE OPTION = >",BEEB); 
else if(pla !='\n') 
printf("\n\n\n%c CHOSE OPTION = >",BEEB); 







else if(pla= ='2'){ 
top=(0); 
do{ 




if(count>O && p->slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis){ 
printf("\n\n%c YOU CANNOT CREATE ANY SLOT BEFORE 
\n",BEEB); 
printf("\nLAST ONE ON THE SAME FACE\n"); 
} 
if(count>O && p->slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis) 
continue; 
printf("\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM FACE TO THE EDGE OF 
SLOT"); 
printf("\n\n IN CASE OF STEP SLOT OTHER WISE TYPE 
ZERO(0) -> 
scanf(" %f",&st); 
> slot[ 1 + q].step = (st); 













r->sdata[1 + q].face =pla; 
r->sdata[1 +q].step=st; 
/*J the data for creation of 	*1 
[O].z;/* graphic will be held in these / 
/* struct. For further information / 
/ refer to solid—data structure. 	
/ 
1* 	 *1 
r- >ve[9+u].xc=(dis); 
r- >ve [9+ u].yc =(top+(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[9+u].zc=(r->ve[3].zc); 
r- >ve[10+u].xc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[10+ u].yc=  (top  +(s *st)) ; 
r- >ve[10+u].zc=(r- >ve[3].zc); 
r->ve[1 1 +u.xc=(dis); 
r->ve[1 1 + u].yc =(top+(s *(d+ st))) ; 
r- >ve[1 1 + u].zc=(r- >ve[3].zc); 
r- >ve[12+u].xc=(dis+w); 
r>ve[12+ u].yc =(top+(s*(df st))) ; 
r- >ve[12+u].zc=(r->ve[3].zc); 
r- >ve[13 +u].xc=(dis); 
r >ve[13+ u].yc =(top(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[13 +u].zc=(r- >ve[5].zc); 
r->ve[14+ u].xc=(dis+w); 
r- > ve[ 14 + u] .yc = (top + (s * st)); 
r- >ve[14+ u].zc=(r- >ve[51.zc); 
r- >ve[15 + u].xc= (dis); 
r- >ve[15 + u].yc=(top+(s*(st+d))) ; 
r- >ve[15 + u].zc=(r- >ve[5].zc); 
r- >ve[16+u].xc= (dis +w); 
r->'ve[16+u].yc=(top+ ( s *(st+d))) ; 
r->ve[16+u].zc=(r->ve[5].zc); 
sedgef(p,r,u,q,z,x,h,Iad); 	/*This  function produce edges and pl ane .*/ 
more—edges—for—p1 (1,r,x,z); 
more_edges_for_p2(5,r,x,z); 
strcpy(r- >pdc[7 +x].plcv[1] .pvx,PV); / Next nine line create / 
strcpy(r-> pdc[7+x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); /* vexedge  for plane. *1 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8+x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8+x].plcv[1].pvx,PV); 
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strcpy(r- > pdc[9+x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x].plcv[1].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r->dc[7+x].cv,PX);  
strcpy(r_>dc[9+x].cv,NX) ;/*This  part create vector direction for *1 
if(pla=='l'){ 	 /* plane in case of slot 	 *1 
strcpy(r->dc[8+x].cv,PY); 1* 	 *1 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7 +x] .plcv[2] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x] .plcv[2] .pvx,PV); 
} 
if(pla = ='2') { 	 1* 	 *1 
strcpy(r->dc[8+x].cv,NY);  
strcpy(r- > pdc[7+x].plcv[6].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x.plcv[6].pvx,PV); 
} 
if(pla= ='l'&& count= =0)1 /*This  case breakup the edge of / 
r->ed[4].a=(9+u); 	/* main  block to form a new edge 	I 
r->ed[5].b=(13+u); /*between  first slot and the main / 
r->su[2].f=(17+z); 	/*bl ock on the t-face. 	 *1 
} 
if(pla= ='2'&& count= =0){  
r->ed[2].b=(9-i-u); 	/* This case is similar to the above / 
r->ed[7].b=(13+u); /*except that the condition is 
r->su[6].f=(17+z); 	/* applied to the b-face 	*1 
if((p->slot[1 +q].step)>0 && (p->slot[1 +q].dis)>(p- >slot[1 +(q-
1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +q].z) <(p->slot[1 +(q-1)].z) && ((p- >slot[1 +q] 
.dis) + (p- > slot[1 + q].z) < (p- >slot[ I + (q-1)].dis) + (p- >slot[1 + (q-1 )].z))) 
{ 
updatef(r,u , q,z,x,h,f lad,  mo);/*  This function update edges 	/ 
r- >su[1].tmep[1 +h].pse=(2+h); 
r->su[5].tmep[2+h].pse=(l +h); 
if(pla= ='l') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[1 + fj.cv,PY); 
if(pla = ='2') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[ 1 + f] .cv,NY); 
++mo; 
h+=2; 	 / and planes where there is step slot / 
f++; /* and there are step in both side. 	/ 
} 
else if((p- > slot[1 + q] .step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 + q] .dis) = (p- >slot 
[1 +(q-1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +q].z)<(p->slot[1 +(q-1)].z)) 
updatef2(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); /* This function update edges and planes *1 
/ there is step only on one side. 
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else if((p->slot[1 +q].step)>0 && (p->slot[1 +q].z)<(p->slot 
[1+(q-1)].z) && ((p->slot[1 +q].dis) + (p->slot[1 +q].z))= = ((p->slot 
[1 + (q-1)].dis) + (p->slot[1 + (q-1)].z))) 
updatefl(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); /* This function is simillar to updatef2 / 
/ except that step in in the opposit 	*1 
/ side of the slot. 	 *1 
I********************************** I 
else if(count >0 && p- > slot[ 1 + q].dis >0 && p- > slot[1 + q].step 
== 0){ 





h+=2; 	 /* plane where there are more than one *1 
+ +f; /* slot on a face. 	 *1 
} 
else if(count>.1 && (p- > slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- > slot[1 +q] 
.dis)>0 && (p->slot[1 +q].step)= = (p->slot[1 +(q-1)].step) I I (p->slot 
[1 +q].step) <(p->slot[1 +(q-1)].step)){ 




strcpy(r- > tdc[ 1 +f].cv,NY); 
++mo; 
h+=2; 	/*edges  and plane and update, when there / 
+ +f; /*are  more then one slot in a parent slot 	/ 
} 	 /*and on the same level. 
I*************************************I 
else if(p->slot[1 +q].dis= =0 && p->slot[li-q].step= =0 && p-
















printf("\n\n\n CHOSE OPTION 1 OR 2->"); 
while((ag=getcharQ) !='l'&& ag !='2') 
if(ag !='\n') 










count = 0; 
if(pla= ='3'){ 









if(count>0 && p->slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis){ 
printf("\n\n%c YOU CANNOT CREATE ANY SLOT BEFORE 
\n",BEEB); 
printf("\nLAST ONE ON THE SAME FACE\n"); 
} 
if(count>O && p->slot[1 +q].dis<p->slot[(1 +q)-1].dis) 
continue; 
printf("\n\n\n DISTANCE FROM FACE TO THE EDGE OF 
SLOT"); 
printf("\n\n IN CASE OF STEP SLOT OTHER WISE TYPE 
ZERO(0) -> 
scanf(" %f",&st); 
p- >slot[1 + q].step= (st); 
printf("%c\n\n\n >>>>>>>>>>>> DIMENSION OF 








r->sdata[1 +q].x=d; 	II 
r->sdata[1 +q].y=w; /* All the data for creation of graphic I 
r->sdata[1 +q].z=p->blk[O].z; 1* will be held in these struct. For 
*1 
r->sdata[1 +q].dir=ax; 	/ further information refer to 	*1 
r->sdata[1+q].dis=dis; 1* solid—data structure. 	*1 
r->sdata[1+q].face=pla; 	1* 	 *1 
r->sdata[1+q].step=st; 
r- >ve[9+u].xc =(topi(s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[9+u].yc=(dis); 
r- >ve[9+u].zc=(r- >ve[2].zc); 
r- >ve[10+u].xc=(top +( s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[1O+u].yc=(dis +w); 
r- >ve[1O+ u].zc=(r- >ve[2].zc); 
r- >ve[1 1 + u].xc= (top+ ( s*(st+d))) ; 
r- >ve[11 +u].yc=(dis); 
r- >ve[1 1 + u].zc=(r->ve[2].zc); 
r- >ve[12+ u].xc =(top+(s*(st+d))) ; 
r- >ve[12+u].yc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[12+u].zc=(r->ve[2].zc); 
r- >ve[13 + u].xc=(top +( s * st)) ; 
r- >ve[13 +u].yc=(dis); 
r- >ve[13 +u].zc=(r->ve[6].zc); 
r- > ye [14 + u] .xc = (top + ( s * st)) ; 
r->ve[14+u].yc=(dis+w); 
r- >ve[14+u].zc=(r->ve[5].zc); 
r > ve[15+ u].xc =(top+(s*(st+d))) ; 
r->ve[15 +u].yc=(dis); 
r->ve[15+u].zc=(r->ve[5].zc); 
r>ve[16+ u].xc =(top+(s*(stid))) ; 
r- >ve[16+u].yc=(dis+w); 
r->ve[16+u].zc=(r->ve[5].zc); 
sedgef(p,r,u,q,z,x,h,lad); /* This function produce edges and pl ane.*/ 
more _edges_forp 1(1 ,r,x,z); 
more_edges_forp2(5 ,r,x,z); 
strcpy(r->pdc[7+x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); /* Next nine line create / 
strcpy(r->pdc[7+x].plcv[1].pvx,PV); /*vexedge  for plane. 	I 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8 +x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8 +x].plcv[1].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- >pdc[9+x].plcv[5].pvx,PV); 
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strcpy(r- > pdc[9+x].plcv[1].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r->dc[7+x].cv,PY); 
strcpy(r->dc[9+x].cv,NY); / This part create vector direction I 
if(pla= ='3'){ 	 /*for  plane in case of slot 	*1 
strcpy(r->dc[8+x].cv,PX); 1* 	 *1 
strcpy(r- > pdc[7-Fx].plcv[3] .pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9+x].plcv[3] .pvx,PV); 
if(pla=='4'){ 	 1* 
strcpy(r->dc[8+x].cv,NX);  
strcpy(r- > pdc[7+x].plcv[4].pvx,PV); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[9 +x] .plcv[4] .pvx,PV); 
if(pla= ='3'&& count= =O){ /*This  case breakup the edge of*/ 
r->ed[3].b=(9+u); 	/* main  block to form a new edge I 
r->ed[6].a=(13+u); /*between  first slot and the main / 
r->su[3].f=(17+z); 	/*block on the r-face. 	 *1 
} 
if(pla=='4' && count==O){/******************************/ 
r->ed[1].b=(9+u); 	/ This case is similar to the above / 
r->ed[8].a=(13+u); /*except that the condition is applied*/ 
r->.su[4].d=(17-i-z); 	/ to the I-face 	 *1 
} 
if((p->slot[1 +q].step)>.O && (p->slot[1 +q].dis)>(p->slot[1 +(q-
1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +q].z) < (p->slot[1 +(q-1)].z) && ((p- 
>slot[1 +q].dis)+(p->slot[1 +q].z)< (p- >slot[1 + (q-1)].dis)+(p-
>slot[1 +(q-1)].z))){ 
updatef(r,u,q,z,x,h,f,lad,mo); /* This function update edges and*/ 
r->su[i].tmep[1 +h].pse =(2+h); 




strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,NX); 
++mo; 
h+ =2; 	 /*planes  where there is step slot and / 
f++; /*there  are step in both side. 
else if((p->slot[1 +q].step)>.O && (p->slot[1 +q].dis)= =(p->slot 
[1 +(q-1)].dis) && (p->slot[1 +q].z) < (p->slot[1 + (q-1)].z)) 
updatef2(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); /*This  function update edges and planes I 
1* there is step only on one side. 
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else if((p- > slot[1 + q].step) >0 && (p- >slot[1 + q].z) < (p- > slot 
[1+(q-1)].z) && ((p->slot[1 +q].dis) +(p->slot[1 +q].z))= =((p-
>slot[1 + (q-1)].dis) + (p- >slot[1 + (q-1)].z))) 
updatefl(r,u,q,z,x,h,f); / This function is simillar to updatef2*/ 
/ except that step in in the opposit *1 
/ side of the slot. *1 
else if(count >0 && p- > slot[1 + q].dis >0 && p- > slot[1 + q].step 
==0){ 




strcpy(r- >tdc[1 +f].cv,NX); 
h+ 2; 	 /* plane where there are more than one *1 
++f; /* slot on a face. 	 *1 
else if(count> 1 && (p->slot[1 +q].step)>0 && (p->slot[1 +q] 
.dis)>0 && (p->slot[1 +q].step) = =(p->slot[1 +(q-1)].step) I I (p- > 
slot[1 + q] .step) < (p- > slot[1 + (q-1)] .step)) { 
updatef4(r,p,q,u,z,h,f,lad,mo); 	/*This  function produce extra*/ 
if(pla= ='3') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[1 +f].cv,PX); 
if(pla= ='4') 
strcpy(r- > tdc[ 1+ f] .cv,NX); 
++mo; 
h+ =2; 	/* edges  and plane and update, when there *1 
+ +f; are more then one slot in a parent slot 	I 
} 	 1* and on the same level. 	 *1 
else if(p->slot[1 +q].dis= =0 && p->slot[1 +q].step= =0 && p-













printf("\n\n\n CHOSE OPTION 1 OR 2->"); 
while((ag=getcharQ) !='l' && ag !='2') 
if(ag !='\n') 











while((p- > slot[ 1 +(q-abas)].step) ! =0) 
+ +abas; 
r->td[1 +h].a=6; 
r->td[1 +h].b=(14+( u (8* abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- >tty[1 +h].cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=4; 
r>td[2+h].b=(10+(u (8* abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[2 + h].cv,V); 








else if(pla= ='2'){ 
while ((p- > slot[1 + (q-abas)].step) !=O)  
+ +abas; 
r->td[1+h].a=2; 
r->td[1 +h].b=(10+( u (8*abas))) ; 




r->ts[1 +f].c= 11; 
r->ts[1+f].d=(18+z); 
r->ts[1 +f].e=(1 +h); 
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while((p-> slot[1 + (q-abas)].step) !=O) 
+ +abas; 
r- > td[ 1+ h] .a = 4; 
r->td[1 +h].b=(10+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[1 + h].cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=6; 
r>td[2+h].b=(14f(u (8* abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[2+h].cv,V); 
r- > ts [1 + t] .c = 12; 
r->ts[1 +fJ.d=(18+z); 
r- > ts [1 + f] .e = (1 + h); 
r- >ts[1 +f].f=(2+h); 




else if(pla= ='4'){ 
while((p- > slot[1 + (q-abas)].step) !=O)  
+ +abas; 
r-> td[ 1 +h].a=3; 
r->td[1 +h].b=(10+( u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r->tty[1 +h].cv,V); 
r->td[2+h].a=5; 
r- >td[2+h].b=(14+(u (8*abas))) ; 
strcpy(r- > tty[2 + h] .cv,V); 
r->ts[1 +f].c=9; 
r- >ts[1 +f].d=(18+z); 
r->ts[1 +f].e=(1 +h); 
r->ts{1 +f].f=(2+h); 












r- >lt.slotno=(1 +q); 
r->lt.vertex=(16+u); 
r- >lt.type =(22+z); 
r- > It.edges = (22+z); 
r-> lt.surface = (9+x); 
r- > lt.tedges = (2+h); 
r->lt.tsurface=(1 -f-f); 




struct information * r; 	1* Function 'sedgef' produce edges and*I 
struct primitives * p; / and plane when a slot is created. 	*1 
{ 
r->ed[13+z].a=(9+u); 
r- > ed [13 + z] .b = (11+ u); 
strcpy(r- > ty[1 3 +z] .cv,V); 
r->ed[14-f-z].a=(12+u); 
r->ed[14+z].b=(1O+u); 
strcpy(r- > ty[14+ z].cv,V); 
r->ed[15+z].a=(12+u); 
r->ed[15 +z].b=(11 +u); 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 15 + z] .cv,V); 
r->ed[16+z].a=(15+u); 





r- > ed[18+z].a=(10+u); 
r- > ed [18 + zJ .b = (14+ u); 
strcpy(r- > ty[18+ z].cv,V); 
r->'ed[19+z].a=(12+u); 
r->ed[19+z].b=(16+u); 
strcpy(r- > ty[19+ z]cv,C); 
r->ed[20+z].a=(14+u); 
r->ed[20+z].b=(16+u); 
strcpy(r- > ty[20+ z].cv,V); 
r- >ed[21 +z].a=(15 +u); 















strcpy(r- > pdc[8 +x].plcv[7 +x] .pvx,PC); 







r->chld[1+lad].b=(8+x); /*This  section prod. child features. * / 
r->chld[1 +lad].c=(9+x); 
updatef(r,u,q,z,x,h,f,lad,mo) 
struct i nformation* r; 	I Function 'update? update edges / 
{ 	 ,/* and planes where there is a slot / 
/*inside  another slot, Or step-slot. I 
Z­ 10;  
x­ 3; 
--lad; 
r- > ed[ 15 + z] .b = (18 + u); 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 15 + z] .cv,V); 
r->ed[21 +z].a=(22+u); 
strcpy(r->ty[21 +z].cv,V); 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8 +x].plcv[ 12 +x].pvx,PV); 









r- >ts[1 +fJ.e=(1 +h); 
r->ts[1 +f].f=(2+h); 
strcpy(r- > tpdc[1 + f] .plcv[1O+x].pvx,PV); 
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strcpy(r- >tpdc[1 +f].plcv[7+x].pvx,PC); 




+ + lad; 
updatefl (r,u,q,z,x,h,f) 
struct information* r; 
(r- > ed[20+z].a)=(r- >ed[20+(z-10)].a); 
r->ed[18+z].a=0; 
r- > ed [18 + z] .b = 0; 







r- > ye [14 + u] .zc = 0; 
r- >su[9+x].f=(18+ (z-10)); 





r- > ed [14 + z] .b = 0; 
strcpy(r- >ty[ 14+ z].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[20+z].a=O; 
r- > ed [20 + z] .b = 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[20 +z] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[19+z].a=0; 
r- > ed [19 + z] .b = 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 19 + z] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[15 +z].a=(17+u); 
r- >ed[21 +z].b=(21 +u); 
r- >ve[12+u].xc=0; 
r- >ve[1 2 + u] .yc = 0; 















struct information * r; 
(r- >ed[22+z].a)=(r- >ed[22+(z-10)].a); 
r- >ed[17+z].a=(0); 
r-> ed[17+z].b=(0); 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 17 + z] .cv,EMPTY); 
(r->ed[1 3+z].a) = (r->ed[13 + (z-10)].a); 













strcpy(r-> ty[ 13 + z] .cv,EMPTY); 
r- >ecl[22+z].a=(0); 
r->ed[22+z].b=(0); 














r- >su[7 +x].e =0; 
228 
r->su[7+x].f=0; 
strcpy(r- > dc[7 +x].cv,EMPTY); 
r->su[8+x].d = (18+(z+ 10)); 






struct information * r; 




if(p-> slot[1 + (q-A)].step >0) { 
do{ 
 
}while(p-> slot[ 1 +(q-A)].step !=0); 
} 
r->td[1 +h]. a =(10+(u (A*8))) ; 
r->td[1 +h].b=(9+u);strcpy(r->tty[1 +h].cv,V); 
r- >td[2+h]. a =(14+(u (A*8))) ; 
r- > td [2 + h] .b = (13 + u); 
strcpy(r- > tty[2 + h].cv,V); 
r- >ts[1 +f].c=(18+ (u(A*  10))); 
r->ts[1+f].d=(1 +h); 
r->ts[1 +f].e=(2+h); 
r- > ts [1 + f] .f= (17 + u); 
strcpy(r- > tpdc[1 + f].plcv[9+ (x (A*3))].pvx,PV) ; 
strcpy(r- >tpdc[1 +f].plcv[7+x].pvx,PV); 
} 
updatef4(r,p,q,u,z,h,f,lad,mo) 
struct information* r; 
struct primitives *p; 
{ 
intB; 
static mt bottom= 1; 
B=1; 
+ + bottom; 
while((p->slot[1 +q].step) ! = (p->slot[1 + (q-B)].step)){ 
 
+ + bottom; 
F' 
r->ed[21 +(z (bottom*10))]. a =(14+u); 
r>ed[15i(z (bottom*10))].b=(10+ u) ; 
229 
r- > td[1 +h]. a =(10+(u (B*8))) ; 
r->td[1 +h].b=(9+u); 
strcpy(r->tty[1 +h].cv,V); 
r >td[2+h]. a =(14+(u-(B*8))) ; 
r->td[2+h].b=(13+u); 
strcpy(r- > tty[2+h].cv,V); 
r->ts[1 +f].c=(1 +h); 
r->ts[1 +fl.d=(2+h); 
r->ts[1 +f]. e =(28+(z (B*10))) ; 
r->ts[1 +t].f=(27+z); 
r- > chld[1 + (lad-bottom)].me[1 + mo].md = ( 1+0; 
strcpy(r- > tpdc[1 + f].plcv[9+ ( x (3*B))].pvx,PV) ; 
strcpy(r->tpdc[1 +f].plcv[7+x].pvx,PV); 
if(((p- > slot[1 + q].dis) + (p- > slot[1 + q] .z)) = = ((p- > slot[1 + (q-bottom)] 
.z) + (p- >slot[1 + (q-bottom)].dis))){ 
r- >ed[21 +(z(bottom*  10))].a=0; 
r- >ed[21 +(z(bottom*  10))].b= 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[2 1 + (z-(bottom * 10))] .cv,EMPTY); 
r- >ed[15 + (z (bottom* 10))].a= 0; 
r- > ed[15 + (z .(bottom* 10))] .b =0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 15 + (z-(bottom * 10))] .cv,EMPTY); 
r- > ed{14+ (z(bottom*  10))].a= (r-> ed[14+ z].a); 
r- > ed[20+ (z(bottom*  10))].b = (r-> ed[20+ z].b); 
r- > ed[ 14 + z] .a = 0; 
r->ed[14+z].b=0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 14 + z].cv,EMPTY); 
r-> ed[20+z].a=0; 
r- > ed [20 + z] .b = 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[20 + z] .cv,EMPTY); 
r- >ed[19+(z(bottom*  10))].a=0; 
r- > ed[19t ( z (bottom * 10))].b =0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[19+ (z(bottom*  10))].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[18+z].a=0; 
r->ed[18+z].b=0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 18 + z] .cv,EMPTY); 
r- > su[8 + (x (3*bottom))]. c = 0; 
r- > su[8+ (x-(3 *bottom))].d = 0; 
r- > su[8+(x (3*bottom))]. e =0; 
r- > su[8+(x (3*bottom))].f=0; 
strcpy(r- > pdc[8 + (x-(3 *bottom))]  .plcv[9 + (x (3*bottom))].pvx, 
EMPTY); 
r->su[9+x].c=0; 
r- > su [9 +x] d = 0; 
r->su[9+x].e=0; 
r- > su[9+x].f=0; 
r- >su[9+ (x (3 *bottom))] d= (19+z); 
230 
strcpy(r- >pdc[9 + (x (3*bottom))].pIcv[8+x].pvx,PC) ; 




struct information *r; 





r- >ve[13 +u].xc=O; 
r- >ve{13 +u].yc=O; 
r- >ve[13 +u].zc=O; 
r->ed[17+z].a=O; 
r- > ed[ 17 + z] .b = 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[1 7+z].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[22+z].a=0; 
r- > ed [22 + z] .b = 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[22 +z] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[13+z].a=0; 
r->ed[13+z].b=0; 




r- >su[7+x].f= 0; 
strcpy(r- > dc[7 +x] .cv,EMPTY); 
updatef6(pin,r) 
struct i nformation * r; 
mt pin; 
{ 
r- > su[pin].c= 0; 
r- > su[pin].d = 0; 
r->su[pin].e=0; 
r- > su[pin].f= 0; 
strcpy(r- > dc[pin].cv,EMPTY); 
updatef7(r,z) 	/ This function modify main blank in case 









strcpy(r- > ty[ 12] .cv,EMPTY); 
r- > ed[9].a= 0; 
r->ed[9].b=O; 





r- >ve[4].yc= 0; 
r- >ve[4].zc=0; 
} 
updatef8(r,z) 	/* This function modify main blank in case 
struct i nformation * r;  / of end slot along x-axis in b-face. 
{ 




strcpy(r- > ty[2] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[1 1].a=0; 
r->ed[1 1].b=0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 11] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[10].a=0; 
r- >ed[10].b=0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 10] .cv,EMPTY); 
r- >ve[1].xc= 0; 
r->ve[1].yc=0; 
r- > ve[ 1] .zc = 0; 
r- >ve[2] .xc= 0; 
r->ve[2].yc=0; 
r- >ve[2] .zc = 0; 
updatef9(r,z) 	/* This function modify main blank in case 










r- > ed[ 1 ].a = 0; 
r->ed[1].b=0; 




r- >ve[2] .xc= 0; 
r- >ve[2] .yc= 0; 
r->ve[2].zc=0; 
} 
updatefl0(r,z) 	/* This function modify main blank in case 






strcpy(r- > ty[7]. cv, EMPTY); 
r- > ed[6].a = 0; 
r- > ed[6] .b =0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[6J.cv,EMPTY); 
r- > ed[8].a = 0; 
r->ed[8].b=O; 





r- >ve[7].yc= 0; 
r- >ve[7].zc= 0; 
} 
updatefll(r,z) 	/* This function modify main blank in case *1 
struct information * r;  I of end slot along y-axis in f-face. 	*1 
{ 
r->ed[9].a=(15+z); 
r- >ed[10].a=(1 1 +z); 
r->ed[1].a=0; 
r- >ed[1].b=0; 
strcpy(r- >ty[ 1].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[2].a=0; 
r->ed[2].b =0; 












updatefl2(r,z) 	/* This function modify main blank in case 
struct i nformation* r;  /* of end slot along y-axis in b-face. 	*1 
{ 
r->ed[9].b=(15+z); 
r- > ed[ 10] .b = (11+ z); 
r->ed[8].a=0; 
r->ed[8].b=0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[8] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[5].a=0; 
r- > eci[5].b = 0; 




r- > ve[5] .xc = 0; 
r- >ve[5].yc= 0; 
r- >ve[5].zc= 0; 
r- >ve[7].xc= 0; 
r->ve[7].yc=0; 
r->ve[7].zc=0; 
updatefl3(r,z) 	/ This function modify main blank in case 	I 
struct i nformation* r;  /* of end slot along y-axis in r-face. 	*1 
r->ed[4].a=(15+z); 
r-> ed[2].b=(1 I +z); 
r->ed[3].a=0; 
r->ed[3].b=0; 
strcpy(r-> ty[3] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[12].a0; 
r- > ed [12] .b = 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[I 2].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[11].a=0; 
r->ed[11].b=0; 








updatefl4(r,z) 	/* This function modify main blank in case 




r- > ed[9].a= 0; 
r-> ed[9].b 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[9].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[10].a=0; 
r- > ed[ 10] .b = 0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 10] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[1].a=0; 
r->ed[1}.b=0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[ 1] .cv,EMPTY); 
>ve[1].xc= 0; 
r- >ve[ 1] .yc = 0; 
r->ve[1].zc=0; 
r- >ve[3] .xc = 0; 
r- >ve[3].yc=0; 
r- >ve[3] .zc= 0; 
updatefl5(r,z) 	/* This function modify main blank in case 
struct information * r;  / of end slot along z-axis in t-face. 	*1 
r->ed[8].a=(15+z); 
r->ed[1].b=(11 +z); 
r- > ed [9]. a = 0; 
r->ed[9].b=0; 
strcpy(r-> ty[9] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[5].a=0; 
r->ed[5].b=0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[5].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[8].a=0; 
r-> ed[8] .b= 0; 
strcpy(r-> ty[8] . cv,EMPTY); 
r- >ve[3].xc= 0; 
r->ve[3].yc=0; 
r- >ve[3].zc= 0; 
r->ve[5].xc=0; 
r- >ve[5].yc= 0; 
r- >ve[5].zc= 0; 
} 
updatef16(r,z) 	/ This function modify main blank in case 
struct i nformation * r;  /* of end slot along z-axis in b-face. 	*1 
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strcpy(r- > ty[2].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[7].a=O; 
r->ed[7].b=O; 
strcpy(r- > ty[7].cv,EMPTY); 
r- > ve[ 1] .xc = 0; 
r->ve[1]yc=0; 
r- >ve[1].zc= 0; 
r->ve[7].xc=0; 
r- >ve[7].yc= 0; 
r->ve[7].zc=0; 
} 
updatefl7(r,z) 	/* This function modify main blank in case 	/ 
struct information * r; 1* of end slot along z-axis in r-face. 	*1 
{ 




strcpy(r- > ty[ 1 1].cv,EMPTY); 
r->ed[3].a=0; 
r- > ed[3].b=0; 
strcpy(r- > ty[3].cv,EMPTY); 
r- >ed[6].a =0; 
r->ed[6].b=0; 







updatefl8(r,z) 	/ This function modify main blank in case 






strcpy(r- > ty[2].cv,EMPTY); 





strcpy(r- > ty[8] .cv,EMPTY); 
r->ve[1].xc=0; 





more_edges_für_p 1 (sh,r,x,z) 
mt sh; 
struct i nformation * r; 
{ 
r->su[sh].mep[1 +x].pse =(13 +z); 
r- >su[sh].mep[2+x].pse (14+z); 
r->su[sh].mep[3 +x].pse =(15 +z); 
more_edges_for_p2(sh,r,x,z) 
mt sh; 
struct information * r; 
{ 
r->su[sh].mep[1 +x].pse=(20+z); 
r->su[sh].mep[2+x],pse =(21 +z); 




printf("%c\n\n\n * * * * * * * * INSTRUCTION ******* *\n",  
CLEAR); 
printf(" To create a part you should Start with a blank with the 
overal\n"); 
printf(" size, then required feature will be extracted from it. 
eg.\n"); 
printf(" eg. slot,hole,etc. 	 \ri"); 
printf(" To produce any feature it starts from refrence edge and 
\n"); 
printf("away from it. All the feature on any face should be created 
\n"); 
printf("in this orther.eg . when aslot is created no any slot can be 
\n"); 
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printf("created before it,with respect to refrence edge. 	\n"); 
printf(" A blank description can be produced by exit after input of 
printf("dimension of the blank. 	 \n"); 
printf(" The unit in the part description file is one. Meaning 
printf("whatever unit the user is chosen will be for the description 
printf("file. 	 \n"); 
printf(" User will have the chance at the end to change any tol. 
\n"); 
printf("or surface finish. 	 \n"); 
printf(" The type of feature which can be created at the present 
\n"); 
printf("are slot,step_slot,hole,step_hole,blind_hole,and as many 
as\n"); 
printf("required in any face. 	 \n"); 
printf(" The program is simple to use, it is menu driven. Once 
\n"); 
printf("user reaches end of the run before exit feature description 
\n"); 
printf("file is created.Therefore breaking Out before that no file 
\n"); 
printf("will be created. 	 \n"); 
printf("\n\n TYPE C TO CONTINUE -> "); 
solidf(cfile,p,r) 
char cfile[MAXL]; 	/* This function create the description *1 
struct primitives * p; I file for driving the solid modeller. 	*1 








FILE* cr;  
cr=fopen(cfile, "w"); 
nsl=r- >lt.slotno; 
nhl = r- > lt.holeno; 
/* Line below print out the dimension of the main blank in the file / 
fprintf(cr,"BLK< - BLOCK(% 1. lf,% 1. lf,% 1. lf)\n",p- >blk[O].x,p-
>blk{O}.y,p- > blk[O].z); 







if(r- > sdata[1].x>O){ 
for(i=1; icz=nsl; ++i){ 
if(r->sdata[i].dir= ='l'){ /* Adjusting the location of the slot *1 
xm=O; 	 / for solid modeler in the X-axes / 
/ dirction. 	 *1 
if(r-> sdata[i].face= = '1' 	r- > sdata [i].face = ='2') 
ym = (p > blk[O] .y)/2-(r- > sdata[i] .y)12; 
yni=ym-(r- >sdata[i].step); 
zm = (p- > blk[O] .z)/2-(r- > sdata [i].z)/2; 
zm = zm-(r- > sdata[i].dis); 
if(r->sdata[i].face= ='2') 
ym =(1)*ym; 
if(r->sdata[i].face= ='3' I I r->sdata[i].face= ='4'){ 
zm = (p- >blk[O].z)/2-(r- > sdata[i].z)/2; 
zm= zm-(r- > sdata[i] .step); 
ym = (p- > blk[O] .y)12-(r- > sdata[i].y)12; 
ym=ym-(r- >sdata[i].dis); 
if(r-> sdata[i] .face = =W) 
zm (-1) * zm ; 
if(r- > sdata [i].dir = ='2'){ /* Adjusting the slot location in the *1 
ym=O; 	 / main blank for the solid moudler .*/ 
/ Dirction of axes is Y-axes. 	*1 
if(r- > sdata[i] .face = = '1' I I r- > sdata[i].face = = '2'){ 
zm = (p- >blk[O] .z)/2-(r- > sdata[i].z)/2; 
zm = zm-(r- > sdata[i].step); 
xm = (p- > blk[O] .x)/2-(r- > sdata[i] .x)/2; 
xm=xm-(r- >sdata[i].dis); 
xm =(1)*xm; 
if(r- > sdata[i] .face = ='2') 
zm = (-1) * zm ; 
if(r->sdata[i].face= ='3' I I r->sdata[i].face= ='4'){ 
xm = (p- > blk[O] .x)/2-(r- > sdata[i].x)/2; 
xm =xm-(r- > sdata[i].step); 
zm = (p- > blk[O] .z)/2-(r- > sdata[i].z)/2; 
zm=zm-(r- >sdata[i].dis); 
if(r- >sdata[i}.face= ='4') 
xm =(.1)*xm; 
if(r->sdata[i].dir= ='3'){ /* Adjusting the slot location in the * / 
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zm=O; 	/ main blank for the solid modeler. */ 
/ Dirction of axes is Z-axes. 	*1 
if(r- > sdata[i].face = = '1' I I r- > sdata[i].face = = '2'){ 
ym = (p- > blk[O] .y)/2-(r- > sdata [i] .y)/2; 
ym=ym-(r- >sdata[i].step); 
xm = (p- > blk[O].x)/2-(r- > sdata [i] .x)/2; 
xm=xm-(r- >sdata[i].dis); 
xm =(1)*xm; 
if(r- > sdata [i ].face= ='2') 
ym =(1)*ym; 
if(r- > sdata[i].face = = '3' 	r- > sdata [i].face = '4'){ 
xm = (p- >blk[O] .x)/2-(r- > sdata[i] .x)/2; 
xm=xm-(r- > sdata[i].step); 
ym= (p- >blk[O].y)12-(r- > sdata[i].y)/2; 
ym=ym-(r- >sdata[i].dis); 
if(r- > sdata[i].face = ='4') 
xm =(1)*xm; 
} 
fprintf(cr,"BL%d < -BLOCK(% 1.1f,% 1.1f,% 1. lf)AT 





xm=O; 	 /* This line test for hole existance. If a 
ym=O; /* cylindrical hole existe some adjustment *1 
zm=O; 	 / will be made to prod. required format *1 
for(i=1; i<=nhl; ++i){/* for producing the solid model of the / 
if(p-> sdata [i] .dir= = '1') {/* feature. 
xm =(p- > sdata[i].step)-(p- >blk[O].x)12; 
ym = (p- > sdata[i].dl)-(p- >blk[O].y)/2; 
zm = (p- > sdata[i].d2)-(p- >blk[O].z)12; 
fprintf(cr,"HL%d < CYL(% 1. if, % 1. if)AT(ROTY= 90,MOVEX= 
% 1.lf,MO VEY= %1. lf,MO VEZ= % 1. if)\n",i,p- > sdata[i] .height,p-> 
sdata[i] .r,xm,ym,zm); 
if(p- >sdata[i].dir= = '2'){ 
xm = (p- > sdata [i] .dl)-(p- >blk[O].x)12; 
ym = (p- > sdata[i] .step)-(p- > blk[O].y)/2; 
zm (p- >blk[O].z)/2-(p- > sdata[i].d2); 
fprintf(cr,"HL%d <-CYL(% 1. if,% 1. lf)AT(ROTX=90,MO VEX 
= %1.if,MO VEY= % 1. lf,MO VEZ= % 1. if)\n",i,p- >sdata[i].height,p-> 
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sdata[i] .r,xm,ym,zm); 
if(p- >sdata[i].dir= ='3'){ 
xm = (p-> sdata[i].dl)-(p- >blk[O].x)/2; 
ym = (p-> sdata[i] .d2)-(p- >blk[O] .y)12; 
zm = (p- > blk[O] .z)/2-(p-> sdata[i] .step)-(p- > sdata[i] .height); 
fprintf(cr,"HL%d < -CYL(% 1. lf,% 1 .lf) AT (MOVEX= 
% 1. lf,MO VEY= % 1. lf,MOVEZ = % 1 .lf)\n",i,p- > sdata[i] .height,p-> 
sdata[i] .r,xm,ym,zm); 
} 
sprintf(hl,"-HL%d",i); 
strcat(clesc,hI); 
} 
} 
fprintf(cr,"%s\n",desc); 
fprintf(cr,"CLEAR\n"); 
fprintf(cr,"DRAW MBLK\n"); 
fclose(cr); 
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